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4. The Ahram Seminar was unanimous in considering that the
"no war, no peace" situation in the Middle East served the
interests of both the Super Powers. Why, Tahsin Bashir (until
recently the official government spokesman) asked, should the
Soviet Union change her stand and expose herself to dangers in
the Middle East for the sake of the Arabs? The area was one in
which the Russians had strengthened their hand before the Summit
(the Soviet/Iraq Treaty, Grechko's visits, etc), but despite
massive Soviet investment in arms and development projects, the
position of the United States in the area was still stronger than
that of the Russians. Perhaps the answer therefore lay in achieving
some sort of linkage between Vietnam and the Middle East in Moscow
(presumably, although this was not explicitly stated during the
seminar,
so that a concession by one side on Vietnam would produce
a
quid pro quo by the other over the Middle East).
5. But the concensus of the seminar was that the Arabs had left
it until too late. Baikal argued that the Arabs had fallen into
the trap of armed conflict at a time when small states were
incapable of fighting without the agreement and backing of one
of the Super Powers. Any country could buy a few tanks and planes,
but the building up of a strong army could not be left to chance
in this way. How then could Egypt solve this seemingly intractable
problem and ezert effective pressure on the Super Powers? Ismail
Fahmi, Under-Secretary at the MFA, stated very firmly at the
seminar that action against American oil interests in the Middle
East was "unthinkable, at least for the time being". No effective
alternative policy was proposed however. Fahmi talked of the need
for "a new kind of dialogue" with the Soviet Union, but failed to
spell out in what respect this would differ from the old.
6. The main impression given by these appraisals of the international situation on the eve of the Moscow Summit was of the
absence of any real idea of what to do next and as a consequence
a feeling of resignation about the prospect of early progress
towards a settlement; only when the Soviet Union and the United
/States had decided that it was in their interests to achieve a
{settlement in the Middle Bast would there be such a settlement
and in the meanwhile there was very little the Arabs could do to
hasten matters. This is pretty gloomy stuff, but it seems to us
to reflect fairly accurately the mood and thinking of prominent
Egyptians involved in formulating Egyptian foreign policy and
presenting it to the public.
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THE MOSCOW SUMMIT
1. In the weeks leading up to the Moscow Summit Meeting, as
was to be expected, Ahram and the rest of the Cairo Press have
given the subject a good deal of attention. Apart from generous
news coverage and numerous editorials, the Summit was the subject
of two of Haikal's last three Friday articles and of a highpowered seminar organised by Ahram's Political and Strategic
Studies Centre on 18 May. The seminar, which was chaired by
Haikal, was attended by representatives of -the Centre and of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and by journalists from Ahram. A
transcript of the discussions appeared in Ahram on 19 May.
2. On the Middle Bast, these appraisals of the Summit came to
much the same conclusions. The Middle Bast conflict would be a
low priority on the agenda for the Nixon/Brezhnev talks, because
the Arab countries had failed to make an impact on the interests
of the Super Powers in the way that Vietnam had done. It was
therefore unlikely that the Summit would have any effect on the
Arab/Israel dispute, except in so far as it altered the general
I international climate in which the parties were pursuing their
| policies.
3. Haikal described at length in his article of 12 May the ways
in which the Arab world had failed to exert pressure on the Super
Powers. The Egyptian army had not gone into action, commando
operations had not been reactivated, American public opinion had
not been affected, insufficient measures had been- adopted in
response to the Husain plan and American interests in the area
remained untouched. Paradoxically, however, even pressure of the
kind the North Vietnamese had managed to exert was not sufficient
to deflect the Super Powers from the course dictated by their own
interests. The fact that the Moscow Summit had taken place as
arranged meant that the Super Powers would allow no local conflict
to stand in the way of a rapprochement between them and that their
bilateral relations were of far greater importance to them than
their links with third countries. Haikal remarked that "this
might not make welcome reading".
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CONFIDENTIAL

Foreign and Commonwealth Office
London SW1
Telephone 01 •

Ext 66

930
Your reference -V 2

A B Urwick Esq
British Embassy

Our reference

CAIRO

Date

' I/A-

8 June

J/S

1972

THE MOSCOW SUMMED

1.
In Hob in Young's interesting letter to nalcolm Holding
(No 3/3 of 30 May) about the Moscow Summit, Ismail Fahmi is
reported to have said that action against American oil interests
in the Diddle -^ast was "unthinkable, at least for the time being".
This is a very welcome statement though events seem to have
2..
overtaken it fairly quickly,
It sounds as if your propaganda
against the use of oil as a weapon has had some effect in the
Egyptian M.PA.
But it would be interesting to know what arguments
l''ahmi used to support his thesis. Are they available?

A J M Craig
Near East and North Africa
Department

cc

Chancery Beirut
Washington
Mr Chalmers, Oil Dept
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would continue the process of isolating Israel and though he
realised there was no hope of a resolution imposing sanctions,
even to get the Assembly talking about sanctions might do some
good.

I said that resolutions about sanctions would not isolate

^•srael:

on the contrary they would get much less support than

the more moderate pro-Arab resolutions of the past.
example could never vote for sactions.

HMG for

Moreover Israel would not

consider herself isolated so long as America stood by her side.
5.

Finally, I asked whether he could give me an indication of

Egypt's intentions at the General Assembly.

He said he had

nothing official but it could not be excluded that Egypt might withdraw her acceptance of 2U2.

He could not say what precisely this

would mean but there were some people in Cairo, notably Dr Hassan
Zayyat, who privately thought that Egypt might simply say that
since 2i|2 had got nowhere Egypt no longer considered herself bound
by it.

6.

The important question, which I cannot answer, is whether

Mr el Shafei was talking on his own initiative or on instructions

A J M Craig
Near East and North. Africa
Department
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cc

Mr
Mr Gore-Booth

ARAB/ISHAEL:

1.

CALL BY THE EGYPTIAN MINISTER

Mr el Shafei called this morning at his request.t\ He

seemed to be on a fishing expedition.
2.

He began by asking me about my visit to Luxembourg.

He

apparently knew the names of the various groups which meet there.
I gave him a cautious account of the proceedings, bearing in
mind the need, stressed at Luxembourg, for confidentiality.
3.

Next he raised the question of cooperation by the Greater

London Council in Jerusalem building projects.

He said that

some time ago the Egyptian Embassy had been given some reassurance
by the -Foreign uffice, but he had recently seen press reports
that GLC engineers were now playing an active part.

I undertook

to enquire about the situation.
k»

Next we had a general survey of the Arab/Israel situation,

towards the end of which he asked what our reaction would be if
the Egyptians were to press for Dr Barring3to submit his report.
I said that speaking personally I could not see what Egypt hoped
to gain;

I supposetrthey might get another pro-Arab resolution but

they had had many of these in the past and they Sid little good.
It would presumably mean the end of Jarring as a useful interlocutor and we should have to start afresh looking for another
man and new machinery.

Mr el Shafei replied that at least it
/would
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6.

THESE ARTICLES HAVE G I V E N ' R I . S E TO WIDESPREAD SPECULATION HERE

THAT A ROW IS GOING ON IN THE UPPER REACHES OF THE GOVERNMENT.
AND THE FOREIGN MINISTER IN P A R T I C U L A R I S REPORTED TO BE OPENLY
ATTACK i'NG H A 1 K A L (TOWY WERE ALREADY AT ODDS OVER THE SUSPENSION
FROM DUTY OF ISMAIL FARM I, UNDER-SECRETARY IN THE M I N I S T R Y
OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS, AND T A H S I N B A S H I R , THE FORMER OFFICIAL
GOVERNMENT SPOKESMAN, BECAUSE OF THE PUBLICATION IN AHRAM OF
STATEMENTS THEY HAD MADE IN A SEMINAR HELD UNDER AHRAM'S
AUSPICES IN THE MIDDLE OF HAY (SEE MY LETTER TO C R A I G 12/1
JUNE, COPIED TO BEIRUT AND WASHINGTON ONLY).

OF 16

1 UNDERSTAND THERE/

IS ALSO SPECULATION IN THE LEBANESE PRESS THAT H A I K A L K A Y BE
THINKING OF LEAVING EGYPT TO WORK IN THE LEBANON AND THAT SIMILAR
REPORTS ARE BEING EORADCAST BY AMMAN RADIO.

HOWEVER, A WESTERN

JOURNALIST WHO SAW H A I K A L ON 22 JUNE FOUND HIM CHEERFUL AND
CONFIDENT AND H A I K A L G A V E NO I N D I C A T I O N THEN THAT THERE WAS ANY
K I M D OF

C R I S I S BREWING OVER H I S FUTURE,

HE HAS REPEATEDLY STATED

BOTH P R I V A T E L Y TO H I S STAFF AND PUBLICLY THAT HE WOULD NEVER
LEAVE EGYPT VOLUNTARILY AND I FIND IT HARD TO BELIEVE THAT
PRESIDENT SADAT IN H!S PRESENT SITUATION VvOULf rOi'vc inn <0 wv »x/»
IN ANY POLITICAL MANOEUVRES WHICH M A Y BE GOING OH, H A I K A L ' SHOULD
PROVE MORE THAN A MATCH FOR DR GHALIB AND INDEED SENIOR MEMBERS
OF H A I K A L ' S STAFF ON AHRAM ARE FORECASTING THAT-THERE WILL SOON
EE A CHANGE OF FOREIGN MINISTER.

UEWIGK
DEPARTMENTAL DISTRIBUTION
NENAD
MED
NEWS D
EESD
UND
UN ODA
N AM D
RES D (AM SECT)
MOD INTERNAL

ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION
ARAB/ISRAEL DISPUTE
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I N YESTERDAY'S A R T I C L E , H A I K A L D I S C U S S E D THE U S ROLE I N THE
PRESENT SITUATION' FROM W H I C H H E ' C L A I M E D THE US WAS B E M E F I T T I N G AS
WELL AS I S R A E L . US P O L I C Y WAS P R A G M A T I C AMD BASED ON HER
" P R E J U D I C E " THAT I S R A E L CAUSED NO HARM TO A M E R I C A N INTERESTS
Hv THE AREA AT LEAST I N THE SHORT TERM. T H I S , H A I K A L ARGUED,
WAS L A R G E L Y TRUE. EVEN THOUGH MOST US INTERESTS I N THE M I D D L E
EAST LAY | K THE A R A B WORLD, THE P R O - I S R A E L I P O L I C Y OF THE US HAD
NOT"SO FAR H A R M E D THOSE INTERESTS.
4.
H A I K A L STRESSED THE NEED FOR A CLEAR U N D E R S T A N D I N G OF THE
PRESENT BALANCE OF WORLD FORCES, C I T I N G AS R E A L I S T I C NORTH
V I E T N A M ' S ACCEPTANCE OF PEACE TALKS WITH THE US I M P A R I S EVEN AFTER
US BOMBING HAD CAUSED A QUARTER OF A M I L L I O N CASUALTIES I N NORTH
VIETNAM. ARAB I N A B I L I T Y TO UNDERSTAND THE " C H A N G I N G BALANCE OF
FORCES" WAS B E I N G EXPLOITED BY I S R A E L . B A I K A L THEM WENT ON TO
D E S C R I B E US SATISFACTION THAT A T H I R D OF EGYPT'S GROSS N A T I O N A L
PRODUCT SHOULD BE T I E D UP I N A WAR EFFORT W H I C H WAS I N FACT
FROZEN. THE M A I N T E N A N C E OF THE STATUS QUO REPRESENTED A
SERXSUS H A N D I C A P TO EGYPT I N THE FUTURE. IT WOULD END BY " A B O R T I N G *
THE S O C I A L I S T ' R E V O L U T I O N AMD ARAB U N I T Y , W H E R E A S A WAR OF
L I B E R A T I O N WOULD ATTRACT FORCES W H I C H WERE AT PRESENT
H E S I T A N T . T O A L I G N THEMSELVES, H A I K A L A G A I N REFERRED I N H I S
LATEST ARTICLE TO POSSIBLE PRESSURES ON EGYPTIAN/SOVIET RELATIONS
AND EMPHASISED THAT THE M A I M DANGER LAY I N PUTTING OFF THE BATTLE
FOR TOO LONG. EGYPT POSSESSED P O L I T I C A L , ECONOMIC AND STRATEGIC
WEAPONS W I T H W H I C H TO SET L I G H T TO AM A R E A " W H I C H CANNOT BEAR
A CONFLAGRATION".
.
BOTH THESE A R T I C L E S B Y H A I K A L C O N T A I N I M P L I C I T C R I T I C I S M O F
5.
P R E S I D E N T SADAT AND H I S G O V E R N M E N T FOR T H E I R F A I L U R E TO TAKE ANY
K I N D O F P O S I T I V E A C T I O N OVER T H E M I D D L E EAST CONFLICT A N D - A
W A R N I N G THAT C O N T I N U E D F A I L U R E TO DO SO COULD HAVE GRAVE
CONSEQUENCES FOR EGYPT AND FOR THE S U R V I V A L OF THE PRESENT R E G I M E ,
H A I K A L SEEMS TO BE A R G U I N G FOR SOMETHING S I M I L A R TO THE NORTH
V I E T N A M E S E APPROACH, I N W H f C H M I L I T A R Y O P E R A T I O N S WOULD T A K E
PLACE CONCURRENTLY W I T H T A L K S ( P O S S I B L Y DI'RECT T A L K S , ALTHOUGH
H A I K A L DOES MOT SAY SO IN TERMS) W I T H THE I S R A E L I S - S E E THE PASSAGE
ON THE P A R I S PEACE TALKS .REPORTED IN P A R A G R A P H 4 ABOVE.
/6. THESE
.RESTRICTED
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TO PRIORITY FCO TEL MO 925 OF 24 JUNE, INFO ROUTINE AMMAN, BEIRUT^
MOSCOW, PARIS, TEL A V I V , TRIPOLI, UKMIS NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.
MIDDLE EAST
1.

B A I K A L ' S FRIDAY ARTICLE

IN A SERIES ON "THE

STATE OF NO PEACE AND NO WAR" IN THE MIDDLE

EAST.
2.

IN AKRAM ON 23 JUNE IS THE SECOND

:
IN THE FIRST ARTICLE OF 16 JUNE H A I K A L HAD SAID THAT EGYPT

"MUST ACT THROUGH P O L I T I C A L STRENGTH * S WELL AS BY FORCE OF
ARMS TO BREAK AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE THE STATE OF MO PEACE AND
NO W A R " IN THE MIDDLE EAST,

ISRAEL WAS THE PRINCIPAL BENEFICIARY

FROM THE SITUATION AND IT VMS UNDERSTANDABLE THAT SHE SHOULD SEEK
• T O REMAIN AS LONG AS POSSIBLE ON THE PRESENT CEASE FIRE LINES.
BUT THE MAINTENANCE OF THE STATUS QUO WAS DANGEROUS FOR EGYPT IN
SEVERAL WAYS.

FIRSTLY, IT WOULD BECOME INCREASINGLY CLEAR THAT THE

EGYPTIAN GOVERNMENT WAS UNABLE TO FULFILL J T S PROMISE TO LIBERATE
THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES.

THE CREDIBILITY GAP WOULD GROW BETWEEN

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE PEOPLE AND BETWEEN THE ARMY AND THE PEOPLE
AND COULD RESULT IN THE FALL OF THE REGIME.

SECONDLY,

RELATIONS WITH THE REST OF THE A R A B WORLD WOULD SUFFER.

EGYPT'S
THIRDLY,

EGYPTIAN/SOVIET RELATIONS WOULD B£ SHANKEN BY DOUBTS ABOUT THE
DEPTH AND VALUE OF SOVIET A S S I S T A N C E .
IT WAS THEREFORE V I T A L TO
PUT AN END TO THE PRESENT' SITUATION BY ALL POSSIBLE MEANS, POLITICAL
OR MILITARY.
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MIDDLE EAST
1.
I find Mr Baikal's two most recent Friday
articles (Cairo telegram No 925 below) as disturbing
as Dr Sidqi's recent remarks to HMA. Mr Haikal may of
course be aiming principally to attract the attention
of the Americans before it is too late, but if
President Sadat is really under pressure to resume
the war of attrition or get out then I think it is
all the more important that Dr Jarring should be back on
the tracks as soon as possible.
2.
If there is anything in the so-called Algero/
Egyptian rapproachement President Sadat may well be
under pressure from the Algerians to resume the
war of attrition. The Algerian Ambassador told a
gathering of Arabophiles at dinner the other day that
the reason that the Middle East featured so
unprominently at the Moscow Summit as opposed to
Vietnam was because there was no fighting going on
(cf paragraphs 4 and 5 of Cairo telegram under
reference).

D A Gore-Booth
Near East and North Africa

Department
26 June 1972
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We have heard that Sadat has agreed to their reinstatement, but
on condition that it is not made public until after Ghalib's
return from the OAU Summit meeting in Rabat at the end ox this
week. Fahmi and Bashir are both therefore expected to return to
work fairly soon.
4. Tahsin Bashir (whom I saw at dinner last night) seems to be
enloying his (paid, he pointed out) leave and was off to Alexandria
for a long weekend while it lasted. Ismail Fahmi's Chef de Cabinet
has also confirmed to me that he expects Fahmi to be back at work
soon (rumours were rife last week that he might be sent to Bonn
as Egyptian Ambassador, but Mr Mohamad Iliad is still most people's
favourite candidate for this post). I apologise for treating you
to such a basinful of local Cairo gossip, but as the personalities
are known to you and Tony Parsons it may not be entirely without
interest.
/TOV--0

A B Urwick

Copies to:

Chanceries - Beirut
Washington
G B Chalmers Esq, Oil Dept, FCO
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BRITISH EMBASSY
CAIRO

12/1

June 1972

A J MJlraig Bsf . •
„-»••,•»
Mear .Eastera;;&• North-" Africaa •.{Department'
FG©
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'BAST' Oil
1. T_&ank you for your lettet '3/3 'of* 8 June' about Ismail Fahmi''s
comment "at the Ahram Seminar of 18 May that action against
American oil interests in tiie; Middle Bast was "unthinkable , at
least for the time being" »
*. r *~- ^ '''-M
• 1* » e* *
2. Unfortunately (according'-to the ajjgarently fairly complete
transcript of the Seminar which appeaJxe'^iJa^Ahraia the following
day) Ismail Pahmi failed to elaborate on the reasons behind his
thinking. He simply prefaced his r.ejaar^ ,»by referring to the
"arm of petroleum" as a means__of '" complicating matters for the
Americans"; this "I discard/as a solution to the Middle East
problem/ "but mention in order that it is not forgotten" . The
transcript contains no other reference to the use of oil.
3. Incidentally both Ismail Fahmi and Tahsin Bashir (former.
Official Spokesman and rno.w J^^ad of Press and Information at the
Ministry' of Pbre'ign A'f f;ai^s^ i^jo . also attested
the Seminar) have
:
been under a clos4 f,ihce
«.ffie
''"?£$•
^
*$&&•
;Tiiey"
wer'e , apparently
suspended from tneirlk'dutieii"an<I"seht" "on indefinite leave by the
Egyptian Foreign Minister, primarily because of their criticisms
of the Soviet Union during the Ahram Seminar. According to the
gossip in Press circles, other contributory factors were Ahram1 s
known support for the former Foreign Minister, Mahmud Riad, and
the emphasis given by Ahram to his Chinese visit (which is said
to have annoyed Dr G-halib) and the fact that Fahmi and Bashir
approved the transcript of the Seminar in draft before it appeared,
in the Press, but failed to 1seek the Foreign Minister' s approval
prior to publication. Fahmi s defence is that, if the authorities
did not wish the account of the Seminar to be published, it was
up to the G-overnment censor to suppress it. Some of our journalist
friends in Ahram maintain that the real target was Haikal and that
limogeage was intended as a warning to him. Haikal is fighting
back7~5
by rehearsing in his subsequent Friday articles some
~
of the ideas on Soviet/Egyptian relations put forward at the
Seminar; he is also said to have intervened with President Sadat
on 12 June to try to secure the reinstatement of Fahmi and Bashir.
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, NE & NAD

Mr Parsons has asked me to r'ecorfi^ that Mr Sisco
asked him for a private word after the meeting on
Gulf and Arabian Peninsular affairs in the State
Department on the morning of 26 June.
2.
Mr Sisco said that the Americans had now received
a reply from the Egyptians on the question of proximity
talks; making it clear that all bets were off until
the end of the year.
3.
Mr Sisco particularly asked that this information
/should not be telegraphed and I am not, for the
moment, copying this minute to posts. Mr Parsons
will no doubt wish to discuss further action with you
on his return at the end of this week.

27 June 1972
Washington

O
o o*-

Z «- rsj

| 2 r;
= 2^

Copies to:
Mr Le Quesne
Mr Renwick
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When I was in ..asuin^ton last w.;ek, Joe -isco told me
pi-ivately, i.e., by myself aft-..r the main. ;ao tine; was ov>. r,
t;hrt t-js; .•.^c.;ricims had puceiv^d a reply Troia the. ^g^ptiaus on the
proxiaity talks.
In thoir roijly the ..jgyp-tians raado clear tlist
thoy w<5re not prepared to cont••••r.rplate proximity talks at loaat
until next year - the actraiaotion being that there might be a
new ball £mn.Q in pro{:,reGS by that time. fl'he ^^ptians said
tii?;t they had informed the icusaiana o.,." this and tliat they "uii^iit"
inroria the Jritiiih and .'rench.
2.
k^i.GCo asked iiie to kcvrp this information und^r my hat or at
1 'a^t to give it a very limited distribution.
If the .^yptians
ni'-'intioned it to us, we should not show knowledge of the fact that
we had heard frora the jiuicricans.
The same apolied to the
Israelis v/hora the ^a,;exiicans had informed in confidence. Hhe
/uaericans did not intend to eive the ^j'-yptian reply any publicity
whatsoever and. they had asked th.; Israelis to act likewise.
3«
J''-s you will see I aa only copying this letter to those most
directly concerned with tills question. 1'lay I emphasise^ that we
should say nothing to anyone and that, if tackled, we should deny
knowledge of having: bee.: told by r.isco.

-/ar-sons
H.'J lir -J J W Barnes ilBJi, Tel j\viv
Hfei Cir J Klllick KCI'IG, Moscow
C T r, jJwart-Biggs lisq GMG QBE, i;aris
J G iioberly .^'sq, l/nchiritjton
Silent copies to: Mr Le Quesne
Mr Henwick
Private Secretary Mr Daunt
Copies to:
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/v,
A J M Craig Esq.

Near Eastern & North African Department
POO

JU^DUr

ARAB/iSRJiEL
1. Thank you for sending us a copy of the account of your
meeting with Mr El Shafei, the Minister at the Egyptian Embassy
(your undated minute to Parsons refers).
2. Prom here it sounds as though Mr El Shafei was freewheeling when he spoke about the possibility of Egypt's
withdrawing her acceptance of Resolution 242. We have had
no indication that this is at present being given serious
consideration here.

AW
A B Urwick

Copies to:

Chanceries - Tel Aviv
UXHIS New York
'V/ashington
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reporting the Dutch Foreign Minister's visit that the possibility
of military action was not mentioned at all by any of his Egyptian
contacts (although he had not seen President Sadat when he gave the
briefing to West European Heads of Missions on which the telegram
was based).

A B Urwick
Copies to:
Chanceries AMMAN
BEIRUT
MOSCOW
PARIS
TEL AVIV
TRIPOLI
TJKMIS NEW YORK
WASHINGTON
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national reasons". The Soviet Unio* did not *nt^o risk her

of the closure of the Suez Canal).

way out for the Arabs.
6,
As i* Haikal's way when dealing with very delicate adjects,

Is ?as

Sturt and SSt, while their ultimate goal was a comprehensive
settlement, they were in the meantime deriving positive c.dv,,ntage
from the maintenance of the status quo.
(Minister of wlr) on 28 and 29 June respectively.
e s d e n a n c f S g a i n promised Egypt an advaoced armJ "Jdastry
and both he and Sadiq forecast war; as General Sadiq Put « f°rce
the onlv language Israel understands". In addition, tocu*y a
thSt two days of military manoeuvres "considered to
largest carried out by the Egyptian Armed Porces.- have
ended. While we cannot entirely rule out the possibility that
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RECeiVEET IN
REGSSTSW No. 10

BRITISH EMBASSY,
CAIRO

\*£\t tj i- i is •_

2/4

A J M Craig Esq
Near East & North. African Dept
Foreign & Commonwealth Office
LONDON SW1

^~
MIDDLE EAST

1.
Haikal continued his series of Friday articles in Ahram on
"the state of no peace and no Y/ar;! in the Middle East by d'l sous sing i\
in an article published on 30 June the attitude of the Soviet Union
(see Cairo telegram no 925 of 24 June for a resume of the two
previous articles in the series).
2. Haikal began by asserting his belief in the value of Soviet/
Arab friendship in peace or war. He questioned whether it was
necessary to treat Soviet/Arab relations as a taboo subject - a
frank comment did not imply an attack on socialism. Haikal then
went on to describe the objectives of the Soviet Union in the Middle
East as:
a. the removal of "imperialist hegemony" in the Arab world;
b. the propagation of Marxism which, although it caused friction
between the Arabs and the Soviet Union, "need not alarm us";
c. using her powerful position in the Middle East to furlthur
her global interests, provided direct confrontation with the
United States was avoided; and
d. to expand her influence into other areas of Asia and Africa,
3Haikal then listed the benefits which the Soviet Union had
gained from her Middle East policy. Foremost amongst these was
prestige, closely followed by a growing involvement "in the great
game of Arab oil". In addition the Soviet Union now had access to
large areas of Africa and Asia and her military presence in the
area gave her definite strategic advantages.
4. But did the Soviet Union prefer the state of no peace and no
war to a' settlement of the Middle East conflict'?- Haikal rehearsed
the familiar arguments in support of the assertion that Soviet
interests were being consolidated and promoted by the maintenance
of the status quo, but predictably came to the conclusion that
Soviet interests lay primarily in a settlement. Haikal said that
there was no question of communism becoming a dominant force in the
Middle East in the foreseeable future for "religious, cultural and
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There followed a period of perplexity during which differing trends appeared
throughout the whole Arab world. Aims, interests and inclinations clashed and
fumbled about unsteadily. Then King Husayn detonated his plan like a bomb in the
Arab arena. Irrespective of its contents, the plan provided a clear indication that
no longer did anyone have any inhibitions regarding principles, ties of .commitment or
even sense of shame .
.
All that and other problems encouraged the United States, to get closer and closer
to the Israeli attitude. And, in the beginning of 1972, the year of riewielections,
President Nixon presented Israel with a gift of Phantoms and Skyhawks. Israel's
policy was clear and .the United States was backing it completely. The policy was
imposing a state of no peace, r no war.
. .
.
>
Actuary, tha4;w^,a,|M^
because Israel has the. .means. to achieve
peace, jf it wants. However, , it dees not w^t to. \Wha-t jtwgntg is expanaipn.
Thus, it has placed the Arabs in a state of no war. Actually, this is the crux of ihe
US policy of escalation. Israel thinks that by the state of no peace, which it wants,
and
by the
state'' of
no war, whicJi it wants, to impose on the Arabs, it; can' gef all it
'
'
'
" ' '
C. Here we reach the vital point on peace, namely, the freedom of action which
Egypt has and.can exercise.
How? This is the question.
Franjiyah on Issues .with Israel

.

We ,must,giye this.question its,due,in detail.
'.

'

i

Beirut home service in Arabic 0400 gmt 8 July 72
Excerpts from report:
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•

President Sulaynmn. Fraflrjiyah helcHlfs i^bni^ly meeting .with, the .doyen and
'members pf the Press Association Council yesterday, • He talked about various ;
current issues and recent events in Lebanon. The Infsrmation Minister, Khatchig
Babikian, and the Ministry Director General, Ilamiz, Khazin, were pr.esenl..
The President talked abput %erecent..tsr^eli attacks,pn;Letenon and the Security
CouijciJ resolution condemning Israel.',, ,He,said: .Vife observe ^,truce jy^thjsra,ej[-.. .M.ost o
the. cpimtries in\ the'.world[know this. The J3roof,of what we sa'y"lies in tjie UN decision to
increase tlie number of international observers.^alonp; the'bp.rder, but this has not prevented Israel from manoeuvring in an attempt to persuade public opinion thai there
is no truce between Lebanon and.Israel. . Unfprtunately, Israel has prjetexts which,
astonishingly enough, it obtains from some Lebanese newspapers...
. , - , . .. .
' , The president thea spoked about the Lod airport incident and how it,was exploited
by Israel in every way to the extent that the world thinks Lebanon has become a, den for
terrorist activities. How can Lebanon be resppnsible? We told the world that the three
Japanese citizens had travelled from a non-Lebanese airport in a non-Lebanese plane to
non-Lebanese territory - Lod - where they carried out their action. Until now no
responsibility has been attached to Lebanon, but the Israeli press and radio began to
give details of the Japanese points of departure and their training centres. We do not
believe the Japanese Red Army personnel need training especially in peaceful. Lebanon,
but Israel started to accuse Lebanon of this. Furthermore, some Lebanese newspapers
started to repeat Israel's words while we did not read a view contradicting this in any
Lebanese newspaper. Israel continued to exploit this logic to the maximum until we wen?
to the Security Council and found that the friendly states, which have proved their friendship on every occasion, showed lukewarm friendship this time. We saw less enthusiasm
than we saw in February for example.
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I recall that at the time I heard some of the details of the discussions. I was
somewhat perplexed because the main argument for the speedy movement from one
decision to another was neither strategic nor military. The pretext, however, was that
to change the decision was necessary for domestic conditions.
I was ready to accept any decision whatever its dangers if its motives were
national and pan-Arab and if it was on strategic and military bases. However, I was
always afraid of any decision to fight the enemy when, in fact, it was based on personal
motives and the calculations for it were connected to domestic conditions more than with
liberation and freedom.
•
That, in my opinion, was playing with homelands and destinies, .which cannot be
tolerated wither in principle or in life. I recall that I had asked some of them - there
were witnesses at the summit -• about this incident: I do not desire to impose myself on
what is 'outside my jurisdiction, but as an Egyptian citizen I wish to ask why the decision
made today was the reverse that wag de.cided three weeks ago while the situation has not
changed;
The answer -- witnesses were present - was: Because the battle will liquidate the
Rightist forces in the country. I said: But if we are not prepared today, the one to be
liquidated will be the progressive forces in the country.
I insisted and was told: Let us begin the battle. All these calculations are of no
consequence because the Soviet Union will be embarrassed and will consequently hurry to
fescue us. I said: And what if it does riot hurry to rescue us.
All these were excuses concealing the fact that during the three weeks in which
the decision had been changed, the struggle for power was clashing with legality (Arabic:
shar'iyah) and the problem of war and peace had beerrthrust into the arena to solve
domestic conflicts representing the mere ambitions of a minority, I remember that I
had never felt so much concern about Egypt as at the time. I remember that at the time
I wrote an article entitled 'Greetings to the Men' in which I attempted to explain a picture
of the risk the military battle for Egypt without calculations except those on a puny
struggle for power. I suffered a lot because of that article and ray consolation was that
whatever I was subjected to. I had conveyed a glimmer of the truth to the people.
Everything would have been simple, had it not involved using war as a means for
dealing with the ambitions for power. I reckon this period was one of agony in Anwar
as-Sadat's life. His'affection for patriotism made him hope but his responsibility to
the nation made him calculate. The crisis of playing with the problem of war and peace
in the struggle for power went on. Other crises broke out to involve all sacred things
in the game for power. Then came the I4th May.
(4) So far we are still living in the fourth phase. The picture appeared to be a
return to the beginning. Rogers came in May 1971, He was supposed to carry his
adherence to his plan which he presented under the pressures of the war of attrition and
the Soviet presence in the circumstances of this war in 1970. Roger-s said one thing
in Cairo. He returned to Washington but Washington's calculations were different. The
picture in June 1970, when Rogers had presented his plan, was completely different to
that in 1971: Abd an-Nasir was no longer there, the Palestine Resistance had been
liquidated in Jordan, the eastern front had broken up, the struggle for power in Egypt
had taxed Egypt's nerves and the Soviet Union felt concerned because of the impression
had been given that the Centres of power which had faded out had been the closest to
it. Thus, Egypt concluded the treaty of friendship and co-operation to reassure the
USSR that its relations with it were a matter of strategy and not of tactics by individuals.
Subsequently, the crisis of doubts in Arab-Soviet relations intensified because of the
events in Sudan.
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There is a difference, too, in the kind and extent of Soviet commitment to Egyj
and this bears no relation whatsoever to the US commitment to Israel. What is still mure
serious is the USSR's avoidance of any direct clash with the United States because the
USSR is trying to bring its society into an era of high consumption and hence does not want
to embark on any venture which would endanger-its attempt, particularly in a matter
which does not affect it directly or affect the area of its ideological commitment. This is
a fact which should be noted in any decision'Egypt takes.
(4) The Arab world is divided and I can almost say torn, in its interests. There
are regional interests which bind and economic interests which tempt. There are social
contradictions interested in settling old scores, forgetting that the-re are new scores and
that the impending danger now is not threatening class privileges biit the whole national
existence. In taking any decision, 'therefore, Egypt cannot confine itself to the Suez
Canal but is required to watch other Arab fronts.
It may be said, and it is true, that the Egyptian decision wjli help the remaining
Arab fronts. But to be fair we must bear in mind that the Arab fronts can help the
Egyptian decision, even though through inspiration. The inspiration from the other
Arab fronts, as it now appears, is not in the very least creative or stimulating.
B. We come nowto the restriction caused by the misgivings induced in Egypt's
willpower. We have already treated the restriction imposed by conditions beyond the control of the Egyptian willpower. In speaking about this point, the order of numbering will
not concern the order of reasons but the order of stages because where conditions beyond
control are concerned the elements are purely material and their reasons can be grasped.
But where induced misgivings are concerned, the elements are psychological and must be
sought in the far depth of events and incidents.
As we have enumerated four reasons in the previous point, the conditions beyond
control, we shall in this point, induced misgivings, enumerate and treat four stages as
well.
[Passages omitted on stage one and two between the six day war and the death of
Nasirj.
(3) Anwar as-Sadat began once again to gather the remains of the hope and to
extract from amid the great sorrow a rational unified willpower. However, the circumstances and human nature dictated that Egypt was to live through the most serious and
delicate period of its life from October 1970 to May 1971. This was due to the centres of
power which rose seeking power and nothing else.
The biggest catastrophe that was threatening Egypt at the time was the fact that
the problem of no peace, no war had become a game in the struggle for power.
Without revealing secrets about what took place during that period, it is sufficient
for me to refer from a distance to one incident that took place at the time. At the beginning of February 1971 there was a meeting of the National Security Council. The opinion
of all the participants from the former centres of power group was that conditions were
not suitable then to enter the battle. Only three weeks later there was another meeting
and the opinion of the participants from the former centres of power group was that the
battle should come in one week. Egypt's armament during this time had not increased by
a single bullet, while Israel had obtained a new arms deal including Shrike missiles as
additional assurance against the danger of the Egyptian missile network.
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The Vietnam war could be settled by negotiations before the end of this year.
The Indian-Pakistan war has begun to be settled through negotiations at the summit /
between Indira Gandhi and Zulfiqar All Bhutto. The Berlin crisis, 'which lies at the
heart of the European security problem, has been settled by negotiations between
Eastern and Western Germany. Even solutions to the problem of divided countries
such as Korea, are being sought through the negotiations between Pyongyang and Seoul.
But in this age we find ourselves in a crisis which we are unable to solve by
negotiations because Israel is occupying an entire Arab country - Palestine - and parts
of other Arab countries, Egypt and Syria. Negotiations with Israel are impossible
because no real negotiations can be conducted under the threat of occupation of the
national soil and the violation of national sovereignty. Moreover, Israel itself has
made its call for negotiations a ridiculous lie because there is no advantage in
negotiating while Israel is daily announcing that Jerusalem is not subject to negotiations, the Syrian Heights are not subject to negotiations, parts of the West Bank
are not subject to negotiations, Gaza is not subject to negotiations, and Sharm ashShaykh is not subject to negotiations. What then can be subject to negotiations in a
hypothetical situation that the call for negotiations has been accepted?
The impasse facing the Egyptian decision is as follows: a world declaring that it
is moving from the age of disputes to that of negotiations. In avoiding war risks, the
world finds itself ready to adopt the status quo as a starting point, something which we
cannot accept.
If we have to change the status quo now then this means that we have to use armed
force at certain stages of solving the dispute. This happens or will happen in an atmosphere in which the world does not want to hear the firing of a single bullet.
(2) The US nature is imperialist and adventurous and gives the Arab-Israeli
conflict a serious dimension. This gravity is magnified by the extent of the US
commitment to Israel. All of this became manifest at the beginning of this year,
before the Peking and Moscow meetings, when the United States gave Israel more
advanced arms than it needed in the coming five years. The Israeli Ambassador in
Washington and chief of staff during the 1967 battles Yit/haq Rabin said recently:
"During the past two years we have obtained from the United States more than we had
obtained during the preceding 20 years. "
The most serious effect of this situation was that it was possible to rebuild the
Israeli air force completely and this is the fundamental deterrent instrument with all
the perils it poses to the Egyptian depth. The Egyptian depth differs from the
Vietnamese depth. For example, the Egyptian depth is open - open skies and yawning
plains. The Egyptian depth is also (?aqueous) and it suffices to cite as an example the
Egyptian irrigation system on which agriculture depends in a country which knows rain
only in the form of a drizzle once a year. Moreover, the United States, under various
forms of pressure, may stop at a certain limit in Vietnam but Israel, regardless of any
pressure, knows no limit at which to stop. The Egyptian decision must take all of this
into consideration in its calculations, assessments and planning.
(3) The nature of the USSR differs from that of the United States. The USSR
pays great attention to and relies on historical development to bring about changes in its
interest and allows sufficient time for these changes to take place.
There is also a difference in the US and Soviet interests in having a presence in
the area. The United States is present but is threatened with expulsion and, therefore,
it resists even by dealing blows. The Soviet Union has not been present but the doors
are open to it and it is feeling the way to enter. The one who is feeling his way in will
enter quietly on tiptoe.
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We revised our calculations and the result was the same. Then I did something
else. I asked all the participants in the discussion to set aside the new methods from
A to Z and contemplate, despite the difference in their views and efforts, the result
we had obtained and then each ask himself if he felt that'he disagreed with the result
and to what degree. What is amazing is that there was not a single contradiction.that is, that the result by calculations and feeling remained unchanged.
I have related this personal experience not in order to use it as evidence because alone it is not enough to be so- but rather in order to draw a general picture
showing that, according to both calculations and feelings, Egypt cannot be a party
benefiting from the state, or the crime, of no peace, no war. On the contrary, the
continuation of the state, or the crime, of no peace, no war tremendously taxes Egypt,
its historical role, material resources, its nerves and even its mood. In other words,
Egypt is the victim in the state, or the crime, of no peace, no war.
Therefore, to get Egypt out, or getting it out, of this state of affairs becomes the
first priority of an Arab strategic action which must be enlightened, capable and able to
move. To say that Egypt is a victim and to remain silent is a gross simplification and
even an insult to Egypt itself.
Therefore, to say that Egypt is a victim and then to remain silent is an insinuation - or a doubt - that in the whole crisis Egypt is a party with no will of its own,
not in control of things and not i-esponsible for anything in the crisis. In addition to its
being an insult, this cannot be true.
The truth - as I see it or it could just be a mirage - makes us see the matter
on three levels:
(1) In the state, or the crime, of no peace, no war Egypt's movement is restricted by conditions beyond its will and it must face them with confidence and daring.
(2) In the state, or the crime, of no peace, no war, Egypt's movement is
restricted by misgivings induced into its willpower, but it can get rid of them with
courage of mind and conscience.
(3) Regardless of any restrictions resulting from conditions beyond its will or
misgivings induced into its willpower, Egypt has an amount of freedom of action the importance of which cannot be underrated.
Egypt is required to exercise this freedom to tie maximum and if this amount of
freedom of movement is not sufficient now to impose a solution on the crisis, it is
definitely sufficient to impose the necessary movement towards a suitable solution for
the crisis. We must now pause a few moments on these three levels.
A. There is a record of the conditions which ar? beyond Egypt's control. Looking at matters from this level, we find a group of factors which the Egyptian decision
cannot ignore or skip over. These are:
(1) The international situation in general, which we live in and not outside, has
quickly developed from the age of dispute between the two super Powers, the United
States and the USSR, to that of detente between them.
This detente has been evident for many years but the sequence of developments '
culminated in results which seemed surprising. These results were dramatized by
President Nixon's visits to Peking and Moscow. Thus the world has moved from the age
of disputes to that of negotiations.
'
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Haykal on Egypt's -Role_in the Middle East
Cairo in Arabic home service 1300 gmt and "Voice of the Arabs" 1745 gmt 7 July 72
Excerpts from Muhammad Hasanayn Haykal's weekly 'Al-Ahram 1 article:
Several days ago, I was fortunate to conduct a discussion at the political and
strategic studies centre in 'Al-Ahram' on the new methods for calculating the political
decision and its mutiple probabilities. These are methods which have been affected
by the revolution of the age and which are no longer confined to the borders of the political
sciences but go beyond to the far horizons of mathematics, operational research and the
technology of electronic brains. When the discussion was about to end, the turn came,
as usual, for the practical application of what we were discussing. We searched for a
problem to submit as a live experience in order to determine through it and by it the
effectiveness of the new methods for calculating the political decision and its multiple
probabilities and the possibilty of applying or finding out the response of these methods to
the complicated crises.
I said: There is a question which has preoccupied me in the past weeks. I have
already written three articles on it so far and I have a fourth article this week. The
question, as you may know, is the state, or crime, of no peace, no war which is gripping
the Middle East crisis and is about to choke it, as I have already said, I see, as I have
written, four main parties involved in the Middle East crisis: the United States, Israel,
the Soviet Union and Egypt. I tried later to discuss their attitudes to find out who is
benefiting from the state, or crime, of no peace, no war.
I have already written about the roles and responsibilities of the United States,
Israel and the Soviet Union. I have still to write about the role of Egypt and its
responsibility.
I added: We are now searching for a problem to submit as a live experience in
order to determine through it and by it the effectiveness of the new methods for
calculating the political decision and its estimated probabilities. I suggest, if you
agree, that we submit this question as a test and see what the results would be.
I admit that I surprised some of those taking part in the discussion.
did not embarrass them. However, all of them accepted the suggestion.

I hope I

There were 15 of us taking part in the discussion. Eight were prominent
professors of political and strategic sciences. They are young men whose mental and
psychological faculties are still sharp and inspired by hope. Four were journalists,
two were specialists in operational research and one was an expert in the technology of
electronic brains. We embarked on the experience. This is not the proper place to
explain its rules and details. What mainly concerns us is its results which we obtained
after five hours of steady, concentrated work. These were as follows:
Israel had 584 points in its favour in benefiting from the state of no peace, no
war. The United States had 250 points in its favour from the state of no peace, no war.
The Soviet Union had 165 points in its favour from the state of no peace, no war. Egypt
had minus 111 points - zero minus 111 points - against it from the continuation of the
state of no peace, no war.
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- 3resumption of fighting should bo delayed as long as
possible in order to re-equip the Egyptian Armed Forces
more fully.. There is nothing particularly new in these
comments but coming fron as high-ranking an officer as
General Shazli they arc of more than usual interest and
tend to reflect the general tenor of Baikal's recent
articles,, I should be grateful if particular care could
be taken to ensure McDermott's confidence in telling us
this is respected.
7. MQ know, incidentally, fron other sources that Baikal
ic also on particularly good terns with General Sadiq,
the Egyptian Minister for War, and the fact that Haikal
nay believe he is reflecting the views of the top Egyptian
military hierarchy in his recent articles no doubt
emboldens him to publicise opinions which are, according
to reports circulating in Cairo, anathema to the Egyptian
Foreign Minister, Dr G-halib.

\J
A B Urwick

Copies to;

Chanceries - Amman
Beirut
llOSCOW

Paris
Tel Aviv
Tripoli
UKMIS How York
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- 24. Having reviewed the external constraints on Egypt's
freed on of action, Haikal then proceeded to discuss at
length the internal factors which had weighed on Egyptian
policy towards the Arab/Israel dispute since 1967. The
most interesting point in this section of the article was
Haikal 's description of how the Egyptian National Security
Council had met in February 1971 and had decided that it
was not a suitable moment to go to war. Three weeks later
the Council had met again and had reversed its decision
for what Eaikal claimed were reasons of internal politics
unrelated to the strategic or military aspects of the
situation. Haikal had been told that tho ' cirgunent being . •
used by the advocates of an early resort to war was that
renewed hostilities would enable the Egyptian leadership
to crush the "rightist" elements in the country and he
had concluded at the time that this was just a pretext for
"quarrels and upheavals which served only personal ambition".
Haikal concluded by saying that in an article written at
that time he had drawn attention to the dangers of resuming
hostilities without adequate preparation.
5. We. have heard from our press contacts in Ahram that
the 7 July article was intended to serve as a prelude for
a
may ...ho a "i^aior eve-opener" .
. thl f? ?r1f* y- The 7 July
"article also repeated themes from previous articles.
Despite the note of caution Haikal sounded about the need
for adequate preparations for war, he does not appear to
have changed his view that some renewal of hostilities is
necessary. He once again rubbed in that the Soviet Union
is deriving advantage from the state of no peace and no war;
it was interesting that in a speech on 7 July during the
visit of President Assad of Syria to Moscow, President
Podgorny felt constrained to refute Haikal 's thesis publicly.
.Podgorny was reported as referring to "voices alleging that
the Soviet Union is interested in preserving in the Middle
Bast a state of no war and no peace", which he characterised
as "deliberate lies and a slanderous concoction of imperialist
propaganda" .
6. For another angle on "the battle", you may be interested
to note that Anthony McDcrmott of the guardian called on
his wife's uncle, General Shazli, the Egyptian Chief-ofStaff, on 5 July. Shazli (who was speaking in confidence
to a member of his family and particularly asked McDernott not
to make use of what he said) said that the only part of
tho Israeli Defence Forces of which he was afraid was the
Air Force and that counteracting it was the key to tho
"coming battle". General Shazli claimed that General 5'adiq's
recent visit to Moscow had been "successful", but refused
to be drawn on details. He asserted - and this is perhaps
an interesting sidelight on the recent Haikal articles that the "majority11 of the Egyptian Army wore opposed to
the present situation of "no war and no peace", but he
refused to say how far he agreed with them, McDermott
gained the impression that Shazli expected hostilities,
when they came, to be protracted and that he considered a
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11 July 1972

A J M Craig Esq

Near Eastern & North African Department
ECO

MIDDLE BAST
1. Haikal's latest article on 7 July in Ahram in the series
on "the state of no peace and no war" in the Middle East
was the first of three devoted to Egypt (see my letter 2/4
of 4 July to you for a discussion of his last article on
the Soviet Union),
2. Haikal began by giving an account of a recent analysis
conducted with the help of a computer by the Ahram Centre
of Political and Strategic Studies aimed at quantifying the
benefit each of the main countries involved in the Middle
East dispute was deriving from the state of "no peace and
no war". Israel came way out ahead with 584 points, the
United States second with 250 points, the Soviet Union third
but not so far behind with 165 points, and Egypt obtained a
negative score of 111 points. Haikal argued that this
confirmed that Egypt was the victim in the present circumstances. It was not enough however for her to complain Egypt should take positive action or at least generate some
kind of impetus towards a solution. Despite the prospects
of negotiated settlements elsewhere in the world (for example,
Vietnam and the Indo-Pakistan crisis), this was unfortunately
impossible in the Arab/Israel dispute since Israel occupied
large portions of Arab territory.
3. Haikal then went on to review the military capability
of Israel, a capability reinforced during the past year by
shipments of weapons which had exceeded in number and
sophistication all the arms which Israel had received from
the United States in the last 20 years. If Israel were to
renew deep penetration raids on Egypt, she would not (in
contrast to the United States in Vietnam) apply the brake.
The Soviet attitude on the other hand was quite different
from that of the United States. The Soviet Union counted
on historical evolution to promote her interests^ Middle
Eastern doors had opened of their own accord to the Russians
and they were creeping into the aroa on tiptoe. Above all,
tho Soviet Union was absolutely unwilling to risk a collision
with the United States in an aroa "which does not affect her
directly and which does not jeopardise her ideological
commitments".
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THE EGYPTIANS , ON BALANCE , THEREFORE, IT LOOKS
FROM HERE AS IF BOTH THE EGYPTIANS AND THE RUSSIANS HAVE
INTEREST IW TRYING TO PATCH THINGS UP, HOWEVER DIFFICULT
*AY HAVE MADE IT FOR THE RUSSIANS TO DO SO ,

j
AM
$ADAT
I

SEE Ml FT
DEFCOMCEM PASS

TO I M M E D I A T E MOD AND P R I O R I T Y TO HQBFNE,

URV/ICK.

[SENT TO DCC]
[REPEATED AS REQUESTED]
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IT SEEMS FAJRLY CLEAR THAT ALL THE A D V I S E R S INCLUDED

l?-i CATEGORY (A)

ABOVE ARE TO GO, BUT THE POSITION REGARDING'

TR.M iilN'6 STAFF IS LESS CLEAR ( SEE 'FOR EXAMPLE THE R ? I P C R T : I N
THE AHRAM QUOTED ir^ MY TEL 1041 P A R A G R A P H 10), THE FIGURE
OF
,vW REPORTEDLY GIVEN BY SAD'AT WOULD COVER .NOT ONLY I , .
ALL THOSE IN CATEGORY (A)
(B) AMD (C)

AS WELL,

, BUT MOST IF fiiOT ALL THOSE IN CATEGORIES

YET IT SEEMS HOST UNLIKELY THAT SADAT REALLY

INTENDS TO GET R!D OF ALL THE SOVIET MILITARY PERSONNEL IN EGYPT,
THERE to THE STRONGEST POSSIBLE EGYPTIAN INTEREST, FOR E A M P L E ,
HI RETAINING BOTH SOME TRAI ? 4 I N G ' J fJSTRUCTOJVS AMD ALSO SOME RUSSIAN
EXPERTS TO HELP. HAN THE SAM I i I S.
5.

PRESIDENT SADAT'S REPORTED COMMENTS REGARDING THE AUTONOMOUS

SOVIET M I L I T A R Y PRESENCE PRhSEMT EQUAL OR EVEN GREATER DIFFICULTIES
OF INTERPRETATION.

TAKEN LITERALLY, HIS WORDS APPEAR TO MEAN THAT

W I T H EFFECT FROM YESTERDAY E G Y P T I A N FORCES ARC NOW IN CONTROL
OF ALL SOVIET INSTALLATIONS If} EGYPT, BUT SOME OF THESE ARE

HIGHLY SENSITIVE AND IT SEEMS IMPROBABLE THAT EGYPTIAN FORCES
HAVE ACTUALLY"FORCED THEIR WAY INTO INSTALLATIONS WHICH WERE
HITHERTO EXCLUSIVELY SOVIET PRESERVES. EVEN ON AIR BASES PARTS
OF WHICH WE'RE TOTALLY CONTROLLED BY THE RUSSIANS, THERE HAS ALWAYS
BbEi. A MINIMAL EGYPTIAN PRESENCE AMD THE ENLARGEMENT OF THIS COULD
CPEN THLr WAY

FORM OF FACE-SAVING COtfpROMI St.

V ASSUME THAT HERE TOO

ONE

SADAT HAS TAKEN A TOUGH OPENING P O S I T I O N

STREf-JGMTEN H I S HAHD ! M WHAT HE K'^OWS S 3 L I K E L Y TO PROVE SOME
HARD B A R G A I N I N G WITH THE RUSSIANS,
6.

WHENEVER THE TRUTH LIES, PRESIDENT S A D A T * S ULTIHATUM

WOULD SEEM FROM HERE TO PRESENT THE PUSS!AMS WITH A VERY DIFFICULT
CHOICE,

THEIR FACILITIES IN EGYPT ARE OF THE GREATEST

IMPORTANCE

TO THEM IN COVERING THE MEDITERRANEAN A^D PARTICULARLY THE us
6TH FLEET ADD IN THE PAST THEY ARE REPORTED TO HAVE WAIVED
SUBSTANTIAL PAYMENTS FOR ARMS SUPPLIED TO EGYPT \H RETURN FOR
THESE FACILITIES. MOREOVER TKEiR MILITARY AND ECONOMIC INVESTMENT
\'i EGYPT (MOT TO SPEAK OF THE PRESTIGE INVOLVED) ?S SO LARGE
AMD THE EGYPTIANS ARE SO HEAVILY INDEBTED-TO THEM THAT IT CAN
SCARCELY S£ I N THE SOVIET IKTEHF-ST TO RISK A TOTAL BREAK WITH /THE

~ 3—
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2.

FROM THIS ACCOUNT AND THE PUBLISHED REPORTS OF SADAT'S <$£

SPEECH IT LOOKS AS IF, HAVING FAILED TO REACH A NEGOTIATED

''

".

AGREEMENT WITH THE RUSSIANS, HE HAS MOW PRESENTED HIS DEMANDS
TO THEM IN WHAT AMOUNTS VIRTUALLY TO AN ULTIMATUM COUPLED WITH
A REQUEST FOR NEGOTIATIONS TO WORK OUT A NEW BASIS FOR THE
SOVIET- EGYPTIAN RELATIONSHIP.

PRESUMABLY HE IS HOPING BY THIS

HIGH-HANDED TACTIC TO STRENGTHEN HIS HAND IN NEGOTIATING WITH A

;

f»UCH STRONGER PARTNER AND IS NOW W A I T I N G TO SEE HOW THINGS
WORK OUT.

BUT THE BRUSQUE MANNER IN WHICH HE HAS TREATED HIS

SOVIET BENEFACTORS HAS MADE IT VIRTUALLY CERTAIN THAT THE
NEGOTIATIONS H E ' H A S NOW CALLED FOR

WITH THE RUSS.I A.N'S WILL

PROVE VERY DIFFICULT, SEEM FROM HERE { A?JD I MUST APOLOGISE
FOR TRESPASSING ON HM AMBASSADOR MOSCOW'S TERRITORY )

IT ALSO

APPEARS LIKELY THAT THE RUSSIANS THEMSELVES WILL BE P,£~£XA«f HI NG
THE WHOLE BASIS OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP 'WITH E G Y P T - I N THE LIGHT OF
TIHS NEW BLOW TO SOVIET PRESTIGE ( WHICH SEEMS IN MANY WAYS EVEN
-ORE SERIOUS THAU THE DISMISSAL OF ALi
1971)

SA3R1 AND OTHERS IN MAY

AND THAT DOUBTS WHICH HAVE BEEN RAISED

IM THE PAST Wl'THIN

THE SOVIET LEADERSHIP OVER THE HIGH COST AMD RISK .OF SOVIET
INVOLVEMENT IN EGYPT.WILL BE STRENGTHENED 3Y WAT HAS OCCURRED,
SADAT

#

FOR ALL HIS REAFFIRMATtON OF SOVIET/EGYPTIAM FRIENDSHIP,

APPEARS TO Bh TAKI NG' GRAVE - R j SKS IN HIS Rr< -AT10NS WITH THE
RUSSIANS.
3,

IT REMAINS FAR FROM CLEAR HOW THE DIFFERENT ELEMENTS OF THE

S O V I E T M I L I T A R Y PRESENCE \H EGYPT Ul LL B£ AFFECTED AND i rJBEED THIS
WILL PRESUMABLY BE OWE OF THE HAIW TOPICS OF THE NEW ROUfjD OF
f.'EGOTJATlOUS WITH THE RUS8IAMS FOR '.-/HIGH PRESIDENT SADAT HAS ASKED.
THE SOVIET M I L I T A R Y PRESENCE IN EGYPT CAN VERY ROUGHLY BE DIVIDED
INTO THREE BROAD CATEGORIES sA)

SOVIET TRAINING STAFF AND ADVISERS WITH THE EGYPTIAN
NAVY, ARMY MD A I R FORCE.

3}

S O V I E T PERSONNEL

INVOLVED IN EGYPTIAN AIR DEFENCE,

C)

THE AUTONOMOUS SOVIET M I L I T A R Y PRESENCE 5 N EGYPT MADE
UP OF WHOLLY SOVIET-WANNED A I R .DEFENCE ELEMENTS, SOVIET
FIGHTER SQUADRONS, THE SOVIET MARITIME AIR SQUADRON AND
SOVIET NAVAL PERSONNEL AT PORT SAID, MERSA MATRUH AMD
ALEXANDRIA.

.

— 2 —
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TO IMMEDIATE FCO TELKO 1044 OF 19 vJULY
KFI

IMMEDIATE TO BEIRUT, MOSCOW, P A R I S , T£L A V I V , UKMIS NEW YORK

WASHINGTON AND 'MOD
P R I O R I T Y TO AHMAN, JEDDA, KHA3TOUM, K U W A I T , TRIPOLI
MY TEL NC 1041;

AND HQBFNE,

PRESIDENT SADAT'S SPEECH OF 18 JULY*

CONSEQUENCES FOR THE SOVIET M I L I T A R Y PRESENCE IN EGYPT AND FOR
SOVIET/EGYPTIAN' RELATIONS,

:U

ALTHOUGH WE HAVE NOT YET HAD Afl OPPORTUNITY TO QUESTION

DIRECTLY AMY MEMBER OF THE ASU CENTRAL COMMITTEE WHO ATTENDED
YESTERDAY'S 1 MEETING j WE HAVE BEEN TOLD THAT PRESIDENT SADAT
SPOKE HARSHLY ABOUT THE RUSSIANS ( MUCH MORE SO THAT IS EVIDENT
If-; THE PUBLISHED VEHSIO;, AND IN THE KH*B OF TONE WHICH HE

USUALLY RESERVES FOR THE UNITED STATES) AND ACCUSED THE RUSSIANS
OF HAVING EEE;,' INFLEXIBLE IN THEIR NEGOTIATIONS V/ITII THE
EGYPTIANS. SADAT IS REPORTED TO HAVE SAID THAT THE EGYPTIAN
PRIME WISTcR'S V I S I T TO fcCSCOW --HAD BEEW A LAST-DITCH ATTEMPT TO
f'cACH AM AGREEMENT WITH THE RUSSIANS Ai^D THAT IT HAD FAILED,
HE IS ALSO SAID TO HAVE STATED THAT ABOUT 15,000 SOVIET ADVISERS
WOULD LEAVE EGYPT AMD THAT IF THE RUSSIANS WANTED THEIR
EQUIPMENT BACK THEY COULD HAVE IT AND * * WE WILL SHIP IT HOME
FOR THE'i"4 SADAT CLAIMED TO HAVE OTHER SOURCES OF MILITARY
EQUIPMENT ALREADY EARMARKED, HE ALSO ALLEGEDLY SA}D THAT IF
THE RUSSIANS WlSHED TO TERMINATE THE TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP WITH
ESvpT, THIS WOULD BE ACCEPTABLE TO THE EGYPTIANS. ACCORDING TO
THE SAME SOURCE, GENERAL SADJQ .( THE MINISTER OF WAR. } WAS
LOUDLY CHEERED AT THE MEETING OH A NUMBER OF.OCCASIONS.
/0 9
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N A RESOLUTION' PASSED L A S T S l G i i T THE A3U CEKTRAL CONIMITTEE
"'l~iJLL SUPPORT" FOR THE PSES LOtrJT'S DECISIONS,
i'J,vAY'S P f -G'SS REPORTS THAT Pfrh'SICENT S A D A T HAD SE?-iT A .MESSAGE
TO PfxESiDE.KT A38;:D OF S Y R I A ? ; D E S C R I B I N G THESE LATEST
£HV£uOPK£»TS
9,

IM E G Y P T I A N / S O V I E T RELATIONS,'

THERH IS KG E D I T O R I A L COGENT IN T O D A Y ' S PRESS ON THE

:.i::ClSlO?.;3 THEMSELVES, BUT AKHSAR STATES THAT THE ^OST PRESSING
(

.££D FOR EGYPT AT THIS STAGE !S TO DEFEND HER N A T I O N A L

VXtr&l'uZHCa.

AT THE OUTSET OF THE .REVOLUTION THE M A I N DANGER

TO E G Y P T I A N S O V E R E I G N T Y WAS THE B R I T I S H OCCUPATION
EVACUATION Cf

THE

B R I T I S H TROOPS WAS QBE OF THE M A I N E A R L Y A I M S OF

THE REVOLUTION AND WHAT THE E G Y P T I A N PEOPLE A R E F A C I N G
T O D A Y IS SIMPLY AN EXTENSION OF SUBSEQUENT IMPERIALIST ATTEMPTS
IT) CAST DOUBT OK E G Y P T I A N M I L I T A R Y C A P A C I T Y ,

AHRAM MAKES AN

APPEAL FOR NATIONAL UNITY AND STATES THAT THE FORTHCOMING ASU
-ATIONAL CONGRESS HUST CONCENTRATE ON MEANS OF UNIFYING THE COUNTRY
TO A C H i V E THE LIBERATION OF THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES.
10.

AHRAH ALSO CARRIES A REPORT THAT ONLY THE SOVIET M I L I T A R Y

ADVISERS ARE AFFHCTED BY THE PRESIDENT'S DECISIONS AND THAT
SOVIET INSTRUCTORS WILL R E M A I N IU EGYPT,

A SEPARATE REPORT IN

AHRAM STATES THAT THE SOVIET/EGYPTIAN FRIENDSHIP TREATY WILL
ALSO NOT BE AFFECTED,

DEFCOMCEN PSE PASS IMMEDIATE ^OD,PRIORITY HQBFNE.

URWJCK,
FCOA/H D I S T R I B U T I O N
N E N A D

/REHEATED AS REQUESTED/
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-"'"', SADAT ALSO REFERRED BRIEFLY TO HIS SUEZ CANAL I N I T I A T I V E
•-H 4 FEBRUARY 1971 AND GAVE A DETAILED - ACCGUMT-SF'THE SERIES OF
.TALKS HE HAD HELD WITH THE SOVIET "LEADERS SINCE THAT TIME. HE.
SAID THAT THESE TALKS HAD HOT BEEH FREE FRO* DIVERGENCES, BUT THAT
H£ BELIEVE SUCH DIFFERENCES TO BE NATURAL. THE SOVIET U N I O N
WAS A BIG COUNTRY WITH A INTERNATIONAL ROLE AMD ITS OWN STRATEGY,
M-OEAS EGYPT WAS A COUNTRY PART OF WHOSE TERRITORY WAS OCCUPIED
A?iD THEREFORE A PRIMARY, CONSIDERATION FOR HER WAS TO REKOVE THE
CONSEQUENCES OF ISRAELI AGGRESSION, DURING THE PRESIDENT'S
V I S I T TO THE SOVIET U N I O N IN MARCH 1971, HE HAD HAD FULL AND
FRANK TALKS WITH THE SOVIET LEADERS BUT DIFFERENCES HAD ARISEN
OVER THE QUALITY AND TIMING OF ARMS SUPPLIES. THE TALKS "SHOULD
HAVE BEEN CONTINUED IN AM ATMQSHPERE OF FRANKNESS AND CLARITY",
SADAT SAID HE HAD, HOWEVER, REJECTED ALL RESTRICTIONS ON THE
USE OF ARMS OF WHATEVER KIND BY EGYPT BECAUSE HE 3ELEIVED THAT
EGYPT MUST REMAIN FREE TO TAKE HER OWN DECISIONS. AFTER THE
TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP AND CO-OPERATION HAD BEEN SIGNED WITH THE
SOVIET U N I O N IN HAY 1971 THE SOVIET UNION HAD INDICATED THAT
SHE WOULD SUPPLY THE TYPES OF WEAPONS REQUIRED FOR "THE BATTLE",
BUT THEY HAD NOT ARRIVED WITHIN THE AGREED PERIOD. THIS FACTOR,
ALONG WITH THE OUTBREAK OF THE ^DO/PAKISTAN WAR, HAD ofiLIGhb THE
EGYPTIANS TO RECONSIDER THEIR POLICY OF MAKIfcG 1971 "THE YEAR
OF DECISION".
6.
SADAT ALSO REFERRED TO THE EFFECT WHICH THE EVENTS OF JULY
1971 IN THE SUDAN HAD HAD ON RELATIONS WITH THE RUSSIANS A?JD
SAID THAT HE HAD GONE TO MOSCOW IK OCTOBER TO EXPLAIN EGYPT'S
ATTITUDE TO WHAT HAD HAPPENED AND HAD SUCCESSFULLY ELIMINATED •
THE DIFFERENCES WHICH REMAINED AT THAT TIME OVER THE SUDAN,
7.
SADAT ALSO REFERRED TO HIS VISIT TO THE SOVIET UNION PRIOR
TO THE NIXON/BREZHNEV SUMMIT MEETING, REPEATING IN S I M I L I A R TERMS
TO THOSE HE USED IN HIS SPEECH OH 5 JUNE (PARAGRAPH 2 OF MY TELFQPJM
338 OF 6 JUNE NOT TO ALL) THE THREE PRINCIPLES OF EGYPTIAN PO' ICY*
POLICY WHICH .HE HAD PUT TO THE SOVIT LEADERS,
/8
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HAD BEEN PUT INTO FORCE W I T H EFFECT FRO.'-; THE PREVIOUS DAY AKD THAT
CONSULTATIONS IV£K£ T A K I N G PLACE 0?-; HOW TO V/Q«K OUT A MORE EFFECTIVE
FORM OF EGYPT!AM/SOVIET CC~OPE«ATiOM IN THE FUTURE.

S A D A T ASKED

HIS AUDIENCE TO PUT THESE D E C I S I O N S Hi THEIR PROPER P E R S P E C T I V E
^CfUCOLON THEY DID NOT IN A N Y W A Y "AFFECT THE ATMOSPHERE OF
EGYPTIAN/SOVIET FRIENDSHIP" A?<D HE REITERATED THAT WHAT WAS NOW
DEEDED VMS TO WORK OUT A NEW FORM CF S O V E I T / E G Y P T I A N FRIENDSHIP
in THE COMING PERIOD*

SADAT CLAm£^ THAT THERE WAS "NOTHING

STRANGE" ABOUT THESE D E C I S I O N S .

HE HAD REPEATEDLY FOLD BOTH

THE SOVIET LEADERS AI4D THE EGYPTIAN PEOPLE THAT THE BATTLE WAS
AN EGYPTIAN ONE V J H J C H WOULD BE FOUGHT B Y THE E G Y P T I A N S AND THAT
EGYPT WAS f,OT SEEKING TO PROVOKE A CGNFROKTATfQK BETWEEN THE
SOVIET U N I O / J AND THE UNITED STATES,

THESE DECISIONS DID nOT

MEAN ANY P03T-POHEME«T OF THE BATTLE, BECAUSE THERE HAD f^EVER BEEN
ANY QUESTION THAT THE SOVIET EXPERTS AND ADVISERS V/OULD FIGHT
W I T H THE EGYPTIANS,

"HO

ONE HAS EVER IMAGINED THAT A M Y SOLDIERS

EXCEPT OUR OWN WILL FIGHT THE BATTLE FOR OUR LAND, OUR RIGHTS AND
OUR D I G N I T Y " ,
4,

SADAT LED UP TO T H ? S ANNOUNCEMENT WITH A LONG R E V I E W OF THE

HISTORY OF EGYPTIAN/SOVIET RELATIONS SI MCE THE 1952 REVOLUTION,
EMPHASISING THAT THE P R I N C I P A L O B J E C T I V E OF EGYPTIAN FOREIGN
POLICY THROUGHOUT ALL EGYPT'S BATTLES AMD PARTICULARLY S1KCE
1967 HAD BEES TO ACHIEVE STRONGER AND BETTER RELATIONS W I T H j
THE SOVIET UNION AT ALL LEVELS, IN THE LIGHT OF THE STRONG SUPPORT
BEING GIVEN TO EGYPT'S ENEMY BY THE UNITED STATES.

EGYPT WOULD

NEVER FORGET HOW THE S O V I E T UNION HAD COHE TO HER ASSISTANCE,
N3TABLY IN 1965 AFTER US A I D HAD CEASED AND AFTER THE JUNE WAR
IK WHICH EGYPT HAD L O S T ' 8 ^ Of HER ARMS,

HE ALSO REFERRED TO

SOVIET ASSISTANCE IN BUILDING THE ASWAN DAM AND THE HELWAN IRON
AND STEEL COMPLEX,

/5
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THE EGYPTIAN PRESS TODAY C A R R I E S A SUMMARY OK PP^RF'T

S A D A T ' S 93-MINUTE SPEECH TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF TIARAS
S O C I A L I S T UK ION ON 18 JULY.

2-

PRESIDENT SADAT IS REPORTED TO HAVE TOLD THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE

THAT

"AFTER STUDYING THE S I T U A T . O S IN ALL ,TS ASPECTS AND ,
*

R C

'*

T I O N

°F

THE

TREMENWUS A I D THE S O V I E T

UH10 N

HAS '

E WST A N X
PT n..
' ° U S FOR THE FRIENDSHIP OF TH£
IET UhlON AKD AS WE ARE ON THE THREASHHOLD OF A ^ STAGE ,N

TnIS FRIEHDSH.P... HE HAD FOUHD IT APPROPR.ATE TO TAKE THE
FOLLOWING DECISIONS!

A)

TO TERMINATE W I T H EFFECT FROM 17 JULY THE MISSION OF THE
S O V I E T A D V I S E R S AtvD EXPERTS WHO HAD COME TO EGYPT AT EQv^T'S
OWN REQUEST.

THEY WOULD BE REPLACED IN ALL THF WORK THEY

WERE DOING BY PERSONNEL OF THE EGYPTIAN ARMED FORCES
ALL THE SOVIET M I L I T A R Y

INSTALLATIONS AND EOUIFf'EHT

(THE ARABIC WORDS USED WERE MUUSHA-AT AND MU'ADDAT)
ESTABLISHED ON E G Y P T I A N SOIL AFTER JUhE 1967 WOULD BECOME
•Ht EXCLU S 1 VE PRCPEPTY OF EGYPT AND WOULD BE PLACED UNDER
Trfb A D M I N I S T R A T I O N OF THE EGYPTIAN ARMED FORCES

C)

WO^THM,"-*11 E G Y P T 1 W ! / S O V I E T NKT.N6. AT A LEVEL TO BE AGREED
AND , THIN 1HE FRAKEWRK OF THE TREATY OF FRIEHDSH.P AND
C,-OPERAT, OS WITH THE SOVIET U N I O N f IN C R D £ R T0 ^
V I E W S 0^ THE COKING STAGE,
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PRESIDENT SADAT KAY THUS HAVE BOUGHT SOMF
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TCHPORARV POPULAR .TV, OUT THE ..ONG-TCRH PROBLEM
IriE SAME.
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FOR THE «OT-:«T HE IS DOIN6 (HIS BEST TO PR F^T A

UIUHED KRONT AND TO M I H I » 1 E E THE EFFECT OF / AT V ^
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CONFIDENTIAL
IMMEDIATE
CYPHER CAT A
FM

CAIRO

1913502 JULY

CONFIDENTIAL

j
ii
TO IMMEDIATE FCO TEU'O 1345 OF i9 JULY
*
•
|
RFI IMMEDIATE BEIRUT , MOSCOW, PARIS, TEL AVIV, UMKIS NEW,1 YORK,
WASHINGTON AND HOD
PRIORITY TO A WAN, JEDUA, KHARTOUM, KUWA'IT , TRIPOLI ANJ iQBFNE.
MIPTi

'- '

'

•

'PRESIDENT SADAT'S SPEECH OF 18 JULYt

EGYPT, ' :

•.

.

:

CONSEQUENCES FOR

- •"• ; •."..;

1. • PRESIDENT SADAT'S DRAMATIC.CO^FRO^TATI CM WITH THE RUSSIANS
(WHICH Jfi'REMINISCENT OF PRESIDENT NASSER'S SUDDEM SHIFTS OF
POLICY ) iS LIKELY TO BE POPULAR IN EGYPT AT LEAST fH THE SHORT
RUM,, THE RUSSIAN'S , BY THE VERY UBIQUITY OF THEIR PRESENCE, -HAVE
MADE THEMSELVES DISLIKED IN THE COUNTRY AT'LARGE AND PARTICULARLY
IN THE HIGHEST REACHES OF THE ARMED FORCES. EVEN AT LOWER LEVELS
IN THE ARflY. THERE HAVE BEEN REPORTS OF ALMOST CONSTANT FRICTION,
BUT AMOMC3 THE MORE MILITANT JUNIOR OFFICERS DISILLUSIONMENT COULD
WELL SET IN WHEN THE FULL IMPLICATIONS OF THE WITHDRAWAL OF
SOVIET ADVISERS FOR EGYPT'S M I L I T A R Y CAPABILITY IN THE
CQMFRQHTATiQf-J WITH ISRAEL PECOf-'ES CLEAR* Af-'OMG EGYPTIANS hV
GF.MF.FIAL THF SPEECH !S OEJfJG GREETED AS THE PEGfMNIHG OF THE HMD
OF THE SOVIF.T PRESENCE. IM EGYPT AND THE. MIDDLE CLASSES ESPECIALLY^
ARE OVERJOYED,, LEFT W J M G ELEMENTS ARE LIKELY TO BE ACUTELY UNHAPPY
OVER WHAT HAS HAPPENED, BUT IT StEKS DOUBTFUL WHETHER THEY HAVE
THE ORGANISATION AMD POWER BASE FRO.1'. WHICH TO MOBILISE AN
EFFECTIVE OPPOSITION,
2,
THERE IS A WIDESPREAD BELIEF IM CAIRO THAT THE WHOLE CHAIN
OF RECENT EVENTS, INCLUDING THE BAGHDAD I MEMORANDUM WHICH CALLED
FOR JUST SUCH A READJUSTMENT OF THE WHOLE SOVIET/ EGYPTIAN
RELATIONSHIP , HAS BEEN ORCHESTRATED BY THE AMERICANS V/FTH THE
HELP OF THE SAUDIS AMD THAT THIS 13.A FIRST STEP TOWARDS PEACE
NEGOTIATIONS ( ALTHOUGH SADAT WAS VERY CAREFUL TO AVOID ANY
SUGGESTION IN HIS SPEECH TO .THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE AND
DID HIS BEST 'TO IMPLY THAT AS A RESULT OF THIS MOVE THE EGYPTIANS
WOULD HAVE MORE OF A FREE HAND IN CHOOSING WHEN TO GO TO WAR)* THERE
IS., HOWEVER, ABSOLUTELY NO EVIDENCE AT PRESENT TO SUPPORT THE
/AMERICAN
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BKEPISH EMBASSY
CAIRO

1972

M A Holding Esq
Near East & North African Dept
Foreign & Commonwealth. Office

EGYPTIAN AND LIBYAN DELEGATIONS ON THE MIDDLE EAST

1.

y

It was announced in the Cairo press on 6 Julv that

to implement
of the

the press

E
N
C
E

announcement of 6 July made no mention of

aggression against the Arab countries". Alan
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ENGLISH-LANGUAGE EGYPT!AN GAZETTE ALSO ACCUSES MRS MEIR OF
BEING INSINCERE IN CLAIMING THAT' ISRAEL WANTS PEACE AND STATES THAT
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ISRAEL, AND r£G,YPT TO MEET "QB1 EQUALS" WHILE
ISRAEL IS IN POSSESSION OF ARAB LAND. LIKE AKHBAR, THE GAZETTE
ALSO REJECTS MRS W E I R ' S STATEMENT THAT ISRAEL HAS NOT DRAWN UP
A MAP OF FUTURE BORDERS AS A K I N D OF ULTIMATUM AND CONCLUDES BY
SAYING THAT WAT MRS MEIR I S SEEKING IS THE SURRENDER AND HUMILIATION
OF THE ARABS,
5.

ALL PAPERS CARRY WITHOUT COMMENT THE FCO SPOKESMAN'S COMMENTS

ON MRS H E I R ' S SPEECH AS REPORTED IN YOUR TEL NO 386 TO TEL A V J V 7 0
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UNCLASSIFIED

TO P R * ° R I T Y FC° TEL W0 *098 OF 2 JULY, INFO P R I O R I T Y AMMAN,
BEIRUT, MOSCOW, P A R I S , TEL A V J V , UKMIS NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON
A V I V TEL NO 61*i MRS H E I R ' S SPEECH TO THE KNESSET

I

ALL TODAY'S CAIRO PAPERS CARRY NEWS AGENCY REPORTS OF MRS
MEIR'S CALL FOR DIRECT TALKS WITH PRESIDENT SADAT. THERE IS NO
REFERENCE TO MRS MEIR'S COMMENTS 'ON THE WITHDRAWAL OF SOVIET
M I L I T A R Y ADVISERS ( P A R A S 3 AND 4 OF TEL A V I V TEL UNDER REFERENCE).

IN GENERAL MRS MEIR'S PROPOSALS ARE DISMISSED AS OLD IDEAS WHICH
EGYPT HAS ALREADY REJECTED.
2.
THERE IS ALSO SOME EDITORIAL COMMENT, AKHBAR STATES THAT MRS
MEIR'S CLAIM TO WANT PEACE HAS LONG BEEN EXPOSED AS HOLLOW?
PEACE CANNOT BE BASED ON AGGRESSION AND IS INCOMPATIBLE BOTH WITH
ISRAEL'S DECLARED INTENTION TO ANNEX TERRlTORfES OF OTHER COUNTRIES
AND WITH HER REJECTION OF UN RESOLUTIONS AND THE MISSION OF DR
JARRING. EGYPT HAS MADE QUITE CLEAR THAT SHE CANNOT ACCEPT DIRECT
TALKS OR THE IMPOSITION OF (NEXT THREE WORDS UNDERLINED)
A FAIT ACCOMPLI. IN CONCLUSION AKHBAR CLAIMS THAT EGYPT!AN AND
ARAB_NATIONALISM IS CAPABLE OF CHANGING THE, PRESENT STATE OF
AFFAIRS AND OF LIBERATING THE OCCUPIED TERRITORIES, AS WELL AS
MAINTAINING REAL PEACE "BASED ON JUSTICE, SOVEREIGNTY AND
FREEDOM".
3.

AHRAM STATES THAT EGYPT HAS ALREADY REJECTED DIRECT TALKS

AND EMPHASISES THAT REOPENING THE SUEZ CANAL CANNOT BE AN OBJECTIVE
IN ITSELF.
4.
THE FRENCH-LANGUAGE PAPER, LE PROGRESS EGYPT!EN, COMMENTS THAT
MRS MEIR IS WELL AWARE THAT HER OFFER WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED SINCE
SHE IS SIMPLY T R Y I N G TO HOODWINK THE WORLD I NTO'BELIEVING THAT
ISRAEL WANTS A PEACEFUL SOLUTION TO THE" MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT. THE

/ ENGLISH-LANGUAGE
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RECEIVED IN /
EGlSTfcY No. 1C

-2-A06.I972/

FM C A I R O 010950Z
UNCLASSIFIED

TO ^ P R I O R I T Y FCO TEL NO 1119 OF 1 AUGUST,

INFO P R I O R I T Y

WASHINGTON, INFO ROUTIWE AMMAN, BEIRUT, HQBFNE, KHARTOUM, MOSCOW,
P A R I S , TRIPOLI AND TEL A V I V *
PRESIDENT SADAT'S
1.

I N T E R V I E W WITH "NEWSWEEK".

PROMINENCE "|S GIVEN I N ' T O D A Y ' S C A I R O PRESS TO EXTRACTS

FROM PRESIDENT -SADAT'S INTERVIEW WITH DE BORCHGRAVE I N - T H I S
. W E E K ' S NEWSWEEK*

P A R T I C U L A R ' EMPHASIS } 8 L A I D ON SADAT'S

REPORTED COMMENTS THAT EGYPT HAY THREATEN US OIL

INTERESTS IN THE

ARAB WORLD |N AN ATTEMPT TO PROD THE US INTQ A " PEACEMAKER'S
ROLE " AMD THAT US INTERESTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST ARE IN FOR
•A " LONG HOT AUTUMN "*
2,
(IN

PRESIDENT SADAT IS ALSO REPORTED TO HAVE TOLD DE BORCHGRAVE
A SOMEWHAT OBSCURE PASSAGE) THAT THE SOVIET UNION WOULD

CONTINUE TO USE " STRATEGIC F A C I L I T I E S ON THE MEDITERRANEAN".
• S A D A T ALSO ACCUSED ISRAEL OF H A V I N G PERSUADED THE .US THAT
H I S PEACE INITIATIVE (OF 4 FEBRUARY 1971 ) WOULD BE " J U S T
A BEGINNING OF A SERIES OF EGYPTIAN CONCESSIONS".

PRESIDENT

SADAT STRESSED THAT EGYPT WOULD NOT G I V E I N AND THAT " }
AM NOT M A K I N G CONCESSIONS",
DEFCOMCEN PASS ROUTINE TO HQBFNE.

BEAUMONT.
[PASSED TO MOD]
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L34 - - R U S S I A N S - D I D NOT .OBJECT TO -EXPERTS ' WITHDRAWAL,
C A I R O SPOKESMAN TELLS FRENCH R A D I O
/ - FRANCE-INTER HAS -. BROADCAST -A POORLY HEARD INTERVIEW
WiTED TO- ITS-CAIRO; CORRESPONDENT = BY THE EGYPTIAN GOVERNMENT
SROKESmANy ZAYYAT^ ^WHOv-SA ID THAT •+THE.;SQY'5.ET, EXPERTS IN EGYPT

LEFT- AT -EGYPT'S .REQUEST. THEIRS wER&J4iMi;fEi2 M/fesioNs, AND THE
L I M I T H A D - BEEN < RSACHED. - I - TH II4K • TWE - ' R U S S I A N S HAD NO O B J E C T I O N S
T O ' R E C A L L I N G ' T H E I R ' E X P E R T S . -WE • THAHK&D - THE EXPERTS,-,; AND THEY LEFT,
•HARPY, «I-HOPE, -:-SO - WHY - = SHQULD -OWE EXP5CT - A N Y AQVE'RSE R E A C T I C N S? +

BBC MON 25/7

MF

2A

SPOKESMAN 2
- ASKEB WHETHER EGYPT COULD--REHA I:N PATIENT MUCH LONGER,
ZAYYAT SAID TIME-WAS NOTi 0-F- THE ESSENCE. +WE ARE CONFIDENT
THAT EGYPTIAN* INTEGRITY, EGiYPTI-AN - TERR I TOR I AL INTEGRITY,
WILL BS R£-ESTABL!?SHEDr-AND THAT-ARAB-RIGHTS WJjLL BE SATISFIED.
\>J.L. ARE READY TO - DG ALL ->WE - GAN : TO • TH I S - 5ND AND tiJE HAVE THE TIME,
•We. : REGARD ^ THE'iUEST I QMS -.OF CGLON ISAT IOM, ..OR OCCUPATION, BY
ISRAEL, * « * - A S - A -MATTER On-L-hFE--AND DEATH, A MATTER ON
WHIQH OUR ENERGIES. A R E - M O W CONCENTRATED.+

.BBC MCN 25/7 ZA

MF

SPOKESMAN-.-3 - EGYPT WANTS PEACE,
ASKED WHERE ELSE -EGYBT COULD QC FQR-AR.,V»S, ZAYYAT SAID:
+ WE HAVE FORMIDABLE tRUSS IAN WEAROWS, -BUT I.DQH?.T M|NGU IF WE HAVE
ENOUGH. ISRAEL HAS SOME- RRBNCH WEAPONS, C?THEY| -HAVE GIVEN HER)
M I RAGES WH ISH ATTACK-ED OUR SK< IES A MONTH -AGO. THEY ALSO
HAVE AMERICAN WEAPONS, -AND IT MUST NGT BE-FORGOTTEN THAT THE

ZIONISTS HAVE-S INGE-,1948 • '-ACQUIRED CZECH -AND SOVIET--ARMS. THEREFORE
WE IN EGYPT BELIEVE THAT ONCE WEAPONS HAVE LERT THE FACTORIES,
THEY-.NO LONGER HAVE-;AMY NATIONALITY*- -,-BUT < ijT < MUST -BE SAID THAT IN
TRUTH .WE' DO NOT • WANT* ANY WEAPGNSr- --IT • iiS 'iPEA'CE -WE - WANT. WE DO
WANT- IN FACT WE HAVE NOT-GOT. THC MONEY ^- TO ACQUIRE THESE
'GADGETS' OF DEATH, AS tONE MI-QHT CALL THEM.+
MF

BBC MON 25/7 ZA

•334

SPOKESMAN:4:

NOT

FRENCH ARMS EMBARGO FAIR

•:
Z-AYYAT SAID THE FRENCH ARMS EMBARGO WAS FAIR AND LOGICAL,
BECAUSE FRANCE HAD WARNED-BOTH EGYPT ANEJ: ISRAEL BEFORE 1967
THAT SHE. WOULD IMPOSE 3USH AN EMBARGO .'+FRANCE IMPOSED AN EMBARGO
AGAINST-THE AGGRESSOR* 'AQA-INST -ISRAEL... PERHAPS ' IT WOULD HAVE
BEEN MORE LOGICAL OR FA IRER •« IF THE EMBARGO WER^ DIRECTED ONLY
AGAINST THE AGGRESSOR.+

-
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MON -25/7
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Amman Comment on Sadat's ASU Speech

26 July 72
(

Amman home service in Arabic 1900 gmt 24 July 72
Excerpts from commentary:
President Muhammad Anwar as-Sadat of Egypt spoke for four hours about the
achievements of the 23rd July 1952 coup and explained recent developments in the
Egyptian domestic situation, Egypt's relations with the Soviet Union and the Middle East
crisis, in the longest speech made by an Arab leader in modern history...
What is desired in the current phase - even after the point reached in
Egyptian-Soviet relations - is to extract Egypt from the state of no peace, no war. The
Egyptian President is of the opinion that it is the duty of Egyptian patriotism and Arab
nationalism to fight to achieve this. Otherwise, Egypt will have to fight alone, even in the
open, in order to put an end to the state of no peace, no war.
It was clear from the beginning and from the course Egypt followed since it
alone agreed on the initiative of US Secretary of State William Rogers in August 1970
that the big sister was following its own private policy to settle the Middle East crisis
according to the endeavours of the Egyptian political leadership alone. Thus, the era of
co-operation and co-ordination between Jordan and Egypt ended, and the Middle East
crisis entered the state of no peace, no war of which the Egyptian leadership is
complaining.
It was also clear from the beginning that the deviationist trends of Arab policy
were aimed at internationalizing the Arab cause and at making the Arab world an arena
for the struggle for areas of influence and interests between East and West. They thought
that by this stupid policy, this overt trick, commitment to the cause of the nation could
be evaded, or at least weakness and incapability could be blamed on other states in the
area, particularly Jordan, which continued to stand firm in its principles emanating from
the ethics and reason and which are fully associated with Arab reality, whatever its
condition.
For five years, since the June catastrophe, the Middle East crisis has been
slipping backwards, even in the international sphere, as a result of faulty Arab political
practices.
Since the bitter complaint emanating from the Egyptian political leadership at
present is connected with the crime of no peace, no war, and the sides which placed this
leadership in the historic dilemma are known, it is the duty of the Egyptian leadership,
which is asking Arab nationalism to undertake a new adventure to end the state of no
war, no peace, to revise the account of the past five years, or at least the account of the
past two years, and to search for a way out of the current situation...
Israeli Reaction to Sadat's ASU Speech
(a) Israeli Forces Radio in Hebrew 1540 gmt 24 July 72
Text of report by Dan Patir:
It is still too early for any official reaction to, or, for that matter, any real
evaluation of Sadat's speech, in Jerusalem, The best we can do at this stage is to try to
sum up the first tentative impressions of official circles in Jerusalem - and, Istress, these
are no more than first impressions.
Reliable high ranking official circles in Jerusalem have stressed that all they are
prepared to say is off the cuff and strictly unofficial. With this proviso, two or three main
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26 July 72

The press reported that Hafiz Isma'il met Greene, who is in charge of US
citizens. This was interpreted abroad as indicating that we had changed and weie selling
our skin. Hafiz Isma'il met Greene to hand him the same day my reply to the letter which
Nixon had sent me on the summit meeting. He sent me a letter and I answered it.
What is important is that Nixon's letter on his meeting with the leaders in
Moscow contained no reference to the Middle East problem as though they were our
guardians in the Middle East problem and we had nothing to do with it. In my last reply
to Ms letter, I said to him: Dear President, when exchanging views on the results of your
historic meeting with the Soviet leaders and your interest in some of the world problems,
I cannot but point out that Arab peoples in our Middle East area are living a tragedy, and
it is not possible to ignore the responsibility of specific major powers for it, starting with
the Balfour Declaration plot in 1917. In its essence, this question is one of occupation of
land over which these peoples have exercised their sovereignty for thousands of years. It
is a question of the usurpation of legitimate rights of these peoples.
I do not believe I have to refer to the special role the United States has been
playing for five years and to its great responsibility for the continuation of the aggression
crouching on this land and usurping these rights. As far as we are concerned, this is our
primary question. It occupies priority over everything else in our attention. Our peoples
are determined to continue the struggle to wrest their land and rights regardless of the
nature of the forces of aggression and forms of the continuous support which it receives
from the allies. These peoples will always exercise their freedom of choice without any
consideration for any restriction under whatever excuse, confident that their will shall
triumph in the end [applause].
They said Hafiz Isma'il met Greene to complete the transaction with the
Americans. We were not selling out. Both men were discussing the official talk which you
heard from me.
Brothers and sisters, our vigilance must sweep aside all this nonsense and throw
it into the sea. All of us must emphasize to all of them that Egyptian patriotism and Arab
nationalism will be alone in the field, if necessary. This imposes on us an organized
programme of action regarding Egyptian patriotism and to safeguard it with domestic
unity. God willing, I shall summon the People's Assembly for an emergency session in
August to enact for us a law safeguarding domestic unity [applause].
As for Arab nationalism, we shall renew our contacts. The situation no longer
tolerates that the interests of the United States should expand and prosper. It no longer
tolerates that Rogers should say that the United States has friends in the area. We do not
want to compel anybody to do anything, and we demand nothing for ourselves. But we
want to ask: Is not the whole Arab destiny in the balance? Does not Jerusalem deserve a
pause for God and the future? Does not the West Bank deserve a pause for God and the
future? Dose not struggling Gaza deserve a pause for God and the future? Do not the
Holy Places and sanctities deserve a pause for God and the future?
Brothers and sisters, members of the National Congress: On the first day of the
revolution, the call of Abd an-Nasir was: Raise your head, Brother, as the era of
enslavement is over. Today, after 20 years of the revolution, I say here that our heads will
remain high, God willing, and our flags will remain high. We will prove to ourselves,
future generations, history and the world that we are trustworthy and believers, that we
uphold right and facts, and that we are fire and light.
Our Lord, make not our hearts to deviate after Thou has juided us, and.grant us
Thy mercy. Verily Thou aft the most liberal Giver. Peade be with you fapplausej'. ; .'..,
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was-not Jamal Abd an-Nasir. Also I tell you that the revolution is not Anwar as-Sadat/W'
The 'revolution here is an entire people and generation after generation who, believe in
their homeland, the freedom of the homeland, and the values they have chosen as
objectives of their struggle.
'' The revolution has been constantly regenerated even under the setback. It
regenerated' itself'by the acts of the masses of^th and 10th July 1967, It'regenerated
itself by the 30th March 1968 statement. It regenerated itself by thep emendation oT 14th
May"1971. It regenerated itself by the National Action programme which was issued by
' your Congress at this time last year. It regenerated itself by the 80Q,OOQ fighters', wfr£ are
rnOst dear and precious men and youth of Egypt [applause], It regenerated itself by
800,000 fighters who are the most dear and precious men and youths of Egypt [sentence
repeated}.. You saw them yesterday, and you have experienced with them some of the
conditions of the battle they are living through. Over five years have passed now an,d they
are stnl -tfieffc ,with,xpmplete insistence,, complete determination, absolute faith in God,
and complete confidence in the country, preparing themselves for the day when they will
receive the signal to advance.
For example, they try to cast doubt by saying that Nasirism is subsiding in
Egypt. They must know that Nasirism in the clear programme of the 23rd July revolution
[applause], to which there is no alternative and from which there is no departure.
Nasirism, as we have experienced it with the leader and teacher, is contained in
the three basic documents of the revolution - the philosophy of the revolution, the
National Charter, and the 30th March statement. These documents constitute our
thought and political line.
The correction of mistakes and transgressions committed by, some, who unjustly
tried to attribute them to Nasirism and its teacher, cannot be called a subsidence of
Nasirism. Perhaps, in fairness to Nasirism and Abd an-Nasir, we must ward off from it
some of what power-seeking people without ideology tried to afflict the experiment with.
They even went to the extent of casting doubt on national unity - between the Muslims
and the Copts of this homeland. But they will never achieve any of what they want
[applause].
Brothers and sisters I saw - and this attracts attention -1 saw leaflets coming
from abroad - from the United States to be precise - prejudicial to the Muslims. In other
words, our enemies are making attempts against both sides from one direction. ;
•

-; •

'"',•

: vijis1.

They must all know the land of this homeland is one, that its sky is Qne,!'&hd
that its people1 are one. They are also trying these days to push our pause with the friend
beyond its limits. They try to portray that after that there would be nothing for us but
estrangement with the Soviet Union. We will not allow it, within the limits of our
principles and what we believe in.
;

They try to portray that after that there would be nothing for us but to resort to
the United States. We will not allow this either [applause]. They tried to exploit the
obtiVard appearances when the resolutions were announced. The resolutions, as you all
kripw, were issued ort 8th July and I gave our friends a period of nine days, to 17th July,
the day they should be implemented- from 8th to 19th July. Not a creature in this
world had any indication until 16th July [sic] when the implementation of the
resolutions began. This .was out of our care for the feelings of our friend. When the
resbliitibns were issued, a European state sent me personally a very secret, important and
confidential message.
I read the letter in which they said: We are prepared to mediate between you,
the United States and Israel. They were of the opinion that I had changed colour after the
decisions. We do not change colour. We have principles which govern our relations with
the United States, the Soviet Union and the whole world, I said before this: I swear by
Godithat all the gold of the United States will never buy our principles and ideals. This is
clear [applause J.
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Brothers a n d sisters, there were reasons which prompted m e t o terminate t h e
mission of the Soviet experts and advisers. One important reason is that I wanted our
people and nation to know that we will fight in the open if circumstances so dictate
[applause]. We do not fear fighting in the open.
I prefer that pure blood should flow from us on the battlefield rather than
continue to live under delusions in the grip of the state of no peace^ no war, which daily
exhausts our blood drop by drop [applause]. I will not accept, QJJI people will not
accept, our Arab nation wfll n:ot;,aecept, our history will not accept, and our future will
not accept ii. Once again, bro-feers and sisters, what is the meaning of this. It simply
means that the burden will be more concentrated than ever before on our national
(Arabic: wataniyah) frent.
Now comes the turn of the objective which I told the Central Committee I had
proposed as the objective of your National Congress - national (Arabic: wataniyah) unity.
Now more than ever before, the home front becomes the mainstay of liberation because
Egyptian nationalism will become the main instrument of liberation [applause]. Others
understand this and have always understood it, but now more than ever before they will
try with the home front. We have before our eyes examples of what they are trying. They
are attempting, for example, to cast a doubt on whether we can stand and fight. I tell
them that we will stand and fight, God willing. We must see what others have done.
Actually they should study our revolutionary experience. We were alone when we came
out in the revolution. We were alone when we confronted imperialism in the area, and we
were alone when wee foiled the Baghdad Pact. We were alone most of the time in the
Suez War. We were alone in the face of the economic siege and the psychological war. We
were alone and triumphanted, thank God. Moreover, we are not standing alone now. We •
are now part of a state representing the height of Arab aspirations for Unity - the state of
the Federation of Arab Republics [applause]. They are casting doubt on the existence of
this state. I tell them it suffices that the establishment of this state has destroyed one
main principle of Israeli strategy - namely, that the Arabs remain divided. It suffices for
the victory of this state that the depth of our front extends from the Syrian to the
Tunisian and to the Egyptian borders [applause], It suffices for the success of this state
that it rose amidst the darkness of the setback and the defeat and yet three faithful
peoples - the Syrian people, the Egyptian people and the Libyan people - voted for the
establishment of this state with a free will so that it can represent the future of the Arabs
and their hopes and the hopes of the Arab in the future.
I *ef them, it suffices for the success of this state that the resources of the three
states and snoi just of one state are in the battle. Moreover, we have brothers in the Arab
nation wtear* with us, who know their responsibilities, and who must play their part or
else they wffl be responsible to their God, to their nation, and to their conscience.
I take the opportunity of this meeting to greet President Hafiz al-Asad arid the
Syrian people backing him [applause], and to greet our Syrian armed forces on the
northern front [applause]. I take this opportunity to greet President Mu'ammar
al-Qadhafi [applause] and his colleagues who came out none of them so far having
reached the age of 30. Nevertheless, they rose in the darkness of the setback to teU
America, the old and neo-imperialism, the advocates of defeat in our Arab nation and the
hireling pens, that the. Arab nation would not die even in the darkness of the setback.
They rose to prove that the youth of the Arab nation is ever rejuvenated. The three
revolutions in Syria, Egypt and Libya met [applause].
Our state is with us, our Arab nation is with us in destiny.. Other peoples besides
us realize that what happens to us affects them in Asia and in Africa. There are continents
which feel that they cannot isolate themselves from what is happening in our land. I
particularly refer to many forces in Western Europe. The public throughout the entire
world see our right. They will consciously understand that the sacred commitment of any
people and any nation is to liberate the land from aggression.
They try to cast doubt on the revolution, for example, by saying that it has aged
and its zeal has diminished. The revolution, as Jamal Ahd arj-Nasir personally told you,
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economically, strategically and politically effective. But we seem to be like the one
does not realize the value of what he possesses. We also seem like the one who does n<\_
realize the value of what he possesses and-stands powerless while others rob him. Would I
that they were merely "others" but they are the United States, the biggest and the only
support of Israel. He takes from us, the United States takes from us to give to Israel in the
form ;Qf money on which Israel lives and in the form of planes with which Israel hits our
factories and schools and with which it threatens our depth.
:-•;•• !;i,i Jjsithis not what is happening? This is what is happening? This is the dangerous
•factor in Ae -position isuice 1967. The Soviet position has been in our. support all along
thyline. But we must admit that Soviet co-operation with us differs in its nature from the
.US commitment, to Israel. There is between us and the Soviet ..Union a 'friendship for
which we care, and we must care for it in all circumstances. There is between us and the
Soviet Union that link which joins all those who are seeking political and social freedom
for peoples. Consequently we are with the Soviet Union in the anti-imperialist forces.
There is co-operation between us and the Soviet Union in the. field of
construction, ,which is manifested in the development of industry and agriculture. It is
sufficient for me to refer, in this respect to the high dam and the iron and steel complex.
But all this does not put our relations on the same level as the relations between the
United States and Israel. Israel's relations with the United States are organic. Our
relations with the Soviet Union are of friendship. We tried and are still trying to make the
Soviet Union understand the fact that if the national liberation movement is struck due
to imperialist suppression in the Middle East, then the liberation movement will be struck
everywhere. However, the Soviet Union takes into account the adventures of the
stupidity of the US force. We understand that it prefers to rely on the evolution of
history, although in our desire to convince it, we always try to tell it that history is not
self-evolving but requires forces and hands to evolve it [applause]. • •
One of my very difficult decisions is the one which led me to this pause with the
Soviet Union, but I found no alternative because our nation must be in a position to
enable it to assess carefully all its calculations.
Brothers and sisters, what remains is that we should say what is the position in
which we find ourselves now. There are changes in the world. We sum up these changes in
the following:
(1) There is an enemy which occupies part of our territory.
(2) We are determined to liberate every inch of this territory. Our enemy has a
friend in the world around us, namely the United States, which acts rashly and escalates.
(3) We have a friend, namely the Soviet Union, which calculates and is cautious.
What does-this mean? Shall we let up, desist and say: we have no choice in the
matter and can do nothing but wait? Or do we accept, as some mercenary writers in some
Arab countries regrettably advocate, the fait accompli? This is rejected, rejected, rejected
[prolonged applause]. Our people and our Arab nation have continuously rejected it. No
patriotic or national leadership which claims any share of legality can accept it. Therefore
we are facing a serious decision. We are facing the decision that Egyptian patriotism and
Arab nationalism [applause] must stand even alone if necessary in the field. This is the
decision facing us now. Other peoples have faced this decision before us and triumphed.
We ourselves have faced this decision before and triumphed. We will stand, even if alone,
and resist and will not submit. We have never expected our friends to fight our battle for
us [applause]. We have tried as much as possible not to place more burdens on our
friends than they can bear, and to appreciate their conditions and outlook towards the
conditions of the world. We shall continue to need everything they can offer us. We shall
seek continuously to expand and deepen the ties of friendship. But we must know now
the dimensions of what awaits us. Egyptian patriotism and Arab nationalism will be alone
in the field, if necessary [cheers and applause].
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I sent a message to the Soviet leaders - that is I s^id to them after the Moscow
meeting, we must reassess our position and view of the cp-operatipri Completely because
after trie Moscow meeting the positions wilt undoubtedly become clear. It 95 true that trie
U& position is clear and so on and so on, but fas hearjij they wilt sit wi$i them arid they
wfll talk. -I, in fact, wekemed the Moscow meeting, W^y? to <$oj| of ttrif four
meetings, -jn Marco t^n, Getpber 1971, February i$?2 sr$ Aftitt |,9^?:I rHade Wo
bfcsi? points fe ttie miriiites of each of the?e four- meeting*, tlie first WJ&t k fjtat I do not
wait any $t}vlei soMefs fe-fight a battleJo* m> €Jive ptearnt&oiSly. M*ve me aroneapd
teye riotfiipf else |o &j wiihme. I sftatJ laht ttie battle £iri$,SHatt ribjijisk flat 4&jr$0wiei
T}ie sgeond p,oint i^ that twe rkye no desire $^lpevkr JJ» ;a c01ijro#ta;pen
tfce J5%yiet Union and ttie tJriked States anctafryohe wMo asks for tfiis rriiist be
Ewardl iridfetihctf.
Our attitude at the four meeting^ is a.cle^f, an^ prfh^re^, attitude. The two
principles we,f,e -pr^seiit ui afl ray taiks^ wiSi tfte S&jript UhjoB. By ^o|, ^fJM the Jiloscipw
'meeting I Said mere taUst be| a p^us'e with our friend to sjieafc anfi fefe frarife feecau'se We
had been in disagreement since March 1971. We had been covering up the disagreement
despite the fact that it Had caused me perhaps some difficulties hi the 4ome,stic field and
so on, and so on, but our people, thanks be to God, had been sufficiently enlightened and
our armed forces were also sufficiently enh'ghtened [applause]. I spd there must ,be a
stand. I sent a message to the Soviet leaders and so on, and so qri. When I received the
Soviet leaders' answer to my message I sent them after. t|ie Moscow meeting I found there
was no alternative for tne but to make the decisions which I have made and about which
you have all read [applause].
Let us see by contrast what the United States did with Israel to implement the
three pledges, the first we said was finished - direct negotiations - as you see, the United
States is halting Jarring, the Big Four, the Two and the Security Council mission/The
United States is halting everything because of direct negotiations.
The .third pledge - the arms- come let us, see by contrast what the United States
is doing for Israel. In February 1968 a deal conpernrng .PhanjQrns and.Skyhswks was
made between Johnson and Eshkol. At the sarne time Johnson promised compensation
for all losses Israel incurred in the war of attrition. I am not just saying this myself. It is
from US official announcements. Nijcon concluded the January 1972 dea}. The entire
Israeli air force has been renewed during the past period or will be renewed in the next
few rnonths with the supply of the most modern planes. This is what the United States is
doing by contrast.
Now I have explianed to you the two positions, the Soviet position -and the
Russian [sic] position. The Soviet position is th^t of a friend, that js what I say. They are
trying to exploit it, but I will not respond to this exploitation at all, in any form. The US
position is the position of the one who helps my enemy with everythinglie, possesses^and
with everythinglie can and in a mad rush. When we made "sure oflhis, it was established
before us and does not need any new statement. We have to conclude frpjn it that the
most essential duty is to confront the US position. Confrontation of the US position is .a
national (Arabic: qawmiyah) responsibility. It remains for.me to be frank with you and
with the Arab nation through you. On the national (Arabic: qawmi) level we have not
done anything US interests are increasing in the area. Rogers clearly stated at Kuwait
airport that "we [i.e. the USA] have many loyal friends in the Arab world".
Certain states which had broken off relations with the United States are
restoring their relations with it without the appearance of arty change of any kind in the
US position. This means, all of it means, that either there are among us some who accept
US policy as it is now, or that we do not know how to punish, the one who offends us or
reward the friend. This is Hie worst thing that can afflict a nation, particularly when it is
facing the challenges of destiny. Had the United States not possessed the means to put
pressure on Israel, I would have kept silent. But it does possess the means because the
United States gives Israel everything. Had we not possessed the means to put pressure on
the United States we would have kept silent. But we do possess these means, and they are
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direction then everything is all right. I put up with it. I went in February and then asojj^
visited them in April 1972 before their meeting with the United States in May 1972^3
When I went in,; April I spoke - as you have already read - to the Soviet leaders. I told
.them, listen. There are three points I want to tell you that we .shall not accept. The first is
the limitation of arms in the area. Beware of reaching agreement with the Americans on
this before the traces of the aggression are eliminated.
The second- is that you .know.what the state of no peace, no war we are living is
_;; to oyr area, to our people and to us. We do not accept it or its continuation. The
thircl thing'is never to allow them to lure you into any negotiations on'Arafat borders.,We
ShaH not fbresake one inch of Arab borders [applause].
': , . , ; Oun discussions were concluded. But, as I told you, since March 1971 there has
,;been a.disagreement in views. What is the disagreement about? As I said, I shall not reveal
its details because, .this would serve our enemies. But I can give you an idea about them.
There is a US pledge to Israel which has been automatically and most enthusiastically and
violently implemented. The first part concerned the Security Council resolution. This was
issued without compelling Israel to withdraw. The United States is implementing its
second pledge on direct negotiations. The United States is deceiving the whole world; It
has deceived the four major powers and the two major powers. It has deceived the
Security Council. It has deceived Jarring and it is blocking everything. Yet, they send me
a message saying: either we solve the problem or nobody does. Neither the Soviet Union
or anybody else. So, frankly, either we solve it or not. Well, solve it I told them.
: The US President sent an envoy to me. I told him I am ready, come and solve,
but let it be an honourable solution. I shall not surrender. No, the solution requires that I
must directly negotiate with Israel. This is the second pledge. The point of difference
between me arid the Soviet Union is that in its pledge to Israel, the United States not only
-fulfils its pledges but even goes farther than that. It is true that in its friendship with us
the Soviet Union is not supposed to do the same as the United States. Why? Because, as I
told you, Israel is an agent of the United States. I am not an agent of the USSR
[applause]. Therefore, I am not asking the Soviet Union what Israel is asking from the
United States. Some 60 per cent of investments and capital in Israel are American. Their
ideology is on,e - capitalism. Capitalism is not my ideology or that of the Soviet Union.
We follow the working people's alliance while the Soviet Union is Marxist. I said that I am
not going to be a Marxist [prolonged applause]. Therefore, there is no question of a
comparison.
But I am speaking to the Soviet Union. What is the point of difference? As a
.friend, ypu can see the picture, how the Americans are dealing with our enemies, In these
circumstances the problem is not going to be solved if you adopt an excessively cautious
attitude. If you continue in this attitude the problem will not be solved. Not only that.
You may adopt any attitude you like because you are simply a friend. I have no claims on
you. Simply tell me that your attitude extends to a certain point so that I shall know.
then I shall come to you as a people meeting in the form of a national congress.
I shall come to the people and say that the Soviet Union stands at such and such a point
and our responsibilities double beyond that point so we shall do such and such things.
Then we shall begin drawing up a strategy. But it reassures me. It does not say no. It
reassures, reassures and reassures but in the end I look around at what is being
implemented and find myself in a whirlpool and unable to control events. No. This, in
fact, is a point of difference. Strategies differ, viewpoints differ. The Soviet Union regards
this as a problem but to it it ranks third, fourth or fifth in importance. I tell you, to me
this problem is one concerning food, life, death, sleep, waking up, eating and drinking. It
is the problem of our occupied land. It is the only problem in my life. We try to bring
views closer. This is the difference. For this reason I said as follows: my friend had against
me [as heard]. Our differences began in March 1971. October 1971, February 1972 and
May 1972 - all the meetings which took place on those dates did not yet solve the main
problem, the cause of which was the serious position adopted by the United States in its
three pledges which I told you about and which it is fulfilling not only enthusiastically
but also compulsively.
I said as follows: J^et the Moscow meeting be a pause.
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No, it is over., He told me that $ie main difference? between ijs,ty|
would be solved four, days after his returji to the, Soviet ynpij, ^.rttpris^ t p ,
Union. Fo,ur days, Four months, eight months passed^ ana it was riot solved; I saidi; never
mind.
uJWpW; th|s tkae last year - tee &j
"
5'

'T

"^ --,-«•*-—T -( -yy,.—-TT- *'•

(^'

-,-. r r - «.-.;..—.ipyiet leaders. ^ $i\—,_TrT.^wrrir
bpcai^e as j. toldf yq'u.- you remaster. I ic$$ you Here ,w
^uly 197J {hit h^ Telajfons haffbeer). ^oro^te^cUjitw
or four nionstRs ujitijjjb'out Sejptepibejr i9#Jrl,we,nt in.O^iifoe^xifs,,^
of $& misunderstanding through the friendship existing between us; We agreed on
matters.
In March 1971 - the third month of the year ajttd this .meant that only nine
months remained in the year -1 said that year should be the year of 3ecM$ri. Neith'er our
people, area, kinsmen or nation could withstand any more. Besides qur traaiirigwas gqfiig
forward in the best manner., All right, we need a few things. We must determine matters
because our enemy has made his. plans - exactly as seated by Dayan and others - around
the question: what is the rush? Why do you not let the problem alone for 10 or 15 years.
Ten or 15 years mean a fait accompli. They mean that every area in which the enemy
exists will go. Sinai will become his territory, Jerusalem, the West Bank and tJaza will
become his territory. He will thus arrange a fait accompli and everything will end. No.
I issued a warning at the meeting of March 1971.1 warned that this year shquld
be in the interest of the cause and, inevitably, in the interest of the Soviet Union which,
as a friend, should make a special stand with us, and that the US pledge, to Israel was
being implemented with more enthusiasm than was contained in the spirit of the pledge. I
warned (?the Soviet Union) in March and I warned again in October. We reached a certain
agreement in October after we had settled everything. In accordance with this agreement,
a certain agreement would be implemented between us before the end of 1971. The
Soviet leaders themselves fixed (?the date). I did not request it. I presented my view and
so on. They said: all right, before the end of 1971 this definite agreement between us on
this and that and so on. I said all right, thank you, and returned to Cairo. The year 1971
passed and the agreement was not implemented at all.
The truth is that when the war broke out between India and,Pakistan in
December and when October and.November passed and we entered,December while the
agreement between me and the Soviet Union had not been implemented, I sent the Soviet
leaders a message on about llth or 12th December telling them I wanted to come to
them before the end of 1971. Why? Because I felt that the date, I had fixed had passed
(Arabic: khalas). I entered December and my agreements with the Soviet Union had not
been implemented. Even if they were implemented in the middle or at the end of
December, I would not be able to implement what I had told my people.
Therefore, I said I would go to the leaders there and we would talk and agree.
This was on 11th December. I received an answer on 27th December for a meeting on 1st
and 2nd February. For the sake of my people, my country, and in the interest of the
friendship between us, I again said, never mind. I also said never mind because of another
matter. Those people were to have a meeting with Nixon in Moscow on 20th May.
Nevertheless, they are my friends and companions and I owed.it to these friends to wait
for them until 20th May, despite the 'fact that we had entered 1972, despite the
escalation of the US campaign, and despite what had taken place here among the students
as a result of the impatience I spoke about here, and despite the impatience of the
country after the end of 1971 and so on. I said I would face all this to make up with the
friend so that we could complete the coming stage.
What is the important thing? The important thing is not for me to lose my
patience or anything else. Let us continue and so long as we are going in the right
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President of the Republic. We disagreed. I was accompanied by a delegation. It included
some of the traitors who are now in prison. I returned here and called a meeting of the
Arab Socialist Union Supreme Committee and told them the story of the disagreement.
But at that time, In March 1971, disagreement was undoubtedly possible
between friends. This was what I believed. As I have told you, I have known every detail
about-our relations with the USSR since Abd an-Nasir up to this very day. They have
supported us politically, economically and militarily, but our assessments of attitudes
differ. They are undoubtedly a big power with commitments, conditions, responsibilities
and so on. They also have their own way of calculating situations, their strategy and so
on, and we have our own problems, strategies and calculations.
Perhaps to them the Middle East problem is not the most important problem. It
certainly is not the most important problem. But to me, the problem of the occupation
of the territory and the Middle East problem is not only the most important problem but
is sleep, life, food, waking hours and water. It is my problem. It is the problem of my
occupied territory [applause]. That is why I said there could be differences. There are
differences even between brothers in the same household, brothers do differ with one
another.
We differed. I did not want this difference to exceed its limits as differences
between friends. But 1 put on record in the minutes of the meeting that we differed and
that we were in disagreement, despite the fact that 1 had told them: when I go back to
my country I shall say something different on the understanding that we shall bridge the
gap of differences in the coming stages. Between friends, disagreement is not a feud as we
say in the countryside. Among our peasants disagreement leads to (?a break in relations).
No, we shall continue to give and take because we have to take into consideration the
interests, complicated questions and different circumstances of both sides.
Never mind, we shall disagree, but agree at a later stage, particularly since it is
the only friend supporting us. The other major world powers are supporting our enemy,
giving him everything.
We disagreed in 1971. I came and told the ASU supreme committee about the
details of this disagreement. There is no need to say it, because the world is listening to us
now. I am anxious to preserve our friendship. Our enemies exploit this against us. There is
no need.
The disagreement occurred in 1971. I said: give them time. People must win
confidence gradually. They have their own circumstances, and, after all, they are friends.
Their stand with us dates to before- 1967. They have stood with us since 1965 when
Johnson, as I have told you, launched his cold war against us. He turned this war into a
battle. He suspended aid in 1965 and sent an ultimatum saying: we are giving arms to
Israel, and, if you abuse us, we shall give it more. He challenged us in this way.
These people have been truly supporting us since 1965. The details of their
support do honour to the existing Egyptian-Soviet friendship. I gave the details to the
central committee. We disagreed in March 1971, but I said that the time would come
when we would agree. Events took place in our country. The corrective movement took
place in May. In May, USSR President Podgornyy came to me and we concluded1 the
Soviet Treaty (Arabic: Mu'ahadah as-Sufyatiyah). I "raised some of the points of
difference I had had with them with President Podgornyy when he same. Fine, we
concluded the treaty. I think this treaty should give you .confidence. I am giving you the
opportunity just in case you did not have confidence in us. We have concluded the treaty
and have become friends as is obvious from the treaty. Perhaps at first you were doubtful
and you had your circumstances and so on. Now, what is going to happen?
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supremacy, we shall give Israel more Phantoms. That was on 1st January 1972. Three
s later, [it was announced that] an agreement had been reached in November
1971 -that is, one [as heard] month earlier - between Israel and the United States to
manufacture all the modern US weapons in Israel - an operation which marked the
beginning of the US escalation campaign, a psychological campaign against the Arab
nation, saying in effect: Arabs, give up hope, save yourselves the trouble, it is no use. We
give Israel arms although it is superior, and we are going to give it more. Rogers openly
said this. We shall even give it the right to manufacture, but what is the Soviet Union
giving you or doing for you?
That was the aim of the psychological campaign which started on 1st January
1972 and which has been going on until now. The aim is to make the Arab nation
despair - to make Egypt despair in the first place - because they know that the entire
steadfastness is here, the whole stand is here, the basic force of the Arab nation is here, of
course [applause].
They were going to meet the Soviets in May 1972. From the beginning of 1972
they began to escalate the campaign so that they could enter the negotiations with the
Soviets from a position of strength. At the same time, they were trying to make us
despair. Arabs: despair. Egypt: you must despair. It is no use. We are going to give to
Israel despite its supremacy. We are going to give to it, and we gave it industrialization a
month ago. The Soviet Union is not going to give you anything.
What was the result of the American position? They sent word and
declared - they do not hide it - they declared: save yourselves the trouble. There is only a
partial solution. We shall open the Suez Canal for you. This will prepare the way, after
which we shall discuss a comprehensive solution. They thought that we would rush to
open the Suez Canal while Israel sits in Sinai to the east.
As I have told you, the American position from the beginning of 1972 began to
take? a tougher line. It then reached the height in toughness. First it said: you have the
partial solution. Then they said: have trie partial solution and we shall Open the Canal for
you. After some time, while Israel is sitting in Sinai, we shall think about the rest of the
solution in our own good time.
The American position continued to escalate and escalate until Rogers, who was
at Kuwait airport as the guest of an Arab state, openly said: there is nothing but direct
negotiations. Spare yourselves the trouble. Even the partial solution is over. The
American position escalated. There is nothing but direct negotiations between you and
Israel. If you want a solution, sit down with Israel. If you don't, no solution to the
problem.
This is the American position. This is why I began by , say tag that what
constitutes a serious situation in the Middle East problem is the attitude of the United
States, which supports the Israeli aggression and which is committed to Israel fey
obligations, of which three specific ones are revealed to us by the admissions of American
and Israeli officials. .
'
I now come to the position of the Soviet Union and what has taken place
between us and them.
In actual fact, since I came to power Egyptian-Soviet relations have been one of
the questions I have handled personally. Even at the time of Abd ah-Nasir, God rest his
soul, I handled this particular aspect, I used to go to the USSR and hold talks with the
Soviets. I was informed about every detail in the relations between us arid the USSR.
I went on my first visit to the USSR after taking power, on 1st and 2nd March
1971, It was a secret visit on 1st and 2nd March. I met the three Soviet leaders and
disagreed with them during that visit, which was my first visit after being elected
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matter is a matter of deception and that I shall join in with them and go there to
Washington. .Soon cables will start coming and so on. Then, for example, one day they
will put my delegate and Israel's delegate round one table and walk out saying: settle it
yourselves. Again, it is the second pledge - namely direct negotiations. 1 told them no, no
catalyst, no assisting factor and no other factor. I am not ready to talk to you at all unless
you tell me your attitude in accordance with the US President's message to me on 6th
July in which he said that the United States would join in positively and in a specific ,
manner between the two sides. There was no answer after that.
I came back in October. This took place before my visit to the Soviet Union.
When I returned from the Soviet Union, the Americans again contacted me. Before I went
to the Soviet Union they thought I would tell them wait till 1 come back from the Soviet
Union. No, I told them no, I am ready but make your attitude clear to me. When 1
returned they asked me: what is your opinion? I told them I am still ready and I still
abide by my attitude and words but tell me what your attitude is. They did not reply and
I told them you are not people who want a solution. Consequently, 1 cut short any talk in
this respect.
.
Why? Not because I wanted to cut it short but because they came out to the
world, to the West European countries and to Africa and, regrettably, lied. The US State
Department issued reports saying that we are proceeding with a settlement between
Egypt and Israel. This is -tantamount to saying: West European countries, African
countries or world, you have nothing to do. Keep silent; we are going well with a
settlement. They want to kill the subject so as to fulfil their pledge to Israel of direct
negotiations and so that in the end we would surrender to Israel. I do not want this sort
of talk in front of the world. The issue will never die in this way. They are working to kill
the issue. I told them I will have nothing more to do with you because you never keep
your word and because you actually, and regrettably, cheat and deceive. In addition to
lies, there is, regrettably, cheating and deception.
Sisco came and talked to me for two hours and two months after he had arrived
in the United States he sent a plan to our Foreign Ministry as a result of the talk. This
plan contains whatever took place between me and Sisco in private. There was nobody,
except our God, with us. You know my way. I never use a recorder. I do not like this.
The talk took place between me and him, with only God as a third party.
Sisco drew up the plan and sent it to me through the officer in charge of US
nationals [as heard] here. I read it and found it contained the same talk we had discussed
for two hours. I.approve of.over 90 per cent of what is contained in it. As soon as the
State Department knew that I approved of this,'Israel got hold of them and Mr. Rogers
and gave them a lesson in manners in an open speech at the Knesset. As soon as Israel
exerted pressure, a statement was issued by the US State Department saying that the US
State Department had nothing to do with the plan and that it was the invention of the
officer in charge of US nationals in Egypt, Mr. Bergus.
All right, the words contained in the plan are the words I and you, Sisco, had
spoken. Bergus was not with me. The words contained in the plan are word for word
what Sisco and I said. Nobody else knew what Was said. What has Bergus to do with the
subject? They wanted to withdraw completely because they had-their undertakings to
Israel. They saw that they were getting involved, or that I was getting them involved, in
an operation, so they withdrew quickly and the US State Department issued a statement
saying that the US State Department had no connection with the subject.. By God, isn't
Sisco the Assistant Secretary of State. What about the two-hour debate. The words
contained in the plan are his own personal words. We were alone. No one else was
present. What shall I call this and what epithet shall I give it? So I broke off
communications with them. The United States persisted in its attitude. From January
1972 - on 1st January - Mr. Rogers, the US Secretary of State, said: despite Israel's arms
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I said to him: By God, I have been waiting for such talk for a long time. I have
heard such talk from Rogers. Two months have elapsed since Sisco was with me. When
Rogers returned and he sent him [Siscoj to tell me the story, he did not tell me what
Israel had told you or what you had told it or anything. You had said nothing for two
months. By God, may it be good. There is no objection.
He said: The US President wants to enquire about some points. He wants to
enquire about the treaty which was concluded between us and the Soviet Union two
months earlier. He wants to enquire about the resumption of relations between us and the
United States. He wants to enquire about what was called, or rather it pleased some to
call, the Soviet presence in Egypt. 1 discussed, all the matters with him. By God, he .told
me it [the matter] is finished because the US President's letter to you says that the US
President, Mr, Nixon, has decided that the United States should interfere positively as
from the evening of 6th July 1971 to find a just solution to the Middle East problem, and
that the United States will play a full part in the matter. According to this, he told me, by
the end of July 1971, Sisco will leave for Israel and we shall give you a reply after that.
The US President's envoy left. They notified me about the decision of 6th July 1971.
July passed, August passed and September passed, October came. Sisco went to
Israel and from there returned to the United States. No one saw or heard anything and
there was no news. And as I,told you July passed, August passed, September passed and
October came. They heard that I would be visiting the Soviet Union in October. They
ran - they did not just move, but ran. They said We have a proposal. I asked them what
proposal? Where is the US President Nixon's letter which he sent to me on 6th July?
Where is your part? Where is your plan for solving the problem and where is the US
President's decision which you told me would come into effect as from the evening of 6th
July 1971? What do I call this? What do I call it or term it? The thing is they get upset
when I give the correct description.
The decision passed and nothing happened. They came to me in October 1971
arjdjisked me - when they .knew thatd was leaving for Ihe Soviet Union-what is <your:
opinion about- proximity (Arabic: rmiqarrabah)- talks. What is this proximity? They"said:
you will send us a person accredited by you to cortie tti Washington or New York or any
part of the United States you Wish. We shall bring a person from Israel and Mr. Sisco Will
be a mediator between them to hold contacts. So long as I maintain my position and
Israel maintains its position, then this place is the same as NeW York, as the United States
and as any other place. So long as the United States has ilo definite position, why should
I go? Yet I told them that for the sake Of the peaceful solution I Would have no
objection. But, What is your rOle as the United States?
Rogers came to me and told me things that never materialized: A message came
to me ftom the US President on 6th July and I am still searching for it and for Scranton's
report and I have not yet found them [sentence as heard]. What is your role? They said
our role will not be negative. The second time they said it will be positive between the
two sides. The third time they said let Us make ourselves clear and said: it will be the role
of a catalyst. Catalyst is an English Word. 1 told them I did not Understand the word.
There are many things which one knbWs but I do not know this word. What is the
meaning of catalyst? They said catalyst means * and he started to explain it to me saying
that in a chemical reaction between the two sides they add an assisting factor to make the
reaction take place. Are you paying attention to the two sides and the assisting factor?
This also mears direct negotiations which is the second pledge (Arabic: band ath-thani).
And so it emerged that the catalyst was the assisting factor. I told him the truth was that
I had had enough. I want to know what the frank US opinion on the problem is and what
the frank US view on the problem is. I have no objection to entering talks With you. But
tell me before that what your decisive opinion on the problem is.
At the time, Rogers, Sisco, others, President Nixon's envoy who came on 6th
July and still others and others contacted me and talked with me and have not up tothis
very moment told me one word about Israel, or about what they did with Israel, or about
their negotiations with Israel. Naturally, they are partial to one side. They think that the
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visited Cairo, left his hotel and walked in the streets of Cairo. When he came to see me i
my house he said: I heard strange things before I came to Cairo. They told me that the
Egyptians would throw bricks at me. I came out [into the streets] and the people saw
me. The people are civilized. There is a government and there is a state. Nothing
happened.
As you know, there are some Arab peoples which we cannot visit. There would
be demonstrations and all sorts of things.
He said: Here is a civilized people, there is a government, and there is something
which man respects. I was given a strange picture there [in Washington].
Rogers came and I told him: Please yourself. You have seen things with your
own eyes, But this civilized people which you saw will accept nothing short of liberating
every centimetre of their land. They completely refuse anything else [applause].
Whom shall we speak about so as to continue the story of America? On 24th
December 1970 I sent my first message to Nixon. It was in reply to a message he had sent
through the Premier. So I sent my first message to him and told the US President in
it - on 24th December 1970 - that there was a reaction to every action. In other words, to
every good action on your part there will be a better reaction on our part. To every bad
action on your part there will be a worse reaction on our part. Since you have sent this
massage, I reply to you personally. There was no direct communication at all between me
and him. I told him: I do not want [sentence left incomplete]. My problem is that my
territory is occupied. Do not involve me in the headaches of the major powers. The major
powers have their own policies, strategies and calculations. I do not want to be involved
in such matters and headaches at all. I am a man who wants to build his country, to
develop it, to enable it to enter the age of technology, and to co-operate with everyone.
All the problem between me and you is Israel, and your stand behind Israel is the cause of
the trouble. This is because without US assistance Israel not only cannot fight with
Phantoms, bombs and other things but also cannot find the daily bread for its people
without America's help. There is absolutely no [other] problem between you and me.
The problem is your support for Israel. You must not think that we came out of
the war because we suffered a defeat and that we shall die. No, there is absolutely no
question of us dying or surrendering. We shall never surrender, we are holding out. We
have been holding out for four years. We are steadfast and standing and we shall stand
fast and continue. I explained my position in this letter to President Nixon. An
immediate reply came saying he appreciated all this. He praised the Egyptian people, their
long history and civilization and and and [as heard], but there was nothing serious. After
this we proceeded. Rogers asked to visit us in May. I saw him in May. And as I told you, I
asked him a direct question: What do you want from me? What do you want? He said:
Nothing, at all, there is nothing. I ask for nothing at all. After your announcement of
your initiative in February, and after your acceptance of the peace agreement, we ask
nothing from you. In actual fact, we are now asking from the other side, namely, Israel. I
am going to Israel for this purpose. I am going to Israel from here, from Egypt. We
discussed everything with complete frankness. Well, he left. After he left he sent Sisco to
me with the results of his [Rogers's] talks in Israel. We spoke and assessed the situation.
Sisco and I sat for two hours during which we studied all the details, and everything. He
discussed everything with me with complete frankness. But he told me nothing of what
they said in Israel or what Israel had told them. He has still not told me up to this very
moment. Sisco left Egypt.
Two months passed without any talk or contacts. The US President sent me a
delegate or special envoy on 6th My 1971. The envoy came. Yes, he said, I have come
with a letter to you from the US President. I have come from the United States especially
for this purpose. What? May it be good. The US President has decided that the United
States should take a positive attitude to find an immediate, peaceful and just solution for
the problem.
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did he do this? It is because he wanted to say: We have a plan. The United States wants to
solve the problem and it wants a peaceful solution and so on and forth. But in the back of
the mind, the three pledges govern the situation. Anybody who wanders from them
would wander from the entire problem.
Rogers submitted his plan in December 1969 in reply to the Arab summit in
Rabat in December 1969, In June 1970, Rogers submitted the so-called Rogers initiative.
Why did he do this? The war of attrition was in progress then. Israel was suffering from
the war of attrition. As the Israeli Foreign Minister, Abba Eban, said, and he was blamed
and attacked for what he said in Israel and the,Knesset, the Israeli Air Force began to
distintegrate after oui missile batteries shot down 12 Phantoms. Eban's statement was
published. In the summer of 1970, Israel rushed to the United States and Rogers
sub&Mtted his plan. In :the plan, the United States mentioned withdrawal Sfor the first
: time:! This is the reason.why we accepted .it. Another reason, of course, was that.we
needed an .opportunity to build our missile defjences/But did Rogers submit ;this plan in
1970 out of sincerity to a peaceful solution to the question? The answer is no,
,
We shall go back again to the US pledges which outlines to us the fixed US
course. Before the end of Johnson's term, in November 1968, Dean Rusk met our
Foreign Minister, at the time, Mahmud Riyad. He said to Mahmud Riyad: rest assured.
Johnson had not nominated himself for the US presidential elections and it was obvious
that somebody would take his place. Rusk said to Riyad: rest assured that US policy will
not change as a result of the change of the US President. This is proved and completely
clear Mr. Nixon became the US President, but the US pledges did not change.
Let us therefore penetrate to the heart and essence of the problem. There is a US
agreement with and a pledge to Israel which are being implemented. The meetings of the
Big Four, the Big Two and the Security Council and the resolution of the Security
Council are one thing and the US pledges to Israel are another, which are following a
fixed course and are being implemented in every detail.
I shall refer to my contacts with the United States which lasted for three months
or more in 1971, I personally began these contacts with President Nixon in December
1970.
What were our activities and what were our replies in all the past stages? I want
to review this because we must prove these positions to history and all the world and our
people must hear it. Let it also be heard by the handful of misled people who imagine
that the United States wants to solve the problem. We accepted Security Council
Resolution No,242. Abd an-Nasir tried with Nixon. Nixon, as you recall, sent a person
called Scranton, a governor. When he returned to the United States he made a report. He
said in this report that the United States had to adopt a neutral attitude and should not
be biased towards Israel in the area. The result was that Scranton's report and Scranton
himself were buried, finished. Nobody in the world or the United States hears about
Scranton's report or even Scranton himself. Scranton is finished.
Another thing: we accepted the Rogers plan of July 1970 on the withdrawal,
which I told you about, and we ceased firing. After assuming office I tried, immediately
after Abd an-Nasir's funeral. The US Secretary of State [as heard], Richardson, who
headed the delegation to the funeral was here and I met him, even before I was elected
and while I was still a Vice-President. We were then in the first period of the cease-fire
and he was talking about the subject, I told him that the problem for us was not one of
cease-fire. The problem for us was one of liberating the territory. We would never agree to
let our territory remain occupied - never, regardless of the conditions. The issue was that
we did not want to make war for the sake of war. The problem was that our territory was
occupied and there was not a single one among our people who accepted this.
What else did we do? We extended the cease-fire for the second time in
November 1970, On 4th February 1971 I submitted my initiative. When on 8th February
Jarring submitted his initiative, we answered in the affirmative. Rogers wanted to visit
Cairo, You will be pelted with bricks if you go to Cairo, he was told. But he came and
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Now, Mr. Rogers, while he was the guest of an Arab country, Kuwait, and
Kuwait airport, called for direct negotiations. The American position exposes itself. As I
have told you, the Security Council resolution was issued and the United States said what
I said it said. Jarring came and went and spent about one and a half years coming and
going between the parties but without any benefit.
There are three pledges, as I have already told you, which govern the situation in
the area. These are the three US pledges to Israel. The first pledge has been completed:
the Security Council resolution was issued without stipulating withdrawal to the
pre-operations borders for the first time in the history of the United Nations. The United
States has adopted a method for the second pledge, direct negotiations, it continued
talking to me for six months in 1971. As I have told you, Rogers came to me here and
said: We do not want anything of you but from Israel. However with a special
pledge - eventually, they want everything to end in direct negotiations.
In the sense that I have talked to you about direct negotiations on the issue in
which we are involved and in the situation in which we find ourselves, would mean that I
surrender to Israel outright.
The third pledge - maintenance of Israel's military supremacy
circumstances - is taking place and is being implemented in every detail.

in all

Afterwards, U Thant intervened. When the war of attrition took place, the Big
Four said we must meet quickly because the situation in the Middle East has become
serious and fire has broken out there. We must meet to put out the fire. The United
States sat down with the Big Four and finished off the meetings of the Big Four just as it
had earlier finished off the Security Council resolution. It adopted a completely negative
position until the Big Four meetings stopped.
It is committed to three pledges. The first has been implemented. The second
pledge, which is direct negotiations, it is implementing completely. It agrees to meet with
the Big Four, but in its mind by its tactics and actions, it seeks to bring the operation to
direct negotiations. If they do not agree with it, it obstructs the negotiations of the Big
Four, finished. These are now past history. The maintenance of Israel's military
supremacy in all circumstances it is implementing completely.
After the Big Four, they said the Big Two - Moscow and Washington. The end
and the result were the same. The negotiations of the Big Two stopped. Still, let us not
wander. Let us stick to the the truth. By knowing the truth about everything, we shall
know the details and the reality of the situation. There is a US pledge. There are the big
Four, Jarring, the Security Council and Resolution. All these are one and the same thing
and there are three pledges which govern US behaviour in this problem. The United States
fully implemented the first pledge. The Security Council's resolution was issued without
stipulating withdrawal to the 4th June borders. The United Nations has never acted in
this manner throughout its life. The second pledge - direct negotiations - is on its way to
implementation. When the positions of the Big Four or the Big Two - Washington and
Moscow - clash, they call for negotiations. Whenever anything develops in Jarring's
mission, at the Security Council or anything else, the position of United States is to apply
the brakes to everything. Why? It is because such a thing contradicts the second pledge of
direct negotiations between Israel and the Arabs, which would enable Israel to impose its
conditions on the Arabs.
Let us stick to the truth and the fundamentals. Let us not wander. The third
pledge, as I mentioned, is to maintain Israel's military supremacy in all circumstances.
Rogers submitted a plan in December 1969. It was supposed to be a reply to the
Arab summit meeting which took place in Rabat in 1969.1 want you to note something.
In international or world politics, whenever there is an Islamic conference, for example,
or an Arab summit meeting or any grouping, the United States immediately resorts to a
political move by submitting a solution to annul anything issued against it. An Arab
summit was held in December 1969 in Rabat. Rogers reacted by submitting a plan. Why
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the Palestinian refugee problem, and passage in international waterways, that is it
provides for many things. When Resolution 242 was passed at the UN, Goldberg stood up
and said the United States would stand behind this resolution with all its weight.
What was our outlook at that time? We felt and believed, and we continue to
believe up to this moment, that what is taken by force can be recovered only by force
[applause]. There were international bargaining, manoeuvres, and -so on and so forth.
Yet, we accepted this resolution in the hope that the international community would
impose its will for the sake of world peace. Since this matter concerns world peace, then
we are ready, but on the condition of an honourable settlement and not surrender.
Jarring came and went for more than 18 months without any result, of course,
because it was obvious. The US pledges to Israel - we should keep the three pledges in
mind- are at the heart of the problem we are experiencing today. As a matter of fact,
they were at the heart of my attitude to the USSR as. from this 8th July and of the
decisions I made and which came into effect on 17th July [applause].
Let us continue talking about the heart of the matter. The heart of the matter is
that the US attitude constitutes the greatest danger in the problem we are experiencing,
the Middle East problem. As I have said before, the battle between us and the United
States did not begin with the 1967 aggression. No, it began before that. In the first part
of my speech today ! told you how in 1963 John Kennedy wanted to inspect our
factories. We refused, of course. Afterwards, Johnson came and imitated Kennedy but in
a provocative manner. We refused, of course. He discontinued the aid immediately, in
1965. Then a confrontation between us and the United States began because of Israel.
The battle did not begin in 1967; it began before that. The battle become hot or almost
hot early in 1965 when President Lyndon Johnson sent Assistant Secretary of State
Talbot to convey an ultimatum to us, which we rejected.
The three basic pledges, absolutely proved by the admission of the American and
Israeli officials and their actions which they cannot deny, are:
The first pledge is that Israel should not withdraw to the 4th June 1967 borders
and that the cease-fire decision, which did not provide for withdrawal for the first time in
the history of the United Nations, was implemented by the United States for the sake of
Israel. The head of the US delegation was a Zionist who officially declared that he was
proud he was a Zionist.
The second pledge is that no solution should be imposed on Israel and that
direct negotiations should be the means for solving the crisis. What does this mean? We
must pause a little here. At a time when my territory is occupied by Israel and direct
negotiations are being imposed on me, how can I sit down at the table with Israel while it
is occupying my country? It would mean direct surrender. Negotiations take place
between two equal parties, each of which is on its own territory, in its own country and
within its own borders. In such a case, negotiations do take place. But when one is
occupying the territory of another, negotiations with the one whose territory is occupied
would be tantamount to surrender which they couch in courteous terms as negotiations,
while in fact they are surrender. The second American pledge to Israel is that the Arabs
should submit to what Israel wants at the negotiating table. Thus, they are not
negotiations.
The third pledge, as I have told you, is that the United States maintains Israel's
military supremacy under all circumstances. The Security Council resolution was issued.
Goldberg stood up and said that the United States puts all its weight behind that
resolution. Where is the American weight behind that resolution? This weight was
eventually expressed by the US Secretary of State, William Rogers, by saying: direct
negotiations. This, despite the fact that he, here with me in May 1971, completely ruled
out direct negotiations and said: ruled out. He said: I ask absolutely nothing of you. I put
a direct question to him: what do you want from us? What does the United States want?
He said: absolutely nothing, After your February 1970 initiative and after you have
expressed your intentions and accepted the conclusion of a peace agreement, I have
nothing to ask of you and I do not ask anything of you.,
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1
This is what made me say that I wish a courageous American would come up at
leveal'lhe facts in the same manner as another Ameiican revealed the facts about the US
involvement in the Vietnam wat and in the same manner in which the facts about the
tripartite British French Israeli aggression of 1956 were uncovered,

There are other pledges of which we have no knowledge, but it is obvious from
all the circumstances and behaviour that there are extensive US pledges to Israel. What we
have ascertained is the following three things thai Israel will not withdraw to the 4th
June borders, that the Uniled States will stand up in the Security Council to oppose and
prevent this, that Israel wants direct negotiations with the Arabs and that no solution
whatever will be imposed on it • the United Stales has actually implemented and is still
implementing this and that the United States will maintain Israeli military superiority in
the area. This is what the United States is implementing. This is equally obvious, as I have
already told you, from the statements of both US and Israeli officials.
In addition to the US and Israeli admissions of these guarantees made to our
enemy, Israel, a review of developments since the first moment after the outbreak of the
fighting in the Middle East shows, in fact, that these guarantees exist and are actually
being implemented As I have already told you, the US press came out and spoke about
the Israeli plan which was presented to US President Lyndon Johnson in the presence of
US Intelligence - nobody has denied the story - and said that the President approved the
plan before the aggression, Lyndon Johnson appointed Arthur Goldberg as head of the
US delegation to the UN, Goldberg is a Zionist Jew who declared and boasted to the
whole world that he was proud of being a Zionist while he was head of the US delegation
to the UN, All this is known beyond doubt to the whole world.
The intention of the pledges: the first pledge was to ensure that the cease-fire
resolution would not be issued coupled with Israel's withdrawal to the 4th June borders.
Whoever goes back to the world press, particularly the US press, at that time can follow
how the US chief delegate to the UN, Goldberg, exerted all the resources of the United
States, which, as reported in the papers at that time, would one time resort to tempting
with aid the small countries which vote, and another time, as stated by the US papers, to
twisting arms or threatening - the papers used this very term "twisting arms" - another
time would resort to threats, and another to promises, and a third time to temptation.
This is a complete manoeuvre, If you review the US papers of 1967, they will show us
how Goldberg managed to implement the first pledge - namely, that the Security Council
would issue for the first time in UN history a cease-fire resolution without stipulating that
the sides concerned should withdraw to their borders. This does not need interpretation
or philosophy. All this is very clear. The first pledge was implemented in full. What
remained was postponement of the cease-fire by Goldberg of the United States, which
gives aid to East and West and which tempts and frightens. Only a cease-fire resolution
was issued and nothing about a return to the borders as the UN used to do before this
resolution. This was the first resolution of its kind.
This is why I say the US attitude is the serious attitude in the crisis, and not the
Soviet attitude. The serious attitude is the US attitude, and the serious attitude will
remain the US attitude.
There was debate in the Security Council and a number of resolutions were
submitted after the aggression, I must be frank with you. We must always be frank with
ourselves and with all our Arab brothers. A number of resolutions were issued, and in the
manner of constant Arab rejection - no, no, no, no, no - we rejected, including one
resolution providing in a straightforward manner - and not in the twisted manner of the
242 Resolution, which plays with such words as territory or all the territory - that Israel
must withdraw from all the territory it occupied after 1967. All the Arabs rejected it. We
said at that time that the resolution was in fact suitable, but all the Arabs rejected it and
we rejected with them. This went on until Resolution 242 was passed in November 1967,
In the preamble the resolution condemns occupation of territory by force, provides for
withdrawal, and calls for other things such as the ending of the state of war, the solving of
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A. THE ARAB WORLD AND ISRAEL

President Sadat's ASU National Congress Speech: Part II
Cairo home service in Arabic 1055 gmt 24 July 72
Text of the second part of President Sadat's ASU National Congress speech ( broadcast
live):
Brothers and sisters, 1 want you to listen to me very carefully because what I am
going to tell you now is not a review of events because all of you know how events have
progressed, I want what I tell you now to be an attempt at joint thinking, to assess
together our steps, weigh together our decisions, and define together the priorities for our
attention.
I will go back again to the circumstances of 1967. Let us think. What was the
serious element in the situation as we saw it after 1967 which influenced the crisis more
than others? A glance at the crisis map shows us that this serious element in the situation
was the United States. The prominent signs in the US element are the following:
We can be sure that Israel would not have acted the way it did during the six-day
battles in 1967 had it not received the green light from the United States. As I mentioned
to you in the first part of my speech, this is exactly what I told the US Secretary of State
in 1966. 1 mentioned the green light to the US Secretary of State and advised against such
rashness. I also told him that Israel could not contemplate or begin any action before
receiving the signal of approval from the United States. Moreover, directly after the
aggression, the US papers and magazines said that the aggression plan had been submitted
to US President Lyndon Johnson at a meeting which was attended by the Director of US
Intelligence, and that the US President had approved and given his blessings to the plan,
All of us know, and the American people know better, that the term of office of Lyndon
Johnson was the darkest period in office which the US people regard as a lost time in
their history. I said once that we hoped a brave American, motivated by his conscience,
would rebel against his country's involvement to reveal to the entire world the secrets of
US policy in the Middle East and substantiate his revelation with documents as was the
case with the US involvement in Vietnam.
However, let us now set this aside. Something which is beyond doubt and which
was admitted by a large number of US politicians who contributed to the definition of
the US attitude to the crisis, including the then US Ambassador to the UN, Arthur
Goldberg, and by a number of Israeli officials, including Foreign Minister Abba Eban, and
by all, is that the United States has made the following pledges to Israel:
(1) To prevent the issue of a resolution by the Security Council compelling
Israel to retreat to the 4th June 1967 borders.
(2) Not to impose on Israel or permit others to impose on it any settlement of
the crisis which is not the result of direct negotiations between it and the Arabs - Israel
and the Arabs.
(3) To maintain in all circumstances Israel's military supremacy.
These are the three pledges made as evidenced from the official statements made
since 1967 by US officials and by Israeli officials headed by Foreign Minister Abba Eban,
who frankly mentioned them once in a broadcast. We have not yet learnt what the other
pledges are.
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5.
I added that, against this background, reports about the imminent
supply of Chieftains or Jaguars to Egypt could be dicounted. Even if _
the Egyptians asked for these weapons, and Ministers were to meet their
requests, the Chieftain could not be supplied before the late 1970's
because of the need to meet a large order from Iran, Jaguars were not
yet in service with the RAP and could not be delivered before 1975 at
the earliest.
6.
Eran asked if Dr Ghaleb would be calling on the Secretary of
State en route to the Non-Aligned Conference at Georgetown... I said
that as far as we knew, he would not be stopping off in London en 'route
to .Guyana. But there was a possibility that he might call on the
Secretary of St,ate in September on his Way to the United Nations General
Assembly*
t»

M E Pike
Near East & North

Africa Department*
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Foreign and Commonwealth Office
London SW1
Telephone 01-

G S R Giffard Esq;
British Embassy
TEL AVIV

CALL BY A MEMBER OF THE ISRAEL EMBASSY
1 . Oden Eran called on me on 3 August in order to enquire about
HM Ambassador Cairo's discussion with the Egyptian Foreign Minister
on 31 July. He was clearly acting on instructions from Jerusalem,
but the approach was low-key.
2.
I said that there had been a general discussion of events in the
wake of President Sadat's statement about the withdrawal of Soviet '
Advisers from Egypt. Dr Ghaleb had emphasised that Egypt's move to
expel the Russians did not mean that she intended to abandon her
position of non-alignment. She was not going to swing towards the
West. It was also clear from what Dr Ghaleb had told Sir Richard
Beaumont, that the great majority of Soviet advisers and instructors
would in fact be leaving Egypt. These included most of those, engaged
in running the Soviet Naval and Air Bases although a f ew ^civilian
maintenance staff might remain.
3.
Dr Ghaleb had also emphasised that Egypt's policy towards the
Arab/Israel dispute had not changed. The Egyptians had no new ideas
to offer. But they had an open mind on how to proceed as long as what
had already been achieved at the United Nations was preserved. They
hoped that Jarring would be re-launched in these conditions. They
would also be glad to see further action by the General Assembly.
4.

Th@ question of arms supplies had also been touched on, but only

' N© iptsifia £§qui8ti had bten mad®. Any future requests
would beeoneidiped in tJh§ light of our known policy on the supply of
arms to the Middle East, which had not changed. As Eran Knew, we did
not operate an embargo on the sale of military equipment to Egypt and
the supply of primarily defensive weapons could not therefore be
entirely ruled out. But, speaking personally, I thought it most
unlikely that Minister* would be willing to approve the" provision of the
kind of offensive weapons which the Russians had apparently refused.
This would include weapons the supply of which could, in our view, lead
to a renewal of hostilities or seriously threaten the chances of a
negotiated peace settlement.
•
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1 CAIRO 221535Z
UNCLASSIFIED

TO ROUTINE FCO TEL NO 1218 OF 22 AUGUSTA/INFO ROUTINE
BEIRUT, BONN, P A R I S , MOSCOW, TEL A V I V , TRIPOLI, UKHIS NEW YORK
AMD WASHINGTON, INFO SAVING LUXEMBOURG.
MIDDLE EAST
1.

YOU WILL HAVE SEEN REUTERS REPORTS OF AH INTERVIEW GIVEN

RECENTLY "BY PRESIDENT SADAT TO RADIO LUXEMBOURG AND BROADCAST
OU 20 AUGUST.

WE H A V E SO FAR BEEN UNABLE TO OBTAIN A TRANSCRIPT

OF THE INTERVIEW HERE, BUT SADAT APPEARS TO HAVE MADE THE
FOLLOWING M A I N POINTS!
A)

•

..

THE EMBARGO ON .ARMS SUPPLIES TO MIDDLE EAST FRONT-LINE COUNTRIES
BY CERTAIN WESTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES SUCH AS FRANCE MEANT
THAT "THEY PUT THE OCCUPIER AND THE OCCUPIED ON THE $WE
LEVEL".

SADAT S A I D THAT THE SITUATION HAD CHANGED IN FIVE

YEARS AND THAT FRANCE SHOULD RECONSIDER HER ATTITUDE ON ARMS
SUPPLIES SEMICOLON
B)

THE SOVIET UNION HAD PRACTISED "A SORT OF EMBARGO ON THE ^
THEY PROVIDED US WITH" SEMICOLON

C)

IF THE US GOVERNMENT RECONSIDERED ITS ATT!TUBE TOWARDS ISRAEL,
EGYPT WOULD BE WILLING TO REVIEW HER ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE US
SEMICOLON

D)

:""

SADAT REITERATED THAT HE WAS NOT PREPARED TO ACCEPT PEACE
WITH ISRAEL BASED ON TERRITORIAL CONCESSIONS.

FCO PSE PASS SAVING LUXEMBOURG.

BEAUMONT

.

'

;

;:

[REPEATED AS REQUESTED]
FCO/WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION
NENAD
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0858 . . ' S S A P A T - Y I S I T 4 C A I R O (EPA 744):
ACCORDING..TO P O L I T I C A L OBSERVERS HliRt A V I S I T BY
oADAT TO FRANCE AT THIS. T IKS .HAKES GOOD sfeE FQLLOWIHCJ
INCREASED SUPPORT FOR EQYPT BY. TH£ FRENCH GOVERNMENT .

f

FRANCE HAS BEEN CRITICISED BY-ISRAEL FOR ITS PRO-ARAB STAND
AND EGYPTIAN-NEWSPAPERS THESE DAYS ARS FULL OF-COMPLIMENTARY? *
WORDSEaYP
FOR IS
THE FRENCH.

T
JNTSRESTED IN MORE THAW JUST POLITICAL SUPPORT
L~ ™
>RCM WESTERN EUROPE. -FOLLOWING; PRE3 ID2H T SADAT'S DEC I SI ON IN
JULY To OUST SOVIET M I L I T A R Y ADVISERS FRQfl EQYPT THE CAIRO
•GOVERNMENT IS, MOW SEEKING 'ARMS AND ECONOMIC SUPPORT FROM'SOURCES

OTHER THAN .'.RUSSIA.

-

-

.•

•

PRESIDelMf'-'SADAT HIMSELF ADMITTED I« A'SPEECH THAT iiQYPT HAD
RECEIVED SOHE WfiSTERN ARMS VIA TH I R Q COUHTHieS, AND H E OBVIOUSLY-B£ SEEKING TO INCREASE THESE SUPPKIE3
'
MORt WS/CAB

UKP218
CK 0900

*" "
,
'\

UKP219 EPF662
0900 r S A D A T - V t S I T 5 CAIRO:
RLORTS PUBLISHED OVERSEAS SAT THAT FRENCH-BUILT M l R A Q E
A I R C R A F T RECEIVED BY LIBYA ARE IK FACT BE1SQ FLOW« BY EGYPTIAN
PILOTS.
IF'EGYPTiS PROPOSED K5RQES W I T H LIBYA QOES 1HROUGH CAIRO
W I L L PRESUMABLY HAVE ACCESS TO FURTHER LIBYAN ARMS AND* OTHER
HI RAQES OH ORDER .FROM FRANCE.
'
tGYPT IS ALSO IH MEED OF WESTEffii F 1 M A M C I A L SUPPORT AND.'THS
BRITISH qOVERMMEHT.AfiNOUficeD THIS WEEK THAT IT W I L L EXTEND

CREDIT-FACILITIES AMOUNTING; TO 20 MILLION STERLING TO CAIRO. .
THE FRENCH ARS ALSO EXPECTED TO PROVIDS .FIHANCIAL AID
ALONG WITH WEST GERMANY WHICH RSSUMfcD DIPLOMATIC R&LAT10N& WfTH
CAIRO IH JUNE'AFTER-A BREAK OF-S£V£« YEARS
•, '
. , .
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REGISTRY No. 10
UKP20C
0320 v..-SADAT

—. V I S I T URGENT

tiii

BY GRAHVJLLE- WATTS
C A I R O ^ SEPT. -1, REUTER —•
1*11 TED N A T I O N S IK '/JEW YORK TOWARDS'THE

V I S I T Tflfi
•DIPLOMATIC

SOURCES SAID I H - C A I R O TOD AT,.
THEY-SAID -THE .-EGYPTIAN PRESIDENT' WILL ALSO 'MAKE Aft IMPORTANT.
VISIT TO FRANCS IN HOVKtiBER AS'PART) OF-EGYPT'S CAMPAIGN Tp:/WJ'N' . .'•' ••
STRONG SUPPORT FROM 'WESTERN' SUROP2 FOR ITS STAND IN' THE MIDDLE EAST
CRISIS^ '• •••

•'

•'.

'•

-.

'

UKP201 -£PB762 '
•
0321 i - S A D A T — V I S I T 2 C A I R O :
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•

'
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THURfc: WAS N O - I M M E D I A T E U F F I C i A L COMF1 RKAT1 ON OF CITHER REPORT.'
BUT THE DIPLOMATIC SOURCES REPORTED THAT 4SGTPTIAH OFFICIALS HAD
S A I D . P R E S I D E N T ' S A D A T ' S VIS! T ' T O P A R I S WAS "DEFIIIITELY , 0?i".
MORE W3/BJW
, ,. ' '

UKP207
0^34 * S A D A T - V I S I T 3 CAIRO:
THE SOURCES DID HOT SAY WHETHER PRESIDENT-SADAT WOULD
'
ACTUALLY ADDRESS OR ATTEND 'THE U.:i. QiiTiERAL ASSEMBLY-. BUT 'THEY)
S A I D THE V I S I T WAS APPARENTLY'Tl^ED TO FOLLOW THE U.3* PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION
*
t E
R £SF
2 «?«* S
ALSO MOTED THAT VISITS BY.SOME LEADERS . TO THE U.M.
• e. PAi»T HAVE ALSO B£g*l USsD AS AM OPPORTUHITT .FOR • TALKS WITH
LEADERS
•
;•
•
•
: ,
^SETTLeD^ (WHEREAS WE

V I S I T ' to IpAR IS HAS ALREADY s BEEN AGREED BY

_ TH.t tGTPTUN FOREIGN. M I N I S T E R . DR. KURAD GHALEB IS DUE TO
T!?AT,,!;'5^^ tATER .THIS MONTH AS PART OF EGYPT'S Bl6 TO WIN CLOSER
flb.^ W I T H THE EimOPSAN-COMMON MARKET COUUTRIES AiJS GREATER WEST
EUROPEAN SUPPORT FOR HER tffDDLE EAST POSIT! OH
THfal SOURCES S A I D THAT'DR. GttAL£B»S V I S I T TO PARIS WI-LL PAVE THE
;:
WAY hOR THb V I S I T SY PRESID£»T SADAT
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I am happy to avail myself of this opportunity to express

my thanks to Radio Luxembourg as well as to all the friends whom we
have In #:ranee and who do not doubt the Justice of our cause0

Indeed,

under the impulse of its President* General de Gaulle£ France has
supported our cause0

France is a great power? it is part of the

Big Pour and canf as suohf play a very great part0
like to stress this*
time of the 1967 war?

But I would

Prance defined its attitude towards us at the
five years have gone by and the situation

has changed to such an extent that we believe that ^rance ought to
reconsider its attitude,. Is it really just to treat the aggressor
jTi the same way as the victim*;, the occupationist in the same way as
the victim of occupation? Is such an approach compatible with the
principles of justice which are the foundation of Drench civilisation?
'%JU - Thank you; Mr President| 1 am sure our listeners will
take particular note of your wordsf.
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.•UXBMBOORG PRMCH (Sadat)

it will bring not only to your country but to the Arab world generally?
SADAT

I must tell you first of all that we have not yet reached

complete fusion between Egypt and Libya0 We shall not reach it until
a year from now0

But there are already many commissions busy studying

the various aspects of this problem, They must complete their work
on the stipulated details (Ms

'dans lels details prescrits5 - unless

this is a misprint for "dans lee delais prescrite8, ioe* 'within the
time set to them')?

for - do not ever forget it - unity is the under-

lying and permanent aim of all the members of the Arab nation*

This

unity proves to uss whatever the Americans or the ^sraelis may say or
dof that the Arab world will never die, that this unity will never
disappear^, th&t it has already withstood the hardest tests and that
It has lived to see the darkest hours that we have been through„ and
the fact that Egypt and Libya want to unite today is outstanding
•evidence of it0 Libya will mean an important contribution for Egypts
to mewntlon only the economic and financial sphere-, But it will also
mean an increase of territory which will make the two countriesP when
they are united* a State with a considerable area9 the longest coastline
In the Mediterraneans and a hinterland whose dimensions will make
Egypt downright invincible from a military point of view, Besidesf
Colonel ^adhafi's Libya assures us that the former American and British
bases which were there in 1967 can never again be used to attack us
Even
from the rear0 SB/only the facts 1 have just told you9 and there are
mores, will immensely benefit the entire Arab !fationn
BJlj, - Before taking leave of you, Mr President, I would like to ask
you whether yoQ have anything more particular to say to your J&renchM
listeners.
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iUXEMBOURG FRENCH (Sadat)
not make quick decisions „

waiting
for- their reply before taking another

step ahead,, But whatever may happen I will not change the course I
see
have chosen,. When I take up a struggle I suainazp it through § all my
past has proved this,,
B^Mfi. - So much for your relations with the Soviet Union^

Let us

speak abofit America., Thens, if America happened to offer you its hand
and to realise that in this way it, wiuld defend better the enormous
interests 'it possesses in the Arah countries* would you agree to
accept this hand offered to you?
I will give you the following very frank reply:

this problem

involves our independence » and that is a sphere in which there can be
no bargaining, Howevers throughout the year 1971 1 remained in
contact with tha American leaders and kept them constantly informed
of my initiatives , particularly

efore the Bresshnev-Hixon summit

meeting^ Meanwhile the Israelis have all along been declaring their
wish for peaces but at the back of their minds they have a peace based
on Egypt's defeat^ which is a solution I will never go in for? since
this peace, BRaafe as the Israelis would like its would be based on
territorial concessions resulting from the outcome of the war,
concessions which I am not andrwiTr\neYe£jbe ready to grant0 But
should America realise the justice of our cause » should they want to
view things in another way than up to nowe then very well.

Should

they want to do something? but on the basis of justice , and at the
same time revise their attitude towards us, this hand offered to me
you apoke of before^ 1 would, accept it without hesitation,,
JLJL. = While these discussions with the Soviet Union were on9 the
total fusion between Egypt and libya was announcedo

Can you tell me

a .few words about you way of viewing this fusion and the advantages

1
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)LUXJBMiJOUR(j FRENCH (Sadat)
c to it
grstefulVfor having done so*

E
N
C

It IB a. gesture we will never forget*

as the assistance rendered to us by the Soviet haa been of capital
importance,, But since then we have had the impr4ssion of being in
stagnant waters0 One the one hand America set out to supply Israel
with all kinds of weapons , even the most modern and sophisticated
ones?

on the other hand our Soviet friends exercised a sort of embargo

on the weapons they were supplying to uss

Add to this that our

friends in Western Europe, auch as the French, for instance, also
applied an embargo to the two countries confronting one another on
the battlefield, I mean ourselves and the Israelis , which means that
they ar® placing the occupatlonlst and the victim of occupation on
the same footing, Under the circumstances 1 came to the conclusion
that it was necessary to clarify our relations with the Soviets,
and I made the greatest efforts in their direction to explain to them
that 'the present situation could not lastf, especially considering
the enormous publicity which American propaganda was giving to the
tried my
Soviet deliveries^
fimHAembini best for a year and a halff and more
^
particularly since the recent Moscow summit meeting , to convince
the Soviet leaders of this without, however, obtaining the result
I had hoped for, The point was that in view of the types of weapons
timing
delivered, the zMfflHBiifflHSiuimi^
(la cadence) of their delivery
and the limitations imposed on their use by the Soviets, Egypt was
condemned to a state of defensive, whilst Israel could carry out an
offensive strategy, I drew the attention of the Soviets to this
situation several times9 but they did not understand, or did no c want
to understand t the gravity of my arguments,

1 had therefore no choice

but to adapt my attitude to theirs, 1 have wanted to give them a
first warning^ I am waiting for their reaction. It is long coming.,
I take into account that the Soviet machinery is ponderous and does

—
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LUXEMBOURG RADJC IN PREFCH
20 August 1972

Benoit MSSCH1I? a specialist on problems of the &r&b world and
our special correspondent In Cairo? has met Masser's successor;
Anwar asIn the course of the Interrle^? the Egyptian President asked that
t'he problem of war with Israel should not be referred to and explained'
5;

.Before .waging war one has tc put oneself into the position of being

able to win it,,.-, and. this may take a long time., o - what does It matter
..,:-.., .Sgypt has already had 71000 yeare of history 30 .-,"
Here is the full text of the exclusive interview granted 1oy Anwar
as- Sadat to Benoit Meschin,.
.

said in Paris that President Nasser had s'ade toe

Arabs dream for fifteen years *

ROW comes the awakening and what does

one find? A delicate situation with regard to- JOIIT friends la the
'OSSRj the occupation of part of the territory by the Israelis ., the

Canal

!;sf|f*i blocked,, A difficult Inheritance-

This ie what you hs"re decide-

to face up to and 1 would like you first of all to explain to ma yo'iir
doeisI«3B8 with regard to your Russian partners,
£jjH§|; - low It is true that we are go lag through a very difficult
period. o

Since the 19^7 aggression and iSilOOoCthen^'there ba^rs always

Desn friendly relations between ourselves and the Soviet Union,, which
date STOW, further feaok, life hay© to recegniee that 1967 ffieaHt a r/'ery
heavy defeat

to us?-.

.Even before the war we had. been Importing

from the USSR nearly all the arras we needed f, but after the Israeli
ijw&en
aggreasion/We were on our ka©es?P Russia, supplied us with the arms
itflich imaae it; possible for -us to stand up again, and we remain deeply
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RITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
MONITORING SERVICE
CAVERSHAM PARK READING RG4 8TZ
TELEGRAMS AND CABLES MONITOR READING TELEX
INTERNATIONAL TELEX 84318 TELEPHONE 0734 472742

Our Reference: 07MSLKL

30th August 197?

F. Sedgwick-J e11, E sq.,

Info:-matIon Administration Dept.,
Room o9E/5rd Floor,
Government Offices,
Great George Street,

London, S.¥.l,

Dear Sedgwick-Jell,

,' \*.—^:

I enclose copy of the transcript of an interview with President
Sadat which was broadcast by Luxembourg radio on 20th August. We do
not monitor this radio, but obtained the French transcript from it,
Perhaps the Near East arid H. African Department may be interested ?
I am copying this note, with enclosure, to Philip Orr at the Ministry
of Defence.
Yours sincerely,

L.K.
Editor, News & Publications
Monitoring Service.
ricl,

i
**

Copy: P.J. Orr, Esq., M.B.E.,
Ministry of Defence,

\
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L £ Lawler, Esq.,
Monitoring Service
BBC
Caversham Park,
Reading

. _««U September 1972

I am writing to thank you for your letter
of 30 August which Sedgwick-Jell has passed to us. This
was an interesting interview containing as it does an
appeal to the French to reconsider their arms sales
policy towards the Jliddb Easto

A Holding
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CONFIDENTIAL

5.
C-HAL IB SAID THAT HE WAS EXPECTING NOTHING OF THE US
GOVERNMENT PRIOR TO THE ELECTIONS , BUT IT WAS IMPORTANT TO GAUGE
WHAT THE REAL AMERICAN AIT!TUBE WAS. WERE THEY .SO MUCH IN FAVOUR
OF THE INTERIM SOLUTION BECAUSE THEY HONESTLY THOUGHT THAT A
STAGE* BY STAGE APPROACH WAS THE ONLY METHOD OF REACHING A FINAL
PEACE OR VMS IT THAT THEY WERE, FOR GEO-POLITICAL AND INTERNAL
POLITICAL REASONS, .INTERESTED EXCLUSIVELY , NOT LEAST
PRIMARILY IN AM " AMERICAN SOLUTION" AND NOT A SOLUTION BY
ANY OTHER BODY* HE OBSERVED THAT HIS REPORTS SHOWED. THAT THE
ZIONIST MOVEMENT I'N THE US HAD SUCCESSFULLY WHETTED THE APPETITE
OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY WITH THE PROSPECT OF AN INCREASED SLICE
OF THE JEWISH VOTE NOT ONLY THIS YEAR BUT IN THE FUTURE. HE
THOUGHT THAT THIS WOULD PROBABLY TIE MR NIXON'S HANDS IF AND .WHEN
HE WAS RE-ELECTED WHICH WAS A PITY SI&CE OTHERWISE NIXON WOULD
HAVE FOUND HIMSELF A FREE-ER•AGENT IN HIS SECOND AND FINAL
PRESIDENTIAL TERM,
WHILE OH THIS SUBJECT HE.CONFIRMED THAT THE EGYPTIANS AIMED

FOR

MIDDLE EAST DEBATE AFTER THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS, PROBABLY

BEFORE THE END OF NOVEMBER.
7.

I SAID THAT I THOUGHT THAT THE OFFJCE WOULD BE BRIEFING

YOU Of! ALL THESE SUBJECTS AND ASKED j F TH£R£ VMS ANY OTHER
SUBJECT WHICH YOU MIGHT NOT EXPECT Hi" TO RAISE,

HE THEN S A I D

THAT THERE WOULD OF COURSE BE B I L A T E R A L REAL ATIONS, ECONOMIC
r?;:L*TIOnS AND ARMS SALES.
CURRENT STUDY,

I

REPLIED THAT ALL THESE TOO WERE UNDER

HE SAID FINALLY TH-AT HE HAD *NOTED THAT THE PRIME

MINISTER HAD IN OK'E OF HIS

RECE'l'T SPEECHES CALLED FOR A COMMON

WESTERN EUROPEAN STAND ON V A R I O U S SUBJECTS AND HAD INSTANCED
THE MIDDLE EAST AS ONE OF THEM.

HE VERY HUGH HOPED THAT THERE WAS

SOME SUBSTANCE BEHIND THE PRIME M I N I S T E R ' S CALL AND HE" WOULD LIKE
TO DISCUSS WITH YOU BOTH THE P O S S I B I L I T I E S OF A WESTERN EUROPEAN
STAND J N THE MIDDLE CAST AND THE CONTRIBUTION WHICH THE EGYPTIAN
GOVERNMENT COULD MAKE TOWARDS

IT.

FCO P A S S S A V I N G TO TUNIS, ALGIERS, 'RABAT, BONN, BRUSSELS, THE
KAGl'P, ROME, LUXEMBOURG, COPENHAGEN, DUBLIN, OSLO AND
t'l.'MIS GENEVA,

U:,D
N

•J.: (CDA)

[REPEATED AS REQUESTED]

LISTEISUTION
WED

ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION
ARAB/ISRAEL DISPUTE

MED

K AI-; D
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071325Z SEPT

CAIRO
CONFIDENTIAL

TO P R I O R I T Y FCO TEL NO 13m

OF 07

SEPTE

INFOPRIORITY MOSCOW, UKMIS NEW YORK, Wl

IS, TEL A V I V ,

BEIRUT, AMMAN AND T R I P O L I .
SAVING TO TUNIS, ALGIERS, RABAT, BONN, BRUSSELS,
THE HAGUE,

ROME, LUXEMBOURG, COPENHAGEN, DUBLIN, OSLO, AND

UK M I S GENEVA.
M 0 SCO W TEL NO 1 37*0?

A R A B / 1 S R A EL .

1.
I CALLED ON THE MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS THIS CORNING
BEFORE PROCEEDING OK LEAVE IN ORDER TO DISCOVER IF THERE ANY
-SPECIAL SUBJECTS WHICH HE "WISHED TO RAISE IN LONDON*
2e
DR GHALIB SAID THAT HE HAD FOUND IN LATIN AMERICA A VERY
ROBUST ATTITUDE IN CONNECT I OH WITH THE I N ADM I S SAB I LIT Y OF
ACQUISITION OF TERR! RORY BY WAR. HE HAD ALSO NOTED THE AHBIVALEMT
ATTITUDE OF THE LATH' AMERICAN COUNTRIES TO THE US AND HAD, IN
CONSEQUENCE , BEEN TOLD ALMOST EVERYWHERE HE WENT THAT IT WAS
IMPORTANT FOR EGYPT TO BE SURE OF THE SUPPORT OF HM GOVERNMENT
\H ITS APPROACH TO THE UN ASSEMBLY, HE WOULD THEREFORE WANT TO
TALK TO YOU ABOUT THIS,
39

H2 CONFIRMED THAT |» H I S MEETING WITH J A R R I N G HE HAD ASKED

THE LATTER TO PUT IN A MILD REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL WHICH
WOULD LEAVE ALL OPTIONS OPEN,
A.

ON THE QUESTION OF A MIDDLE EAST CONFERENCE HE ALSO

CONFIRMED THAT THE SECRETARY-GENERAL W A S FOR IT AND J A R R I N G
SCEPTICAL.

HE S A S B THAT FROJ'i AN EGYPT! AN POINT OF VI £W IT WAS

ESSENTIAL TO H A R R Y THE 1DHA OF A CONFERENCE W I T H THE M A I N T E N A N C E
OF RESOLUTION 24?, THE CONTINUED UM INTEREST IK THE HJDDLC: EAST
A « ^ D THH P R E S E R V A T I O N OF THC JAPRH'G M I S S I O N IN THE EVEMT OF F A I L U R E .
HE CO?'KSIFTED THAT W A L D H E I M SEEKED TO THINK THAT HE COULD A R R A N G E
ft

A M A R H i . G E ON THESE CONDI Tl OMG.

J A R R I N G IvAS DOUBTFUL, SO WAS

Hu ( G K A L M ) BUT T H I S A G A S r ; WAS SOt'-tTHluG HE WOULD L ! K £ TO TALK
'•j/i TH YOL'a°

r-^'-irT^Tr^TTiTAT
•
W'w'-.I' j-1/Jjl^l J.A.U

/5« GHALIB

•
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h.
After consulting further with me in Rome on 5 February, Ambassador Jarring
visited Ca.iro ,, where he met with the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Egypt on
19 and 20 February. He held discussions with the Jordanian authorities, at their
request, on 23 February, and with the Israeli authorities, at his suggestion,
on 25 February. After reporting to me at Geneva on 27 February,
Ambassador Jarring returned to New York, where he continued to see representatives
of the parties until 2k March. Subsequently, Ambassador Jarring returned to
Headquarters from 1 to k May and from 1 to 12 August for a further review of the
positions of the parties and consultations with all concerned. He also had other
contacts elsewhere with representatives of the parties and met twice with me
in July 1972 in Geneva to discuss what further useful action might be taken.
5.
In spite of our continued efforts, it has not been possible to make any
substantial progress. As can be seen from published statements of the parties,
an agreed basis for discussions under Ambassador Jarring's auspices does not seem
to exist at the present time. Despite this situation, we shall continue our
efforts.
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UNITED NATIONS
Distr.

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

GENERAL

SECURITY
COUNCIL

A/8815
G/10792

15 September 1972
ORIGINAL:

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Twenty-seventh session
Item 22 of the provisional agenda*
THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

ENGLISH

SECURITY COUNCIL
Twenty-seventh year

Report of the Secretary-Generalon_the activities of the
Special Representative to the Middle East

1.
In accordance with his responsibilities under Security Council resolution
2^2 (1967) of 22 November 19673 the Secretary-General has, from time to time,
submitted to the Security Council progress reports on the activities of
Ambassador Gunnar V. Jarring, the Special Representative to the Middle East, in
pursuit of his mandate of promoting agreement and assisting efforts to achieve a
peaceful and accepted settlement of the Middle East situat-ion.
2.
On 13 December 1971, the General Assembly adopted resolution 2799 (XXVI) on
the situation in the Middle East. By paragraph 3 of that resolution, the Assembly
requested the Secretary-General to take the necessary measures to reactivate the
mission of the Special Representative and assist efforts to reach a peace
agreement as envisaged in the Special Representative 's aide-memoire of
8 February 1971- By paragraph 8, the Secretary-General was requested to report
to the Security Council and to the General Assembly, as appropriate, on the
progress made by the Special Representative in the implementation of Security
Council resolution 2^2 (1967) and of General Assembly resolution 2799 (XXVI).
3°
Immediately after the adoption of the resolution, Ambassador Jarring held
meetings with the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Egypt and Israel, who were
still in New York, and with the Permanent Representative of Jordan to the United
Nations to discuss arrangements for the reactivation of his mission. Further
inconclusive talks took place in New York from 10 to 27 January 1972. From
28 to 31 January, Ambassador Jarring was in West Africa at the invitation of
President Senghor of Senegal, who had been the Chairman of the Group of Four
African Heads of State which had visited Egypt and Israel towards the end of 1971,
and also met with President Quid Daddah of Mauritania, who had been Chairman of
the Committee of Ten, to which the Group of Four had reported.

*
72-17919

A/8760.
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that you;1 fiov^rninont:^ v;j .1 1 support the

Egyptian

t.;ie noxt Genorai Ai'^c/nbly, a position v'hich doer,
rxccnt the restoration of .Its occupied territories
continues
.;v-l orients thftt you all are fully

; rovernnient of Kpypt at ill believes that the
United Kati ens is the moct proper channel through which a just
settlement cf the problem of the Middle East could be achieved
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by Israel In .order to force the departure of the Arab
people from their hoinen nnd lands.

The .International community, has in fact, been aware of these
act'." and policies and of the adamant 'and stubborn stand of
srael towards the settlement of the _prolrlem of the Middl

To this end, two resolutions were adopted recently in two
important international gatherings.

The first was adopted by

the Assembly Of Heads of State and Government of the Organi.... /L-. C ?.;.(-;._<''''<•'!'*"•'

7,?.;tion of African UnityYon June 1972; the other was adopted
by the
Conference of ;.Foreign
Ministers of Non-Aligned Countries,
."-•'•
- • - • ••.,.. '/>"-'•! C. -f
, !/h 1
the texts of which will be circulated for your convenience
during this meeting.

B'oth resolutions, which were supported by a majority of
world countries have called for the withdrawal of Israeli armed
forces from the occupied Arab territories, and upheld the
Palestinian legitimate rights.

In fact, as you are aware, such provisions are compatible
with the principles and provisions of both the Charter of the
United Nations and the resolutions of the United Nations
starting with Security Council resolution 2^2 ending with
General Assembly resolution 2799 (XXVI).
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' P^'-°.V t o - inipor-.e f ail :-,. •; ;:,•«„,' j. lr, In the

occupied Arab

t-r,.'iU-rJe;; in violatl on or fee Geneva Conventions (e.p;.
U-.<-- duclaral Lon of the o;;n.-.-, r i u:. of the old city or
Jeru;;a.lcM; cbanrln,-; the do;;v .-r-iohlc anc reofcraphic
chorvicte- or the oc-upjeu torritor-cs; the establishment
of :,^ new settlements .*. n Lhc occupied terrltoriec of Syria.,
Jordan and

?-:r,ypt of wiiici) < <! v;er-e established in Sinai.

and ua-a: the eviction of thousands of the Arab inhabitt-mta of these territories nnd their replacement by Jt?w*«£'
settlers.

The last exarnxle was the eviction of 115000

Arabs from northern Sinai, their transfer into other
designated areas; the total destruction of many houses,
quarters and villages.

The last example was the demolition

of '14 homes in El Arish in northern Sinai; the fragmentation of the refugee carnpb, the demolition of many of their,
and the dispersion of their inhabitants; the desecration
.of religious shrines and cultural properties in contravention to the Hague Convention of 19511).
The International Red Cross la aware of all these actions and
has reported many of them in itn publications.
b)

the violation of human rights of the inhabitants of the
occupied territories (see the* examples referred to above).
Another example is the sequestration of Arab territories,
the destruction of Arab farms as one of the means applied

,

.
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Vho initiative was sped ,f-;.,••.-,

th'it the permanent members

-•f ' ho '.'ecurity Council declar- " :

r sunport to the Jarring

;..'•;••:• V;:n /.' i th reference to

; ;. "j i e':.. - U n 11 e d S t at e s

t h e /•••.:

'.:-. ;•.'•":<iti '•; ue dated May 29, 19';'.' ;;••.:
"::ot !nf h the

olnnifjcanre •:•;'

, •. v .' p u) u. ted:
::;t

m o t i v e cooperation of

tho nart:le;; concerned v;i/:\ •

:; \~. c el a 1 I'-! e p re s e n t a t .5 v e of

t:;e United 11 a t i o n s :.', e e r- e • ; • ; • •

enera.l , Ambassador J a r r i n p : ,

tne U , r,. A , and

the TJ .,-,.":.';,

contribute to his misoion':;
their readiness to p.lay ti.-.'ij

r;:''.! m; t h e i r desire to

M P

c:nc;-,s and also declare
art .In bringing about a

peaceful settlement in the ..'
Tne Israeli attitude, on ti;-; contrary } was to insist that
Ambassador Jarring disassociate r,.j n/.e] f from his memorandum of
;: February 1971 and the General A,;;e:-:bly resolution 2799(XXVI).
In fact, Israel not only has refused to cooperate with
Ambassador Jarring or to facilitate the implementation of the
.•ecurity Council resolution 2ii;', but extended its negative
attitude to the other pertinent, resolutions of the Security
Council and the General Asser/cly.

Such a negative attitude v; "".-:- also extended to the

area

••'•IT the protection of the safety , '.-.'elfare and security of the
Inhabitants of the occupied ter Stories and to the situation
therein.

Its policy in this fl '-'•' was of a two-fold nature:
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r,
*
o-i curd ou Ar-nj t e r r i t o r i e s
• . ' • • . n i a n pcop i.e.
:-

r - v i l y of ^ r u c f l v;;u; of

."•o.i > < t j on b<"'oai."i<? v a i n .
t o o r.T.-' to tho

Hoi/over

* - • • ' : i ' - : e th''. t a] .1 hope

I

for

ont.ororlcalJy refusing to

f r o n t j err;

! 1 C7 .

; ; ' ; i e o v i i c L t J i thi;; co.n.->t , ; int, - - f *' ;.-,.-; 1 , t . i i e o c c r e t a r y - G e n c r c ' . 1
MOO to G u f ; r : i t a roc o r t u o f o o - - ' ' • . • •

o>d o f t h e t i m e - l i m i t o f t h r

no'.'nc-'-flre ( d o c u t n e n t G/100 7 0 / r i :.:; . . ),

This r e p o r t , as you know

f-;;i"itlerneM , e m b o d i e d the r e p l y of .. - v n t v.'hich he has p r a i s e d ,
vou.lo at the 3417:0 t i m e he rcqiu.-,.: t..o: Israel to reconsider Its
no:;: ''.Ion 'and to respond p o s i t i v
;f oba.3Kador

t,o the memorandum of

J a r r i n g : but the r o r i c t ' -;n of Israel was even more

noyative ,

•3)

On the

JJth of February 1971, F ' r e r j i d e n t Sadat p r e s e n t e d

an i n i t i a t i v e concerning t h e e v a c u a t i o n of the Isz^aeli.
-/

forces in two stages „ but t!;.l.;.j initiative was also rejected
by Israel.

6)

During the months of June ,1101 July, Egypt has undertaken
another initiative to gather and reaffirm support of the
Jarring mission in order to ^activate it and with a view
to open the doors again for a peaceful settlement of the
problem in the Middle East.
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t a l k s , h u t / t r a i n i,h ] •- .,;

• •• '-M't.^t

oy

Israel while nn
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;- I:;:;:- Pour-Power talk;"
c< inflict.

Trie f:;vted Gtate:; i^nd-;>;'t . -,,
June 197^ which requi;.; t-.? •• '.
their respective re pro r,<_;u '..'!

•;;-; J n i U J a t l v c on the 19th of
.- ;j."i;-t If.::: concerned to

appoint

ve,; for entering into contact

with Ambassador Jarring w i t h the vlow to implement
resolution 2^2.

While F.-;vr:> promptly welcomed the step,

Israel on her part obstructed; this initiative with every
possible obstacle and ryr-;;tually completely boycotted
th*
ie dialogue with Jarrlnr: on f,o 6th of September 1970.

At this stage, when all nntl., to a peaceful solution nad
eon blocked by Israel, Ambas^o:- Jarring felt hirn.,el.f
Dolled to begin a new inlti^ve in order to move ahead,
•' ^dressing simultaneously a :• .--rorandum to the _two

parties

:tPH a, February 1971 in which ne asked^h^i
t~f
d
3-f the implementation of resolution

Egypt had'-favour ably
to
«
v
'y resoon,;ed
° lthat
-hat memorandum
by
to sign a oeace agrce:;^';it, with
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-^rael provided
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.• • r-onc'':- arid total ror.pc:ct
•is'-' Cnartor of the United
. .-.uch r poo it:! o:s is tlio ^til.

;r::-h'ikcr; b e l i e f of the Go•/."•:r;r

of i'lrypt tiiat the settlement

;: this problem lies In thi; ]';•

..,;.-• iern^nt-atlon of Security

,r..Ti.;il resolution 2>\?. of /j,':' :;

'cr 1067 through the mission

-;' Aiv:bn.sa.a(Jor Jarring to v;!,;-•;•

:•:•:';? flan Govornnjent ^ivoa It

The Egyptian Govornn:cnt,

.latent with its polj.cy of

•caking solutions v:ithin th-r- f

••.-;or!-, of the United n'atlonr,s

••.•i:-> undertaken several endeavc-

to facilitate t'he conclusion

)." a settlement to this prub.V

Let n;e reviev/ with you these

endeavours:
1)

At the beginning of 19t'>'>, '••,•<"•• h;m suggested to Ambassador
Jarring to draw up a tirr.et*!'.- ie for the implementation of
resolution 2'j2, but this --'a-' refused by Israel.

2)

Following the difficult! e: " '"•''•*•' have arisen from the nonimplementation of the afcu :-; or/tinned resolution, diffculties stemming from the neg." ''-vo attitude of Israel and
i'S

•r^-Kf lack of cooperation w: -••• /-.Tb as sad or Jarring, Prance
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CONFIDENTIAL

KINGDOM MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS
45 Third Avenue, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
20 September 1972

The Hon. D.A. Gore-Booth, - -—v^^,^ ,w
Near East and North Africa Department,
foreign and Commonwealth Office
London, S.W.I.
*

disSnlt^o^betwUn Se SloS^d W?S 'S?1^ I«»»•««—
of
the
that
he wished to avoid addressina h?m=f?i ? i5 "ay have beenWh
are mentoers J t t S SOT
'
°

present.

seen it.

'

fear

'

the

general view of those

Secretary-General, s
case
This is as shor
«
You have not already
inis is as short and non-controversial as expected.

(M.C.S. Weston)
Copies to: Chanceries at Cairo, Tel Aviv, Paris, Moscow
Washington. (All without ends.)
CONFIDENTIAL
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?9I410Z SEPT

iUr'r'
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TO IMttEDJATE FCO TELNQ 3401 OF 29 SEPTEMBER 1972.
f?R

ALGIERS, AMMAM, BE! RUT, HQBFNE, JEBDA, KHARTOUM, MOSCOW,

PARIS, RABATN, T£L A V I V , TRIPOL!, TUNIS, UKr-lfS W£W YORK AND

SAVING TO ABU DHABI, ADEN, BAGHDAD, K U W A I T , OMAN AMD S A N A J A H
MY 3 f p T ' S s

PRESIDENT SADAT'S SPEECH.

LEBANON,
Sg

' '•

,

•

'

;

'/

THROUGHOUT THE SPEECH PRESI DENT, SADAT HAD HUGH TO SAY ABC/UT

I ,••;;?AH-1 AGGRESSION AGAINST LEBANON.'

HE SAID THAT » » V/E A3 ARABS

/<;?£ THE FIHSr TO BLAME FOR WHAT HAPPENED IN LEBAMOM ArvTD W£ SHOULD
ftOT ABSOLVE OURSELVES FROM THIS RESPONSIBILITY.
I S A HUM! UAH OH TO EVERY A R A B a s 8 a o a WHEN i
AS?E RESPONSIBLE I

WHAT HAPPEN

SAY THAT WH AS ARABS

SAY IT BECAUSE A M E R I C A G A V E THE SI &*';*!. TO

I S R A E L BY THE VETO a

THE A R A B S ARE SAFEGUARDING THE !«'T£l?ESTS

OF AMERICA V/HICH .EARNS FABULOUS PROFITS FROM THE A R A B o ,

THAT I S

IvHY Vc, AS ARABS, AR£ P R I M A R I L Y TO BLAME...... EVERYONE ACQUAJNTED
1,'ITH AH-AB HISTORY IN THE FIFTIES KNOWS WELL THAT
BEEN RCL£D BY ONE OF THE FRAKJJEH F A M I L Y -

If

LtSAfrON HAD

FOR INSTANCE HAM ID

R/u^m:n THE BROTHER OF PRESIBEKT SULEIMAN FRAMJIEH

EBANON

WOULD HAVE AVOIDED WHAT !T WAS EXPOSED TO !M THE 50S S

ALL THE

ARAB A^;A VCULB HAVE AVOIDED THE RIFTS AfJD CO^FLJCTS TO Uli'CH H'
HAD BE':H EXPOSED. THE FRAMJJCM FAMILY I S AM ^RAB F A M f L Y
CHAR ACT Bn^I'J BY ARAB CHJ VAL&Y.. .,„ I SAY Th'^T SULOtfMi R A W ! EH
J S KSEii TO PRESERVE THE LEBANONE8E £.iJTiTY AND LEBANON f S -PART OF
T!U: A R A B M A T i O K A(\'D ! ftl DO!?^ SO HE I S TRUE TO H J S HU70SY,

DSr'COMCLHJ PASS ROUTI^t TO HQBFNE.

_ 4

The Arab World

_

October 5th, 1972

Main News And Trends, Cont'd
enemy an excuse for seeking American support and assistance.
"Another point I wanted to make in removing the Russian military presence in Egypt was
to make the leaders of the Kremlin understand that their strategy in the area cannot be fulfilled
at our expense and at the expense of the destiny of our (Arab) nation. They must take the will of
the Ara b nation into consideration when they make their calculation. Was the decision an electric shock? Yes, and it may ha ve even been violent, but it was necessary. Our friend must wake
up and realize that I am entering a battle in which he (meaning the Soviets) is listed on my side
but is not really so. . .This was why I told the Russians that they must end their military presence in Egypt before the morning of July 18th. As to the equipment and installations, I said: 'sell
them or take them with you „ ' "
President Sadat said that the decision "was not against the Soviet Union, but for Egypt's
sake. " He sa id that the Soviets fulfilled their withdrawal 20 hours ahea d of the deadline, and
agreed: "There is no doubt that they must have been upset."
Arms Needed. President Sadat defined Egypt's arms requirements in four basic categories: 1 .A desert war requires tracked tanks, "because it is not logical that we cross the desert
on rubber tyres; we must manufacture the tracked equipment here, so I may not depend on any
one"; 2. "We need fighter-bombers to enable us to strike in depth when Israel strikes at our depth, and so we may not have to resort to Kamikazi operations"; (At this point, President Sadat
warned that Egypt may resort to Kamikazi operations against Israel if the latter continued to mount attacks against the Arab states like its attack against southern Lebanon recently); 3.Naval
strategy has changed, and jorpedo boats are today more important than destroyers "as we have
found out after we sank the Israeli destroyer Elath; and we must manufacture the torpedo boats here"; and 4. "We need electronic equipment, and we are able to operate it. " President Sadat said that as many as 2,000 engineers graduate fro m the Technical Military Academy in Egypt.
Palestinians. In reply to a question, President Sadat agreed that he had not consulted with
Palestinian leaders before making his proposal for forming a Palestinian governmen t in exile.
He said: "I did not issue an invitation, I made a proposal. The reason for my proposal was because Golda Meir had denied the existence of Palestinians, and it is necessary that we must retaliate to this defiance. When Israel wants to cancel the Palestinian identity, we must reaffirm this
identity and recognize it. "
He recalled tha t when the Algerian Government in exile was formed before independence,
it was recognized only by the Arab states, but that victories by the Algerian revolution "forced
the world to recognize it."
He added: "Through my proposal, I wanted to alert the resistance movement that time has
come to end the differences inside it.

These conflicts have harmed the Palestinians more than

Israel and King Hussein have done. The leaders of the (Palestinian) cause must break out of
their schizophrenia."
Contacts With the US.

President Sadat disclosed tha t "the Americans contacted me re-

cently", and tha t he told them: "I am ready to talk with you, but not via those through whom you
are fighting us (meaning the Israelis). lam not ready for direct negotiations with Israel. You (Americans) and the Israelis' must respect the international will and declare adherence to Security
Council resolution (No. 242)." (Sadat's announcement that he agreed to talk to the Americans is
significant because he had said last yea r that he had severed all contacts with Washington regarding the Middle East situation).
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superior to those manufactured by the Soviet Union. "Today, the Soviet Union is the strongest
military power in the world", he said, and indicated that the Soviets would not give him the
developed arms he had asked f o r .
President Sadat said that the MIG-23 was the most superior fighter plane in the world at
present, with speed three times the speed of so und. This makes the MIG-23 superior to the USmade Phantom fighter-bo mber, whose speed is o nly a little more than twice the speed of sound,
Mr Sadat sa id, and added:
"We have tested the MIG-23 here in Egypt. It flew more than once in the Israeli depth and
took photographs. It has been pro ven that neither the Phantom no r the American-made missiles
can reach the altitude o f the MIG-23. "
President Sadat went on: "If I had a fighter-bomber, I would not have allowed Israel to
commit its aggression in southern Lebanon as it had done recently. I was suffering while I followed up news of the Israeli aggression against Lebanon.
"This has been the main point in my conflict with the Russians.I told them: If we had the ability to strike in the (Israeli) depth, the situation would change in the area.. I told thems the Americans want to humiliate us by enabling Israel to strike into the (Arab) depth. What is your stand? You (Russians) want a peaceful settlement, but this settlement is impossible as long as Israel alone has the ability to strike in the depth, while I do no t have such an ability. If I possessed the ability (to strike into the Israeli

depth), I would have accepted peaceful settlement. But

as things stood now, peaceful settlement meant surrender to American and Israeli terms, and I
will not accept this. All I want is to make Israel think a thousand times before undertaking an
aggression similar to the one it carried out against Lebanon."
Sadat said that the

oviet Union is mo re advanced in strategic weapons than America.

"But", he pointed out, "the Americans are more able to maneuver and more daring in taking de-

ns."
Soviet Stand. President Sadat said that in wake of the 1967 war, the Soviets decided on
a strategy which was "contrary to our strategy." The Soviets, he said, decided that l)there must
be

no further battles in the Middle East because Moscow did not want a confrontation with the

US; and 2)the Arabs must accept peaceful
Egypt about this strategy.

settlement. Furthermore, the Soviets had not told

"We discovered it ourselves", Sadat sa id, and recalled tha t the tr-

ouble with the Soviets had started under the late Pre sident Nasser who, after his last visit to
Moscow before his death, reported that convincing the Soviets to give Egypt the arms it needed
was "a hopeless case." Sadat
situation.

said that the late Nasser used the English words to explain the

Sadat also said that this was the reason 'Nasser decided to accept the US initiative

for Middle East settlement, the Rogers Plan, in the summer of 1970.
Asked how the situation with the Soviets deteriorated to the point of removal of Soviet advisers, Sadat said: "When I was convinced of the inevitablity of the battle, and of the fact that
the Americans and the Russians ha d reached a non-confrontation agreement in Moscow (areference to the US-Soviet summit in May), I decided to end the Soviet military presence (in Egypt).
This was because the Russian military presence on Egyptian soil would render a big strategic
service to Is;rael whjen the battle begins.

Israel would then say that it was fighting the Russ-

ians not the Arabs, and would thus win over the American, and even the European public opinion.
This meant that the Russians had become a burden on us. They will not fight, and will give our
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SOVIETS HAD BECOME A BURDEN ON EGYPT, SADAT
DECLARES; REVEALS CONTACT WITH U.S. ONMIDDLE
SETTLEMENT BUT REJECTS DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS

Sadat

Talks of Proposal For Setting Up Palestine Govt. In Exite
President Anwar Sadat of Egypt was quoted as saying today that he removed Soviet military advisers from Egypt beca use he had decided a battle with Israel was inevitable, and that
the Soviets, who were against such a battle, were a burden on Egypt. He said he told the
Soviets that they must end their military presence in Egypt by July 18th, and that they completed
their withdrawal 20 hours ahead of the deadline.
Mr Sadat spoke in statements published today in Beirut's weekly AL HAWADESS. The
frank dialogue was with the influential weekly's editor-publisher Salim Louzi. It would appear
that the interview had been taken before Cairo's decision to send Dr Aziz Sidky to Moscow for
talks with Soviet leaders, because the visit was not mentioned in the coversation. Mr Sadat disclosed that in his last letter to Leonid I. Brezhnev, the First Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party, he said: "Let1 s do our best so certain conducts may not substitute bitterness
to the friendship between our peoples. "
Mr Sadat did no t talk about the new basis he is suggesting fo r normalizing relations with
Moscow, but he indicated that henceforth, Egypt's armament policy will be based on national
manufacture of weapons instead of importing them fro m the Soviet Union. "We must po ssess the
arms factories so my will may not be dictated by friends or non-friends", he said.
President Sadat described as a mistake Egypt's policy following the 1967 war with Israel
to import weapons from the Soviet Union instea d of manufacturing them locally. He said that
this policy was formulated by Lt-General (rtd) Mohammed Fawzi, who was dismissed by Sadat
as Commander in Chief in.>May last year in connection with the Ali Sabry conspiracy.
Mistakes. Sadat said that many mistakes, "some of them very serious", w-ere committed
in the past and under the late President Nasser. He said that he fell in disagreement with Nasser several times in the past, but that he wo uld not allow this to come out into the open. "When
Nasser died and I assumed responsibility, I declared that Abdel Nasser was the leader, and will
remain the leader", Sadat said, adding: "But I knew there had been mistakes —and grave ones
at that. More serious than you can imagine. But I could not renounce Abdel Nasser, nor deny
his right."
"The Egyptian army should have been converted to a fighting army after the 1956 Suez «Var."
Sadat said that Egypt suffered a military defeat in that war "but we turned it into a political victory. " Sadat disclosed that efforts then to get the army out of politics failed —and blamed this
o n Marshal Abdel Hakim Amer, the Commander in Chief who committed suicide in wake of the
19 67 defeat.
Sadat disclosed that in wake of the Syrian secession from the union with Egypt in 1961 ,the
Revoluti onary Council in Egypt (a reference to the junta which had pulled off the 1952 coup) decided to remove Marshal Amer as commander in chief. However, Amer refused to abide by the
order, Sadat said, and hinted that this was because the late President Nasser did no t force him
because they were friends.
Soviet Military Superiority. President Sadat, who, in his conversation, was replying to some of the things HAWADESS had written, strongly rejected the argument that U.S. weapons were
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AND BY BAG
(NENAD)

F . FCO 131500Z
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TO R O U T I N E C : \ I R O TELi-,0 13:37 01- 13 OCTGr^/AuD TO W A S H I N G T O N

I'.FO -nrurr -ra. A - / I V u;ms i;a- YORK S A V I N G PA-MS MOSCOW,
U-o/H<"Y°TIAN RELATIONS.
i.

THE , U L L TEXT Oi- Art I K T E i ' y i E . . ,;]T H P . - ; E 3 | - i E i T S-.D,,T wi-UCh

APPEARED IN THE IMPORTANT BEIRUT WEEKLY "AL HA,ADiTB» 0?4
3 OCTOBER HAS JUST CO € TO HAf,"J. SADAT IS QUOTEI; UY H f S
INTERVIEWER A3 SAY IN',, "THE

A.-'iE.MCAitS CONTACTED : € RECiEivTLY

A;:D i TOLD THE-: .1 A: HEADY TO TALK wir-i YOU BUT r-;oT t v THE I:AME
ur THOSE THROUGH w!-:0i'! YOU ARE n.HTiuG US.

i Af'i HOT PREPARED

TO N E G O T I A T E L / I S E C T L Y IMTH ISRAEL AND A>; ONLY PREPARE,) TO DISCUSS
FHc lr-PLE'';ENT.Vf!ON OF THE SECURITY COUOCIL Rf-SOLUTION. BOTH YQd
^

ISRAEL WILL -IA',E TO RESPECT V-OKLU O P j K i O N AKJ) ANNOUNCE

YOUR ADr£!«Ei;C(Z TO THE SEC'JRiTY COJMCIL RESOLUTION".
2.

ALTHOUGH NO DATE IB Gf ,Ek U-OR "H>

K-;V;-; T-sKLN PLACE AFTER THL:

ISi^AElJ

I N T E R V I E W ITSELF

IT KUST

INCURSION HiTO I FBAUCN Oil

iu/,7 SfPFElUBEftTO ,H|Cii ,M,AT RLFE3S ELSE,HE.E li, TK£

IMFEftVIEW.

i.. oAi, YO:; S H E i J - A K Y LI .KT Cl-i S A D A T ' S ^FEoEMCE TO RECENT CONTACT
•••ETv.'EEN WAGHINcTOh AND CAIRO? { 3 IT C O K C E i v A b L E THAT

.R ROOERS'

FOKTHR1GKT oTATE.,E!;T OF /ulERICAN AUHEHEriCE TO ^SOLUTION 24^"
( U ; M I 3 NY. TELEGRAM I.-O 128-)
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EMBASSY OF THE
-UN-IT€f> A R A B REPUBLIC of

Egypt

26, SOUTH STREET, LONDON, W.1

-

II -

of peace and international prosperity, the Middle East
countries first have to find peace and stability in their
own regions.

The continuation of tension and the constant

threat of military confrontation in the Middle East can only
thwart the Middle East countries, as well as the efforts of
the West European states in their search for peaceful
development and prosperity.
Therefore, on the eve of the Conference of the
Heads of State of the European Economic Community
countries, the Government of Egypt has the honour to bring
the foregoing to their attention in the belief that, when the
Heads of Government meet shortly in Paris, and when they
address themselves to the urgent problem of peace in the
Middle East, they will not only be serving the cause of
peace in the Middle East but that of their own region as well.

18 October 1972
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26. SOUTH STREET, LONDON, W.1

The Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt presents
its compliments to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and
has the honour to convey to them the following message.
The Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt has
been following with great interest the latest developments
within the Western European Community towards closer
cooperation and wider integration, culminating in the forthcoming admission of Great Britain and two other countries
into the European Economic Community.
Egypt believes that these developments can be of
great service to the causes of peace and prosperity in the
world.

Egypt feels, however, that the fulfilment of the

objectives of the Western European Community depends, in
no small measure, on the fullest cooperation of the Middle
Eastern countries, and this is because of the Middle East's
strategic importance, because of its wealth, its potential
and because of its close ties with Western Europe.
For the Middle East countries to be able to play
their role - without hindrance or obstacles - in the service
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BRITISH EMBASSY IN
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
DUBAI

10/25

17 October 1972

<MW/OM£*»

P R H Wright, Esq
~—««4__4..
Middlgr East Department
ifrn. and Commonwealth Office
LONDOH SW1

V

i

AnaMv&ay
.'•^ Uj
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ARAB/ISRAEijj

A^0.

o

1.
The Egyptian Ambassador to the ME who resides in A.bn Dh-^W ll'
took advantage of a visit to Dubai for the officill o?en£U of
^
n
to call on mft- Although I had met him at the airport
-in Abu Dhabi I was a little surprised when he asked to call ein-f
ray instructions have been that it is not necessary for mfi "to'caii
on Ambassadors in Abu Dhabi. The Ambassador's visit was not
therefore, a return courtesy call.
2.
Mr Sa'ad Murtada came to my house on Friday and stayed for
over an hour. His principal theme was to talk about the" "British
European initiative" to find a solution to the .Arab/Israel
problem. He went to great length to emphasise that the ARE were

determined to find a peaceful solution and he did not demur when
I remarked it had always been my belief that the Egyptians"had
never wanted a fight with the Israelis - unless of course they
thought they could win. The atmosphere was so friendly and
cordial i felt able to say I accepted his assurance that the
Myptians did not want to resort to military action, but now that
uu.ro had hitched its wagon to the Libyan train what woiild be the
reaction of the Sgyptiana to Libyan pressure to tackle th<=>
Israelis on their back doorstep while the Libyans sat back in
iripoli and provided moral support and military equipment? The
Ambassador said the EgyDtians would certainly have to take into
account some of wh^t the Libyans say to them' but there was a point
bevonft which the Oairenea would not be pushed by tho Tarabulsi^.
3.
Given the general attitude and warm friendliness of the
Ambassador, who has spent a long time in posts behind the Iron
Curtain, there is little doubt in my mind'that he, and probablv
other Egyptian Ambassadors elsewhere, was speaking under
instructions from Cairo to propagate the gospel that Cairo does
not want war.

Chancery, CAIRO, TRIPOLI,' TEL AVIV, ABU DH/VBI
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4.
In this interval and in my knowledge of all tho
.uncrican intentions (sic) I do not change my opinion
en the absolute necessity cf having some form cf contact
betv-reen us and the USA. International politics arc not
decided by intentions alone. The finally - decisive factor
is the interplay of wills free from complexes and
prejudices. I do net sec any contradiction between
striking at Ancrica' s interests in this region and talking
to thu Americans about the crisis at the same tine. The
lessen •:£ Vietnam is useful on how to have dealings with
the Super Powers in this day and age. Per the benefit of
these who do not knew, the Herth Vietnamese lost .core than
2 million lives frcn the American bombing raids but they
accepted those losses and inflicted others in return and
all the while they met the Aaer leans and bargained with
them.
5.
In this interval and with all tho circumstances that
we envisage it is necessary for the Egyptian internal
frcnt to have confidence in itself. The hems front -ust
knrw exactly its attainable goal and must exactly reckon
up the means at its disposal tc achieve it. It must
summon up the national will pcwor necessary tz achieve

it whatever the cost.

£l1 this z:ust tc ccirrie
* *v.
- -ut thr.ugh the exercise
e± the intelligence and net simply cf sentiment or wishful
thinking."
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The USA might also try to impose a solution fron
above by luring ^in to it the Soviet Union, in this
atmosphere cf .detent^. Although I an sure that the
Soviet Union would not commit itself in such an attempt,
tnis will not stop the USA from trying or trying to give
us the impression of it (Soviet collusion).
^-Pf "?2 what are WG to do? T think tliat ™* "lave five
aifficult months ahead of us, probably from next December
TO i^ay 1973. If it were for me to answer this 'difficult
question, I would reply:
1.
In this interval (?frcm now to December) the Kiddle
^ast crisis must be activated -and transformed from the
present cold state into the necessary state of heat. This
would enable the crisis to impose itself upon what is to
come rat,ier than wait for ivhat is to come tc impose itself
Ui-.^it. It
is absolutely necessary for us to hot up tho
r
C .C 1 S 1 S D \

a. violent political pressure and threatening
exposed ..mcrican interests in the area,
b.

action on the front lino,

c. guerilla action or,
1 ± t a r y acticu

*'itn t!lG necessary guarantees

2.
in the meantime, our restored channels of
communication with the Soviet Union must be deepened and
iri i:iind in
Q '** rust.Doar
this connection th,n
SCV1
SC ks
^
^
P
^derstanding
with tho United
/inrri??'.the seviet Union has no interest in compr .-.a^ing itself in a situation cf collusion nor would
tnis be in line with its principles.
.

cf united Arab action must

d within a formula enabling it to Plav its role
C U
&
c
,
°
^
^^
°
^
™
would
dc to have
formula cf united ,.rab action it
at the
rinimum
have

f^reaching effect,

/4. In this
— 2 —
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SAVING TELEGRAM
BY BAG
FROM CAIRO

TO:

FOREIGN AND COMMOF".rEALTK OFFICE

TELNO 5 SAVING OF 3 NOVEMBER 1972

AMIIA.N
BAHRAIN
BEIRUT
HQBFNS
JSDDA
KHARTOUM
KUWAIT

PARIS
MOSCOW
TEL AVIV
TRIPOLI
UKMIS NSW YORK
WASHINGTON

UNCLASSIFIED
EAIKAL ON THE I'ilDHLE EAST PROBLEM AFTER THE
AMERICAN ELECTION

1
Today's Aliram carries Baikal's Friday article which
after describing how President Nixon is likely to gain the
Jewish vote concludes as follows: (Preliminary translation)
"Richard Nixon will win a sweeping triumph after which
the Middle East crisis will be one of the top priorities on
the list of matters uhich will receive his concern. The Far
East will he moved hackstage for a period of calm and the
Kiddle East will come to the fore as the only source of
international worry. In more specific terms, we will witness
an attempt at imposing an American solution on the Middle
East crisis, one*that'will try to contain it or try to attack
and liquidate it if possible, and that is the biggest danger.
"No-one can really tell the exact form of what is to
come but there are indications. The United States will try
to find a solution outside the United Nations so that the
Security Council .resolution which stipulates withdrawal from
the territories occupied in 1967 will lapse as a foundation
for solution.

"The USA right absolve itself of all the promises end
schemes it made during the past years. L possible means for
this would be b having William Rogers, the author of all
these promises and schemes, leave the State Department. The
crisis could th,en be opened for debate not en the basis of
d gone""before. ¥ith things as they are now,
anything that
danger more grave than any other.
that is itself
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3,
WASHINGTON TEL UNDER. REFERENCE DOES .NOT IN FACT MENTION
"DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS" BUT PRESS SOURCES HERE SAY THAT
"DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS" FIGURED IN A REUTER VERSION OF MR
ROGERS STATEMENT.
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TO ROUTINE FCO TEL NO 1561 OF B NOVEMBER,/ INFO ROUTINE WASHINGTON,

TEL A V I V , BE'lRUT, AMMAN, MOSCOW, PARIS AND UKMIS NEW YORK.
WASHINGTON! TEL NO 3878 OF 6 NOVEMBER: ROGERS ON MIDDLE EAST.
jleu-

I
1.

DR HATIM, DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER AND MINISTER OF INFORMATION

AND CULTURE ISSUED A STATEMENT IN REPLY ON 6 NOVEMBER,

2.

BEG IKS i

EGYPT HAS ALREADY ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS REJECTED DIRECT NEGOTIATIONS^
V/ITH ISRAEL AND HAS ALSO REJECTED PARTIAL SOLUTIONS OF THE MIDDLE :
EAST PROBLEM. THE MOST RECENT OF THESE OCCASIONS WAS AT THE
OPENING OF" THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY'WHEN PRESIDENT SADAT AFFIRMED
THAT AMERICA HAD BROUGHT TO NOTHING EVERY ATTEMPT TO A C H I E V E
PEACE ON A BASIS OF JUSTICE. AND THAT AMERICA WISHED TO CONFRONT
US WITH THE NECESSITY OF ACCEPTING THE FAIT ACCOMPLI (LAST TWO
WORDS UNDERLINED). THE PRESIDENT ALSO AFFIRMED THAT WE WOULD •
NEVER G I V E UP ONE FOOT OF' A R A B EARTH AND THAT THERE WOULD NOT
BE NEGOTIATIONS V/ITH ISRAEL,
' A M E R I C A WOULD DO BETTER TO WORK FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION AND THE OTHER RESOLUTIONS
PASSED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS ALL OF THEM
CALLING FOR A COMPLETE! I S R A E L I 'WITHDRAWAL FROM ARAB T E R R I T O R I E S
AND THE RESTITUTION OF FULL RIGHTS TO THE PEOPLE OF PALESTINE
INSTEAD OF RESORTING TO THE VETO AGAINST RESOLUTIONS CONDEMNING
EXPANSIONIST AGQPEISSIQN AND REPEATING THE OLD R E F R A I N OF DIRECT
NEGOTIATIONS AND PARTIAL SOLUTIONS WHICH EGYPT HAS ANNOUNCED THAT
SHE REJECTS COMPLETELY.
ENDS.

/3. WASHINGTON
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

for compelling economic,reasons since their whole
economy and tne foreign exchange position are about
to collapse." Well, they have gone on for three,
nearly four years without his prediction being
fulfilled - and he himself has now somewhat mouified it - largely because they see things in a long
time scale (tne inhabitants or the Nile Valley have
absorbed or regurgitated their conquerors for
millennia) and. like other developing countries,
the standard or living at the base^ is so low that
economic factors, which rapidly affect a sophisticated industrialised society such as ours, are very
slow to affect them, especially in a political
sense. Finally, playing the Arab card for the past
five years at least brought them in a modicum or
ioreign exchange and with a possible union with
Libya wealth in the offing "an Arab marriage for
money"seems.a good deal more
attractive than "an
Israeli marriage for money,1' especially, as in the
latter case, the bride's family insist on you
making over to them a part of Lhe family -properties
as a dowry, I believe General Sadiq when he says
that it was impossible for an Egyptian President to
make territorial concessions ana survive. The
trouble is 'that it is equally impossible for an
Egyptian President to make peace without territorial
concessions. That is the quandary of any Egyptian
politics and is one of the reasons why Nasser
remained in pov/er from 1967 to 1970 and why Sadat
remains today.

Copies to: Sir Colin Crowe, KCMG, New York
H.G. Balfour Paul Esq.,, CMG. Amman
P f H.G. Wright Esq., CM<X OBfe, Beirut
Sir John Killick, to/0, M p s c & w ,
C. T. E. Ev/art-Big£s Esq!, CMG, OBE,
Paris
J. C Moberly Esq., Washingt on
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?

here tends to speak for himself rather than for his
President and that against the "background of paragraphs 2 and 3 above Zayyat's current views may
anyway be of mainly academic interest). To sum up,
the snort answers to the questions in paragraph 7
of your letter would seem to "be:
(a) Yes, but they wpuld want to see the
colour -or the Israeli money first and, to
coin a phrase, to see it backed by some pretty
copper-bottomed guarantees.(b) A peace conference organised by Waldheim
would only be on.'given some prior and definite progress towards a .settlement. At the
moment they do not see such progress as
being very likely.
8.
I am reporting separately what Zayyat told me
about his intended U N, tactics since this seems
to fall outside the ambit of your letter,
9,
Lastly, rather as a post-script, I would like
to make a hasty comment on John Killick's letter of
27 October (2/2) which has this moment come to hand.
I, would not disagree with Jarring's summary that
./the Egyptians would prefer a state of no action
/'which left Israeli occupation of Sinai illegal.to
a negotiation which leer to the legal renunciation
of some territory. Indeed, knowing the Arab mentality, I think you would agree witn me that they
will go on insisting on their "rights" and their
"full rights" until the cows come home. Compromise
is not in their nature and a certain idealism is and they can be expected (though not relied on I)
to go on in their present style for quite a long
time. After all, they -have the U.N. Charter on
their side (see paragraph 6 above). Only at the
moment when they come to the conclusion that there
is much more to be gained than they at present
believe possible by a peace and that the Israelis
are sufficiently exasperated to be certain to make
concessions will their rigid position go into a
complete collapse - in this, though in nothing else
I have always thought they were rather like trie
Russians - and they will conclude a peace .in a
matter of days. The Algerians worked this very
successfully with the French in 1963. I agree too
that the Egyptian powers of endurance are not to
be under-estimated. As an example, in the economic
field, my Finnish colleague v/ho is a Harvard trained
economist (and former pupil of Dr. Kissinger), has
been predicting to me ever since early 1969 that
"the Egptians will be bound to make peace shortly
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
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5,
later in the conversation - significantly,
when the note-taker had left the room - Dr. Zayyat
asked me what evidence there was that the Israelis
v/ere prepared to be more flexible. This was an
important point. He had asked Secretary of State
Rogers about it and Secretary of State Rogers had
replied that he "could not promise" any relaxation
on the part of Israel but thought there would be
some. He had asked Sisco, who said that he "predicted" that the Israelis would be more flexible.
On what was this based ? On assurances from the
Israelis ? On intelligent reading of the Dress and
the declarations of Israeli leaders ? If the
latter, then it was not of much value. If it was
based on assurances from Israel, that v/as another
matter but the value of these assurances v/as
reduced if they had been given to the Americans on
the specific condition that they should not be
communicated by the Americans to the Egyntians.
Dr. Zayyat asked me whether I could enlighten him.
I said that to the best of my knowledge the American
position v/as based on "an intelligent reading of the
press,"
6,
Turning to the proposed Middle Fast conference Dr Zayyat said that the Egyptians would be
unwilling to participate in a Middle East conference unless they had some indication of what they
would be expected to give He said that in the
Egyptian reply to Jarring the Egyptian Government
had in fact given the maximum it could. In the
circumstances of today, when the Egyptian Government's position v/as weaker, they could probably
not concede as much. If therefore a conference was
to be based as a starting point on the Egyptian
reply to Jarring and to go on from there LO enjoin
further concessions on Egypt, Egypt would not
accept it. Indeed, he went on, the very convening
of the conference would presumably pre-suppose the
end of Jarring's mission, and if Jarring's mission
lapsed then his memorandum would presumably become
null and void and the Egyptian reply to his memorandum would likev/ise be void or, at any rate, have
some undefined status. The Egyptians also would
insist that a conference be heldwithin the ambit of
the United Nations since the U.N. and its Charter
were Egypt's strongest political cards and protection. The Israelis being strong, he said, "do
not-wish to work within the law, while Egypt, being
weaker, v/ishes to and must work within the law. "
7,
I think that, this is the best statement we
can get of the present Egyptian position with
regard to the interim settlement and a peace conference (bearing in mind that any Foreign Minister
PERSONAL AND CONFirENTIAL
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problems under control. I fear that, to switch
metaphors, he will suddenly find he has too many
balls in the air and will drop one, if not the lot.
If that happens we can, alas, say farewell to any
nrospect or Arab-Israel progress for some time to
come', whatever initiative the Americans come up
with.
4,
All this may help to explain why Zayyat
expressed himself in unusually cautious and pessimistic terms when I saw him last week, I started
by asking him straight whether the Egyptian Government would be more interested in the American
proposals for an interim settlement if, as we had
heard, the Israelis turned out to be more flexible
on the subjects of(a)
yptian troops on the east bank of the
(b) the distance of Israeli withdrawal;
(c) linkage.
Dr Zayyat went over the usual ground on the distortion by the Israelis and Americans of President
Sadat's.initiative concerning an interim agreement.
Before entering into any interim agreement it would
be essential for the Egyptian Government to know
where they were going. The evidence was that the
Israelis did not consider an interim agreement as
a step on the road to a peaceful solution but as a
"separate Canal agreement." In this connection
they pointedly talked about "armistice lines" in
their reply to Jarring (or, more accurately,
their
reply to the Egyptian reply to Jarring?s memorandum). The Egyptian Government were not interested
in a withdrawal to the armistice lines. They
required a guarantee of the former international
frontiers of Egypt. The State of Israel was set
up within the former territory of Palestine and
there was no question, and could be no question unless one accepted justification of acquisition
of territory by force - of Israel being legitimately
entitled to frontiers beyond the old international
borders of the mandatory State of Palestine and
Egypt, These borders were never disputed. What
was disputed in 1947 and 1948 were the borders of
Israel within the former mandated territory of
Palestine, It WP;S therefore nugatory for the
Israelis to refuse,, as they did in their reply to
Jarring's memorandum to withdraw to the former
armistice lines, The armistice lines were not in
fact relevant. It was the international'border
that v/as relevant.
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A. D. Parsons Esq., C.M.G..
M.V.0., M.O..
Foreign and Commonwealth

31 October 1972.

Office.

ARAB-ISRAEL

I delayed replying to your letter NE 3/548/1
o± 11 October about the next developments in the
Arab-Israel game until I could see the Minister of
Foreign Affairs following his return from New Yofk.
Plowever, the delay has now also enabled me to take
account of recent developments here, resting with
the dismissal of General Sadiq last week.
2.
I should perhaps start by making the obvious
comment that since Sidqi's return from Moscow
Egyptian intentions vis-a-vis Israel, and indeed the
outside world in general, are now more obscure than
ever. To the state of no peace no war, we have now
added a state of no East no West (or a bit of both)
and not much in the way of Arabs either. Very soon
Sadat will be able credibly to claim that he has no
friends, even if he cannot make an equally convincing claim to have no enemies. Which is a pity,
since before Sidqi went to MOSCOW there still seemed
an outside chance that Sadat might stick to his new
last for long enough to allow a few tentative plans
to be laid.. In his interview with French television
reported in my telegram no. 1485 of 23 October, he
seemed to be telling the West that some sort or Suez
Canal agreement migm, be on the cards for the price
of greater Western European understanding of his
problems And despite |he nasty things he has been
saying about the Americans in recent speeches (not
lust nis A.S.U, speech on 28 September., but his
People's Assembly speech gn 15 October ag well) it
emerged clearly enough from his Hawadeth interview
that he, had by.no means abandoned all intention of
using them as intermediaries (paragraph 3 or your
letter),
3,
Now, I frankly do nqt know where Sadat thinks
he is going, nor whether he has.convinced himself
that he can somehow ride all available foreign
horses at once while still keeping his domestic
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
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M E Pike Esq
Near Bast & North Africa Department
FCO

HAIKAL ON THE MIDDLE EAST
1. I should perhaps repeat for the benefit of other
recipients of our saving Mogram no 5 some of the conclusi6ns
of Alan Urwick's letter of 26 September to James Craig about

/Eaikal's status,
2. Ho is not only a journalist but also an eminence grise
often privy to the secrets of government. It is often
diffictilt to decide whether he is acting as unofficial
govcrnncnt spokesnan, whether he is reflecting the thinking
of the political/military establishment, or whether he is
peddling ideas of his own,
3. At the nonent Baikal's own political position is none too
strong. We nay be sure therefore that he is not acting as
authorised but unofficial spokesnan. Equally, however, if he
is peddling his own ideas (as I suspect) he will not wish then
to be too unpalatable to the doninant political/military
establishment. He is still in quite a good position to know
what their thinking is.
4. The main point of significance in his article is that he
bases his argument entirely on the promise that wo are to see
a Kissinger-style Anorican initiative in the Middle Bast at
the end of this year and the beginning of next. Ho seems
very sure.
5. The other point worth making is that it is the first tine
since the Russian withdrawal that ho has advocated hotting
things up "by (and here I correct the translation in our
savinggram) action on the front lino cither by the guerillas
or by the nilitary always rononbering that wo must give the
necessary guarantees for what wo do". If, as scons probable,
he is talking of guarantees against Israeli reprisals, what
does he mean? There are no Russians protecting the Delta now.

B S'fy Eastwood
COHFIDENTIAL
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"Don't you think that the establishment
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The President laughed and 'said s", "We are not after holding a
w

^

i

'

*
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,

j

I

conference of Mansef (the j traditional Arab di^vof rice and meat) /
HflL then added: "That is , what -I.haVe also said to Arab Foreign
'Ministers, namely that a S'lifiimlt "Conference requires preparation.
"' ' i f '
' :. . '"
Before we meet we shofild kiiowrfjhe- minimum limit v/hich we ,can ;
.'>
'}?','
..
.•
• .
agree upon -and which we call i^pieriient . For what is ihe use ofl<
\: .'"•
.
"
\ •: '" ,
• •. '.
resolutions which cannot be implemented? Various decision have
been taken at previous Summit Conferences, but they have '.remained
•y ffCg C^jPA
un- implemented. Saflaffifnttwfa
decision
is better than taking one,
I
\f*. V
, >'
announcing it to the world,' and then not implenting it at all,
This would cause the world' to lose confidence in the seriousness
of our. resolutions i Is , It. not a shame for the Arab World, to 'keep
silent on the eve.r-increafl'ing American aggression? The Americans
acknowledge Israel* s" superiority over the Arabs, yet in spite of
*
that they continue to supply her with all assistance. They
even announce that they will provide her with all the means which
will enable .her to.establish factories for the* production of
strategic weapons. Is. it not a shame that we should keep silent
at this American defiance? 'What is encouraging America to
continue in her aggression is the hesitation to harm her
interests, which have become similar to those of Israel, vvhen
I asked for an (Arab) attitude 'towards America, following our
objective at tittlde^ towards the Soviet friend , I did not
intend to embarass anyone. All I intended was to convince
America of the existence', of a unified Arab altitude, a^d that
its defiance of the, Arab nation was not something easy (to bear).
I asked: "Do you believe, Your Excellency, that your- call
in your recent speech : for ihe establishment of a Palestine
'government in exile (will help to creat&a .jinified Arab attitude?
.Did Jiou consult the Palestine organisations in this connection
before launching this call?11
A: "There have been no contacts with the Palestinians 0:0 this
question,, I did not make a call but a aronosalo The reason for
- ' • " '
. " ' ' "'" '
this is that Golda : Meir denies the existence of Palestinians,
• ' • ' ' •
it is necessary; to answer this challenge. ' When Israel wants to
destroy the Palestinian' personality, it is necessary that we
should confirm this .personality and acknowledge it officially.
the Algerian Government was formed in exile, only the Arab
States acknowledged it. The Algerian revolt was then far from
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President Sadat ingnored my question, but continued "by saying:
"I wrote a letter to Brezhnev telling him to do our beet in
order that certain behaviour might net give room to bitterns;-;;;
instead of the friendship v.rhich reigned between our peoples,,
V.'e are now open to all possibilities, '.Ye are open to Western
3uror>e» Our relations v.'lth Britain are becoming more friendly,
and are good v/ith Prance, The Americans have recently contacted
t T
me, upon which 4.
but not in the name of those through whom yew; are fighting us t
J an not prepared to negotiate directly vith Israel, and am
only' prepared to discuss;the implementation of the Security
Council's resolution. Both you and Israel will Lave to respecl,
world opinion and announce your adherence to the Security Council
Resolution".

I asked the President: "\7hat about the mediation carried out by
President Hafez el-Assad, Khaled Mohieddine and Karnal Jumblatt':'
Is there any hope of Arab-Russian relations returning to what
they used to be?"
A: "\Ye still coridider the Russians as friends, 'tre are aiming
at reaching a point in our relations "/hereby each warty will
respect the interests of ['.he other* At the Moscow meeting, tho
Russians and the Americans reached an agreement to stand against
any fighting in the Middle 2ast in the implementation of the
non-confrontation principlef America has acknowledged the Soviet
presence in the area arid each party hes undertaken to resweot,
the interests of the other. This situation 1 has compelled us
to warn the friend that there is ?ni Arab will which it is not
in his interests to overlook. My decision, I renea't, is for t ! - e
sake of correct and sane Arab-Russian relations* I believe: that
the Russians have undoubted].y begun to realise this truth after
the reactions they have felt in the Arab g'orld".
I said: "Speaking of the Arab V/orld, what is the situation like
lw
now, and why have you called for a Sjfiumit Conference?"
A:

"1 did not call for a Summit Conference „

'"'hen Haikal wrote

an article in Al Ahram asking for the holding of such a confere-nee
within I|-8 hours, that was not my viev/$ 'Trie problem is that
people abroad think that whatever is written in Al Ahram reflects
the official point of view1. This is not true. I was talking
to Ihsan Abdul-Qouddous, to whom I said: 'I do not agree to
attend a Summit Conference without ^reparation1 a

1
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the Moscow meeting, I decided to liquidate the Russian milita:
presence, especially since the presence of one Russian soldi?-'
on Egyptian territory at the start of the battle with Israel
would constitute a great service to Israeli strategy* Israel
'aould then claim that she* was fighting the Russians and not Id
Arabs. Thus Bhe would win the sympathy of America.":, and even.
European, public opinion.• All this meant that the Russians h;
become a burden to us. Net only v/ere they not finditing, but
they.wore providing our enemy with a pretext for more Americaj
aid and suonort,,
achieve, through ending the Russian military presence, namely
to p.erguade the Kremlin leaders that their strategy in the area
could not be achieved at cur expense, and that they had to take
Arab v/ill into consideration* As 1 said in the speech on the
occasion of the anniversary of Abdul-Nasser* s death, I felt as
position in my trench. The decision was like an electric shoe].,
with some violence perhaps, but that was necessary. It was
necessary in order to cause the friend to wake up and realise tha
I am entering a battle in which he is considered as my ally, but
he decision
he is not in fact on ny side*
military presence has been dictated by my faith in the
inevitability of the battle and the impossibility to keep silent
on Israel's contentiousness in the area,, That is^why I notified
the Russians that, after the morning of' the 18th 'July, Ou~*t no
Russian rnilitary^personnel should remain on Eryptian soil,, An to
the equipments and installations, 1 told them: 'either move them
or sell them1 0 The decision was not taken against the Ituasians,
but for S/rypt' s sake and in her interests, and in order that we
ml^i'lt stand in our own trench* In fact the Russians have
implemented, this decision*, indeed they have ended their withdrawa
twenty hours before the time limit, and it is certain that they
have been annoyed,
I said: "To make it clear, Your Excellency, there; are ctor.'es
which circulate in diplomatic circles to the effect that the
Russians have withdrawn 'more than necessary', and that they
have carried with them all the equipment, exactly as they did In
China in 1556? Have they committed the same mistake with you,
I wonder?1'
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'You know, I decided to accept Rogers' initiative while sit/tinp
with- the Russians, trying to persuade them to accept our strategic
requirements, and when it became evident to me that negotlati oru-.
with them v/ere useless,' Abdul-1-Taeser used the English expre:-;;j on
'Hopeless case"0
President Sadat continued by saying: 'JAbdul-Hasser, however-,
preferred not to disclose the Soviet Union* s card in order- that
this would riot affect his diplomatic movements. In the course
of my visit to "Moscow on the first and second of March, lc<71, I
told the Russians; 'I quite understand your decision of nonconfrontation, but the Israelis Eire killing our children r.md
wives« Are we to be deprived of the right of retaliation, of the
right of self-defence?'
"Discussions between us became heated, arid when, we v/ere about, to
end the talks I told the Russians: '1 shall go to Cairo to
announce to the Central Committee that the Soviet Union IB hoITing
us, and that our relations are quite normal, but I insist on
recording in the minutes of the talks that we are at variance„
Reference to this disagreement is necessary for history and for
my responsibility towards my people' , When Brezhnev came
proposing a list of arms and weapons valued at 500 million dollar:;;,,
I said to him, "1 will take them with thanks, but once more .1
insist on affirming the divergence of our views on the dec: olon
on waging war and the types of arms, "'hen we were back in
Cairo, Mohammed Fausi and Qhara'oui Jura a1' a began to say, 'the.
President did not negotiate with the Russians, but rebuked them.1
r President Sadat added: "as Abdul TTasscr had accented Rogers'
initiative in the light of the Russian attitude, I also submittC'l
the proposal of a partial settlement through the opening of the
Suez Sanal within the framework of total withdrawal. When America
contacted us and Rogers came to Cairo, Ali Sabri's men. began to
say 'Sadat has turned American'„
Indignation became apparent on the President's face while saying:
"These men are really bad. They were quite aware that Russia's
friendship meant surrender to her, .and this was not in the
interests of the Russians themselves1'.
I asked the President: "How did things develop before the
decision to liquidate the Russian military presence?"
A:
"When I was sure of the inevitability of the battle and that
n
the Americans and Russians had agreed on non-confrontation at
v
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'7e. resumed our discussion after less than ten minutes,'
I 'said: "Excellency, \ve have stopped at the defeat of 196?* The
question is now \vhy did you order the expulsion of the Russians
"Willie yoyi believed in the inevitability of the battle? Is it
more suitable to enter the battle ''without Russian aid, even if
it is less than what we want?"
',"
^'s.,;

The President ano\vered: "Dealings with the Russians were confines
from the beginning to Abdul Nasser and myself. After the 'i-%7
war, we made a reassessment of the situation. '.Ye found out that
(a) the Suez Canal card, by which we used to exert nressnre, h;.gi
been burnt through the Cabal's closure; (b) the army was in r.oei.1
of a basic reconstruction operation; and (c) the leaderohin of
Abdul-Hanser which was 'like a mountain which had collapsed' ...
This is defeat. \',re found out that the Americans had become a
main party in the confrontation and that the entry of the Soviet
Union, as a (second) main party in the confrontation might
create some sort of an equilibrium. But we discovered through
experience that the Russians had a fixed strategy which they did
r),ot want to change arid which was incompatible with ours. I say
'discovered1 because the Russians have continuously avoided
giving us a clear idea about this strategy, ;:'hich is based on
two principles:
(a) no further battles in this area, which ciori.vc
from the decision not to confront the United States, arid (b) the
Arabs should accept a peaceful settlement",
President Sadat added: "in the course of my visit to 1.' on cow on
the first arid second of March, 1971, I said to the Russians:
'Unless America and Israel feel that we stand on solid ground
there will be no political solution,, There is no room for
manoeuvring on this subject and there are no political secrets
any more. The Egyptians radar in Mansourah is in a position to
disclose the movements of Israeli planes in Haifa, and the samething is true about the Israeli radar. The artificial satellites
can convey an accurate picture of the details of the military
situation. This means that as long as the Israelis are convinced
of their military superiority, they will accept nothing less
than the surrender of the Arabs 0
I asked the President: "Did Abdul-passer realise this truth?"
: "V'hen Abdul-Nasser returned from his last trip to LI on cor,
I tola him. jokingly, *You have good health, President, it see::is
that you have benefited from the Russian treatment/ . he ^n.s\verofi
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president Helou said; 'what president sadat has performed in the
field of democratic relaxation and openness, contributed to the
Egyptian regime's prestige to a greater, extent than could hove "been
achieved .through the expenditure of 100Q, million dollars on
information media,

isven the students demonstrations were a healthy

phenomenon of this openness .and relaxation.

The student movement has
./
"become a natural phenomenon under all advanced democratic regimes in

the world as a whole."
The president said;

"T "believe in the human being, i have

declared in one of my previous speeches that a. country cannot "be
free unless its citizens are free".**rBut I also "believe thnt the
correction and development of the human 'being must "be achieved vv:i t.liin
the framework of "battle,"
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who suffer from a disease in their eyes which makes them unable
to see both sides of the picture;

they see only ono side of truth,

namely its temporary side which shall be changed by war.
i'
1 said to the president: '/>e do not disagree with anything you
have said.

M

;e do believe, as you do, that our nation is not less

unyielding and stubborn than the Vietnamese and perhaps more original
and ancIent0

But the question which was raised in "Al Hawadosn" and

called for discussing the a.nswer to it is 'why were we unable to act
like the Vietnamese?'

one possible answer which we put forward, was

the necessity to move from the stage of individual leadership to
the stage of collective or institutional leadership. Making decisioru;
/
is still in most of the .Arab regimes ~ if not all of them - merely a
personal matter whereas it is in all other parts of the world the
X^

,
\$'

outcome of studies made by specialised organisations, or institution:"!!,
These decisions are then passed to experts arid Bouncellors vvho discuorthem,

And the responsible o f f i c i a l takes his final d e c i s i o n in the

light of these discussions,

what we are a f t e r , is the democracy of

decision making,"
The president answered: "Democracy is a weapon which ought to be
used in the interest of the battle,

it cannot be the old t r a d i t i o n a l

form of democracy,"
J said; "yes, this was what we were calling f o r , so that an
atmosphere, of free debate and_argument could be created.

r

;uch an

a,tincsphare can produce new reasonable formulae which will help the
rulers in practising their responsibilities and help the citizens to
understand the political policies of their rulers,

you are, f ' i r , in

the best position to realize the importance of democracy*

And .;hat

ycu have achieved in terms of democratic relaxation in "<;gypt, in
keeping with the rules of the law, is,

in cur opinion, the most

important ;':rab achievement, after the IS'6? '.7ar. I don't know whether
ex president Charles Helou told you of his opinion in'/ this respect,
'•J

president/,,, .
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enemy,

The mistake of the Israelis and the Americans is

they are unable to understand the secret of this nation,
battle of 1967 did in fact begin in 1965, w.hen. Johnson
to be,a.£ us through israelo

A.nd so the shipment of arms started,

and Iprael was supplied with the most modern equipment.

All

Jewish, pff icers, in the American army were permitted, to ^oin the
Israeli army.

And all American potentialities in the fields of

intelligence service, information, espionage means and. sophisticated
arms were put at the disposal of the Israeli war machinery°

in

fact 1 in. 1967 we were fighting Americans wearing Israeli clothes s
And, in spite of this, our people refused tp accept defeat and
wen,t ou"£ pn tjie 9tft and 10th, of June to assert their will to stand
'up.
'

The1 Israelis madQ^attempt; -fp break down .th.is Egyptian .wilij
"

J

V

'•'.'.'.

•

•

-. . '

they Started tp bpm,b in deptl}, a^d th<? raids PJT. the labourer's, ip
Abu £onb,ul and th,e students ift Bahr- el Baga,r ? and other civilian
raids took place in depth T

What WPP the result?

Our people's

anger against them increased, as did. their will to fight.

Thus

{

jf'

the calculations of the American/Israeli computer proved to be/
wrong.

A French, writer comment04 saying: This is an i

nation, their will t-P hold out cannpt.bg explained,

After a t

such as that of June 1967, they insisted ^at their leader remaif)
at ftis post s

A.nd after the civilians were bombed, the people! s

ip,sls,t^ince on continuing the war increased,"
' ^ p r e s i d e n t .^adat went on to sa,y; "A potential ppwer lies deep
'in our people and cari only be understood by those who know our
history" f

v/e- may be backward, and part of our nation could still

be at a primitive stage of development, b u t ' w e are an ancient,
original nation, £he. more challenges they face, the more they rav
of their strong potentialities and their solid essence. This is ,
'
f)
secret lying behind rny belief that ultimately v/ej/will. be i

|
•*
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and the,n the "battle of nationalisat ipn,
;

And three months after

the secession of Syria, we tried once more, and the Revolutionary
Council took a decision to expel Abdul Hakeem 'ip.er from the army
'.' • • ' . , • • ' " .
'
*
and'•"• appoint him to the post of peputy Qpnmander in chief, ."but
Abdul Hakeem, refused tc comply with this decision.

It ^s true

that the. president was in a position to force, the decision if
he had wanted to, "but he refrained from that T

lie had made his

own calculations and was keen on avoiding a confrontation,

-^mer

promptly regained his prestige within the army ? but he never forgave' us for that decision,
place in the war of 1967?

js it possible to believe - w h a t took
Faithfulness requires us to be fair

with, ow boys, who were ill-treated, when they were put under the
supe,ryision of incapable military leaders unworthy of their high
pGsitipns.

pi^r boys hay^ proyed theip high qualifications in more

than pp.q battle,

i y/ish y o u . h a ^ the opportunity to meet the

Egyptian cpRWandop sp t;hat yp^ coulcj hear from them the stories
pf tfte battles, t:hey fpugh-t; in sina^., T .Have you ever heard of the
. , ' ' ' . "

'

..

i

]3att^e of p a t as al lisji whic|i was planned by Goneral Mohd Ahmad
Sadeoj?

^ so .happened that 1 w^s at that time acting P r e s i d e n t ^

in t^e s,]3penqe pf pre silent passer in. i^pscov/,

£ heard how our

boys ppppsed the canal and t^P'P^ W® |sraeli parachutists by surprise
and, $adQ thosq whp suppress the unarmed civilians raise their
automatic guns oyer their heads entreating "Don! t kill me Egyptianf '( ,
They were startled and bewildered and could not avail themselves pf
technology, „"

•;E paid, tp tl>e presidonti^ HYe^ ? we heard, pf this battle an4
P'^blish^^ its ptory in ifAl-Hayfadeps'^ and i remembered that the
Egyp1;ia,n commandos brought back with, them two captives*."
rph^e president interupted; '(They were three captives, who were
—

•- •

i

also the -only jsraelis who remained alive after that attack
a.}, pah^

pne, of them died on his y/ay to

]i-a.^|,pn?

7i

lgypt.

i dq/ believe in

T, Relieve in their ability to hold otf^ against the

1

2
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I said; "what happened to the arms factories which existed
before the war of 196??"
He said; "Borne of these factories were, in feet, transferred
to the field of Civil product icri, before the war took place»

TJiofc

is because the possibility of early confrontation was never
considered in our planning.

After the war, the idea that prevailed

was to depend on importing arms from r/ussia in order to savo time
and effort*

Unfortunately this was the idea adopted by the former

Minister* of Defence, General Mohammed Fawzi, and which fitted into
the picture of .soviet strategy,

no many mistakes were made, pome

accuse • me of having been sitting for 18 years, in the chairs
reserved for spectators.

This is not true, Those who lived the

details of those years do know hoy/ often I had different thoughts
from those? of president Nasser.

But j have never let the news about

such differences of opinion infiltrate cut, because j do believe
that although our Presidential Revolutionary regime allows for debate
and argument and does not exclude differences and even enhances
debate, nevertheless, decision taking is the responsibility of the
president,

.And when such a decision is taken, all members must

comply with it, and defeno, it.

This is revolutionary democracy,

When Abdul Nasser was dead and J assumed responsibility, I announced
that Nasser was the leader and should remain so,

I knew that there

were mistakes, and grave ones too, and even graver than many people
imagined,

But I cannot betray Nasser, nor can we deny what he has

achieved.

V'e tried to make reforms after the war of 1956,

military defeat which we changed to a. political victory.

that
The army

had to be converted to its original role which is fighting, thereby
alienating from it the various currents and centres of power and
n

personal attachments.
taken by events;

But this was never achieved, as /yve were over-

the battle of Egyptianisationf the battle of unity
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- 5All I want is to make Israel think a thousand times before under talc ing
.'/

an aggression similar to the one it carried out against Lebanon.
President Sadat continued criticizing Al Hawadess views. He said:
if

You once wrote that we have a clear idea of our military requirements.

This is not true.

I know that we need four principal things: l) A

desert war requires tracked tanks, because it is not logical that we
cross the, desert on rubber tyres; we must manufacture the tracked
equipment here, so I may not depend on any one; (2) We need fighterbombers to enable us to strike in depth when Israel strikes at our
depth, and so we may not have to resort to Kamikazi operations (at
this pointf President Sadat warned that Egypt may resort to Kamikazi
operations if Israel continued BUS to mount attacks against the Arabsf
3) Naval strategy has changed, and tprpedo boats are today more
important than destroyers as we have found out after we sank the
Israeli destroyer Elath; and we must manufacture the torpedo boats
here, and (If) \fe need electronic equipment* and we are able to operate
it.

l!

President Sadat said •jjhat as many as 2000 engineers graduate frojn

the Technical Military Academy in Egypt, and they are capable of
'i
operating such equipment. He said we are now building the man. We
£WCW

must own««we«~»BO-n! factories so that HBighneither^a*friend nor
f-

'

•jl

jwiae can dominate my will.

'

.
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moment he called in the military leaders, explained to them the situation
and asked "Can you resist the German invasion?"
there was nothing except persistence.

Stalin decided to build anew, and

to oake of the defeat the new launching point.
of technological superiority.

They said "Yes" because

Now back to the question

The difference between the Germans and

Russians at the time was greater than it is between the Israelis and
the Arabs.

But Russia is now iftaxaiisst militarily the most powerful

state in the world.
strategic weapons.

It is more advanced than America in terms of jtheAmerica knows this well, but the Americans are

better in maneuvering and bolder in stRK±a±aiaxjfca3c± making decisions.
It is not -f;rue that the Russian armament is ILess efficient than the
. /of Al Hawadess/
American.as reported by JalajKishk/in his interview of King Hassan
/of Moroccoy.

Egypt.

On the contrary, we have tested the MIG-23 here in

1$ flew more than once iawfcih*;--VIsrael^ d«pth and took photographs.

It has been proven that neither the Phantom nor the American-made
missiles can reach the altitude of the MIG-23•
three times $hat of sound.

MIG-23 ha s a speed

This makes it superior to the American-

raode Phantioni whose speed is only a little more than twice the speed
of sound* If I had a fighter-bomber, I would not have allowed Israel
to ravage #h South Lebanon as it 4Baebrdt»fH»4L recently.

'
Israeli aggression

I was suffering

while I followed up news of the
against Lebanon.
/"*
This has been the main point
in my conflict
with' the Russians.
I _v
^
'
'
'
tola $hera; BDEOBCSEOQDffiK If we had the ability to strike in the /
depth, the situation would change in the area.

I told them: the American?

want to humiliate us by enabling Israel to strike into the /Arab/ depth.
What is your stand?

You /Russians^7 want a peaceful settlement, but this

settlement is impossible as long as Israel atfone has the &> ility to
strike in tftf& depth, while I do not have siich an ability.
_

If I possessed

JU*d"$ -t

the ability_/to strike into the] Israel4,/dk>pth/, I would have accepted
a peaceful settment. But as things stand now, peaceful settlement rrieans
surrender to American and Israeli terms, and I will not accept this.
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went out of the Pentagon, anfi Johnson went out of the White Hotiaa*V,. ' « '"*1

•/
/**fcirfa#r«f*g» /„'";}> I,..:
f
Now Nixon's
tenture 4is approaching its end, •whito the fgnldmmtt/off Ihft^ j ''•*,
'

Vietnamese people is defeating the biggest military machineif|f

', vi'fVr
v

'"•

"• ' !

known "by the world. Are we less than the Vietnamese? Why
- Although I dislike to interrupt you Mr. President,, t ^wouM,
* »> » *
point, out that we share ^F^u this view. I made the same polat
President Nasser in the wake of the 196? defeat. I 4J*en;told tiiij
^volution needs to be revolutionized. The time has passed whe» ^^j]'", C!l
«i

* » i

v

^ r ' * * ' ' ^ * y ' " '

t

i i t

nation needed a gehios leader, and we now need a nation up to t!ia'^//#>W-v.^
standards of the modern age, a leader who can deal with,powerful
a thousand Nasser^. The genius of the Apostle prophet Mohammad? i
in his ability, to deal with great men* I agree with you, Mr. President,
that technology does not determine the future of nations* The cultural
difference which we mean and.take into account is the mental ©ne£
j

?''• •

'

.

'

'

!

'

'

,

" ' • ' .

the inability to think up to the standards of this age.

The Vietnamese

leadership is culturally superior to the Americans because it confronts
the PhfttuiBa/ with a more superior weapon — the will to fight. The
revolutionizatioi} we are demanding is the one you are realizing under
the slogan of correction.

I am sorry to interrupt, but I believe that

you will grant me the right to reply.
President Sadat smiled and said; "Not only the right to reply,

«pM>tr

but also the right of pointing TO mistakes. Is neb that you are after
in Al Hawadess? What I stress «n is the will to hgld fast. This
will usually determines the fate of Taat^les. Did not Britain in World
War, II experience circumstances worse than ours today? After the defeat
in Dunkirk, -Britain had nothing at the time except the will to hold
fast. An4 when the German arm^ invaded Russia at 1^he beginniig of the
war and reached less than 15 kms from Moscow, Stalin ordered his aide
to report to him on thq in4ustrial and ecpnomic situation in orderhow
i
^*
long Russia could hold,-, ta^» The report s reveialed to him that all
the achievements of the fi,ye-year plans were only on paper. At that
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^illusion. I stand on the ground of reality, not in capitulation, but
in order to attempt to change it."
What follows is more a reflection of the Arab President's thoughts
than a record of his words. I was only taking down brief notes. The '
intimate atmosphere and the President's efficient analysis distracted
me from the duties of my profession. This talk, therefore, lacks the \
• '
'i
accuracy of wording both in terms of questions and answers.
,
.
He chose to begin his conversation about Al Hawadess. He said,
"I tellffrankly that I am not pleaseolwith Al Hawadess. True you have
progressed in printing, style, and quality of subjects, and you have
become widely refad in the Arab world. I know well your journalistic*
aptitutes. Dp you remember that I offered you the post of editor-inchief of Al QumbfOuriyah before you published Al Hawadess? But it seems
Liff*"

tp me that you in Al Hawades.8 are still suffering^the shock of the 1967
aggression. All of us suff erea^it • But it is time that you wake up
from it. The only alternative te to spread ddspair. I read in your
magazine features on the cultural superiority of Israel, and the
typx futility of confrontation between Arab backwardness and Israeli
progress. Are we more backward than Vietnam?- Do you think that the
cultural gap between us and Israel is wider/that ^t*=±» between the
Vietnamese and the Americans? The difference, between the Vietnamese
and the American may be greater than &o4a[between the rider of a
came,! and that of a rocket. Jdhen President Johnson wanted to put an
end to the "annoyance1* of Norith Vietnam to the American presence, he
called in his Defen(e Secretary, then Robert McNamara, and asked him
tp work out an estimate of the military requirements to eliminate the
Vietnamese resistance. The computers were set into motion and. gave -A-fesestima te which indicated that the *C&B!would not take more than 18
'
r
months. But what was. the
result?
After
18 months McNamara came back
<• "'i,
'••;"•"'
,- •
:

to Johnson to tell him fhat the computer could not calculate the
/"

•

people's will. Consequently the war escalated in Vietnam, McNamara

PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE
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TRANSLATION
AL HAWADE33
6/10/1972
MOST IMPORTANT STATEMENT EVER MADE BY
PRESIDENT SADAT

"iyi had a fighter-bomber I would not
ret Israel ravage South Lebanon"
"My proposal for forming a Palestinian government in exile*.
is an i/tdea open to discussion, and the final word is for
the Palestinians themselves"
;
"During Ras el 'Ish battle, the Zionist troops raised the
machine-guns over their heads and cried out: 0 Egyptian, ^
don't kill me."(
"Nasser told me:'Ifceaasaccepted Rogers' plan while I was^
sitting at the table with the Russians suffering a hopeless
case with them^"
.
'
It was not a press talk, but it came to be the most important
statement. For more than three hours President Sadat talked at length
at his house in Gizah, reviewing Arab and International positions, both
before and after the defeat, as an analyst and intellectual searching
in the history of various nations in order to arrive at an evaluation
of the stage we are passing through.
His talk came - as he wanted - the talk of a friend and colleague
in journalism, the talk of a we'll experienced master. He reminded me
of the days when we worked together at Rose el Youssef magazine.

Sadat

likes to recall the memories of those days when he chose as his profession thinking, writing and publishing, heralding a revolution in the press
Perhaps he is the only Arab head of state who has begun his political
career addressing-Atee public opinion through his press articles. He
is the best to realize the importance of the press, and its role in
formulating ±toe^public opinion.
, Those who know Anwar Sadat before an! after the Devolution, and
at the summit of responsibility, realize that he has not changed.
I must admit that | did not ask his permission to publish th£ss.
interview.

In fact I was not thinking of that. But on my return to

the hotel, I felt the obligation to let the Arab public opinion know
what is jMHttw uppermost
•djf'lSadat 's mind.
.
^ . : ; , , larp.

I cannot find a description

of Sadat better than his own words when he told me; "i do not- adhere to
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BRITISH EMBASSY
62/2

BEIRUT
10 October 1972

The Ron D A G:ore-Booth
Near East & North African Dept
Foreign & commonwealth office
London SW1

1.
AS promised in our telegram number 758>
enclose a full translation of the interview given by
Sadat to selim Lozl, the owner of t he important Beiiut
weekly "A! Hawadeth".
2.
This translation has inevitably been prepared somewhat hurriedly and lacks polish in places. But though
there is a good deal of dead wood and repetition, I think
you will agree that, in view of its wide range and
considerable importance, it was worth translating the
article in full.
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ASKED ABOUT HIS

ACCUSATION AGAINST THE BBC,

DR HATEM SAP> ^

THE BBC HAD RECENTLY BEEN- T R Y I N G TO SPREAD THE VENOM OF
Z I O N I S T PROPAGANDA, EXPLOITING ITS WELL- KNOWN POTENTIAL \H
THIS RESPECT.

IT WAS AS IF THE BBC WERE ACTING ON BEHALF OF

ISRAEL AND IMPERIALISM TO WEAKEN THE ARAB MORALE. IT HAD
CONCENTRATED ON THE INTERNAL AND ARAB FRONT AND CONVEYED AN
INCORRECT IMAGE OF ARAB DETERMINATION TO LIBERATE OCCUPIED
TERRITORY. IT HAD EXPLOITED EGYPT'S PERMISSION TO CORRESPONDENTS
TO FILE WHATEVER THEY WISHED WITHOUT CENSORSHIP, BUT
BECAUSE OF.THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE CURRENT STATE , EGYPT HAD
TO PUT AN END TO THIS AND TO DEFEND ITSELF AGAINST THE
PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE WATED BY THIS BROADCAST*
4. DR HATEM DENIED THAT THERE WERE CABINET DIFFERENCES OVER
DR SI DRY'S MOSCOW VISIT OR THAT A MINISTERIAL RESHUFFLE
WAS IMMINENT.

WRIGHT
[REPEATED AS REQUESTED]
DEPARTMENTAL DISTRIBUTION
HENAD
MED
A & TD
UND
UN (ODA)
NEWS D
EESD
N AM D
IRD
MOD (INTERNAL)
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1972

TO P R I O R I T Y FCO T£L NO 829 OF 16 NOVEMBER/! NFO P R I O R I T Y TO
C A I R O AND TEL

A V I V AND ROUTINE TO MOSCOW WASHINGTON U K M I S NEW YORK

AfJD JEDDA.

.10

A R A B / ISRAEL,
1.

:,'M^7

I M AM I N T E R V I E W WITH THE BEIRUT D A I L Y STAR

PUBLISHED ON 16 NOVEMBER, DR HATEM, THE EGYPTIAN D

fll& MJ2J-A

OiiTV

PREMIER, I S REPORTED TO H A V E S A I D THAT THERE HAD BEEN
NO

NEW A M E R I C A N PROPOSALS FOR A SETTLEMENT BUT ONLY A

REPETITION OF THE SUGGESTION OF P R O X I M I T Y TALKS.
EGYPT HAD REJECTED THIS AND WOULD ACCEPT NO ALTERNATIVE
TO A COMPLERE WITHDRAWAL FROM ARAB TERRITORY. ASKED
ABOUT A PHASED SOLUTION, DR HATEM S A I D THAT THE QUESTION
WAS ANSWERED BY PRESIDENT S A D A T ' S I N I T I A T I V E FOR THE
REOPENING OF THE SUEZ CANAL AND AN ISRAELI WITHDRAWAL
EASTWARDS AS PART OF A COMPLETE PULL- OUT FROM ARAB
TERRITORY.

IN CONNECTION WI~TH THE SAUDI/KUWAITI

MEDIATION FOR THE RESUMPTION OF RELATIONS BETWEEN EGYPT
AND JORDAN,

HE EMPHASIS!ED THAT EGYPT WOULD NOT BE DRAWN

INTO SIDE CONFLICTS AND WOULD NOT CONSIDER EXPLOITING
THE PALESTINE QUESTION FOR ANY REASON.
2.

DR HATEM SAID THAT THE ICE BETWEEN THE SOVIET UNION

AND EGYPT HAD MELTED AND THAT RELATIONS HAD RETURNED TO THEIR
FORMER STATE.
SUCCESSFUL

DR S I D K Y ' S

V I S I T TO THE SOVIET UNION HAD BEEN

AND THE SOVIET LEADERS CONTINUED TO BACK

EGYPT'S PURSUIT OF HER JUST OBJECTIVES.
STATES WAS RESPONSIBLE

THE UNITED

FOR ISRAELI AGGRESSION AND ACTED

ON I S R A E L ' S BEHALF, AS IN USING THE VETO TO BLOCK THE
SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION
ON LEBANON.

CONDENSING AN ISRAELI ATTACK

/3. ASKED
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•CONFIDENTIAL

two years time, the creation of facts in the Occupied Territories
might have reached a point where direct negotiations on the basis
that we were all thinking about - Resolution 24-2 - would be
irrelevant: there would be a new ball game.

Marawan ruefully

agreed.
10.

This is about as much as I can remember of the conversation

which was, like all conversations of this kind, confused, repetitive
and circular.
11.

I record this for what it is worth - not very much-and in case

echoes of it surface in Cairo.

What interested me most was that

Marawan and Samir Ahmed had obviously both been thinking hard about
direct negotiations and that neither of them contemplated for a
moment the possibility of a military solution in the foreseeable
future.
12. We all parted on the best of terms with mutual expressions of
esteem and assurances regarding the confidentiality of my highly
personal remarks.

A D Parsons
19 December 1972

CONFIDENTIAL
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agreement to direct negotiations would put Egypt in a powerful
position diplomatically and would probably throw the Israelis into
acute disarray - "the Israeli coalition would collapse overnight"
said Samir.
8.

I accordingly asked Marawan if he thought that President Sadat

could deliver the proposition of direct negotiations to the Egyptian
people (reiterating that what I was saying in no sense represented
HMO's official attitude toward direct negotiations:

this had been

clearly stated to the Egyptians on many occasions.

Marawan accepted

this).

Marawan responded with the question how I thought

President Sadat could sell the proposition to the Arab world as a
whole.

I replied that I did not see any great difficulty in this.

Egypt could argue with justification that it had borne the bizrden
and heat of the day since 196? including thousands of casualties
in the War of Attrition, closure of the Suez Canal, the destruction
of towns, the ruination of the economy etc.

Most of the other Arab

states were in no position to dictate how Egypt should conduct her
affairs in these circumstances.

Equally Egypt's position as the

largest and most powerful country in the Arab world should enable
its Government to make decisions in the country's interest without
being blown off course by smaller Arab states.
9.

Marawan appeared to accept this thesis and went on to make

a rather curious remark.

He said that he thought that, if

President Sadat went for direct negotiations now, he would fall as would anyone at this juncture.

It would take two years for the

Egyptian Government to condition the people to the idea of direct
negotiations.

I replied that the trouble with this was that, in
CONFIDENTIAL
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5.

If the American initiative turned out to be unacceptable,

I thought that I would find myself faced with two choices.

I

would either have to tell my people that I had tried everything to
achieve a peaceful settlement; that all these attempts had failed;
that Egypt was in no shape to fight Israel and might not be for many
years to come; but that the only course appeared to be a long
struggle lasting perhaps for decades - there was no instant solution
and Egypt would have to rely on its own resources: no outside power
or group of powers would be able to solve the problem for Egypt.
Or I would say to my people that I had tried every course bar one
to achieve a peaceful settlement.

Before concluding that there was

no hope of such a settlement and that the only possibility was a
long drawn out struggle, I intended to put Israel to a final test.
I would take up the Israeli offer of direct negotiations without
preconditions and see if I could reach an honourable agreement.
If this failed, this would be proof that there was no alternative
to "the struggle".
6.

At that point Marawan suggested that I was dealing with two

extreme alternatives.

Was there nothing in between?

I said,

again speaking personally, that just about every inch of ground in
between had been trodden out during the past five years.

If the

American initiative came to nothing I thoughCthat, if I were
President Sadat, I would be inclined to conclude that it would be
impossible to continue to manoeuvre on the same spot indefinitely.
I would have to face up to the stark alternatives - direct
negotiations or the long struggle.
7.

Marawan and Samir Ahmed agreed between themselves that
CONFIDENTIAL
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Near East and North Africa Department
Copies to:

3333

Chanceries, Cairo
Tel Aviv

Washigton
New York
PC ris

ARAB/ISRAEL
1.

When I called on Ashraf Marawan (for those who do not know, he

is technically President Sadat's adviser on information matters,
in reality Sadat's main link-man with the Libyan RCC and, I judge,
a considerable power behind the throne) at the Egyptian Embassy on
15 December to discuss Anglo/Libyan relations, we concluded our
conversation with a long gossip about the Arab/Israel problem.
2.

This started when Samir Ahmed (Minister at the Egyptian

Embassy) asked me to tell Ashraf what I would do now if I were
President Sadat.

I said that I would only give my opinion on

condition that it was not reported to Cairo (some hope) and on the
understanding that everything I said was 100 per cent personal and
confidential.

But, if they really wanted to know what I would do

if I were President Sadat, I would tell them on this basis.
3.

I said that I would first wait to see what the Americans came

up with by way of a new initiative.
otherwise.
4.

It would be foolish to do

They agreed.

Continuing, I said that, if the American initiative was

acceptable to Egypt, I (as President Sadat) would have no immediate
problem:

I would be in business again.
CONFIDENTIAL
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Mr tPaefsons

ARAB/ISRAEL
1.
I find this conversation faiftatixfg. One Doint
in particular strikes me which is that made by Karawan
(paragraph 9) that it would take 2 years for the
Egyptian Government to condition the people t6 the
idea^ of direct negotiations. This is precisely why
l think that they might be tempted to resume
hostilities (if only on a minor scale). If, as we
assume, the Israelis retaliated on a disproportionate
scale oadat might be pmnT^giiol to reduce this time
scale.

D A Gore-Booth
Near East 8; North
Africa Department,
21 December 1972

CONFIDENTIAL
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3. Hafiz Ismail expressed the personal opinion that this
was in fact what the Israelis and the Americans were aiming
at with their enthusiasm for an interim settlement ie a
settlement which would have for Egypt certain specious
advantages "but which, by putting Egypt in a military position
that made it impossible either to attack or defend, would
ensure that the "interim" arrangement was in fact a final
arrangement, whereby the Israelis remained in security 30 km
or 50 km away from the Canal and the Egyptians on the Canal
remained open at any moment and on any excuse to Israeli
military pressure. It was, he said, for this reason that it
was of utmost importance to Egj^pt to know that the Israelis
would eventually withdraw to the former Egyptian boundaries.
4. In speaking the seine day to the French. Ambassador, Hafiz
Ismail said that the Egyptians were fully prepared to enter
into indirect negotiation with the Israelis anywhere in the
world but that they would not accept direct negotiations.
He also said that it must be clearly understood that in any
interim solution there could not be a lapse of more than
three or four months between the first and second phases.
Moreover, the second phase must set up a calendar of withdrawal and the necessary measures for security. The second
phase should also be much more precisely defined than at
present in Resolution 242 before the first phase entered
into vigoxir. The French Ambassador said that he did not
understand from Hafiz Ismail's description of the various
phases whether it was the Egyptian intention that there
should be a formally initialled agreement on the second
phase before the first phase was brought into effect or
whether the Egyptian Government would be content with a
general declaration by the Israelis of some formula for the
second phase agreed between the parties.
5. According to the French Ambassador Hafiz Ismail did not
once mention any of the other Arab states in the course of
their conversation.
6. Hafiz Ismail spoke with considerable frankness and to
some extent at least appeared to be expressing his personal
views, although he is, as you know, very close to President
Sadat. I should be grateful therefore if, in any use you
or other addressees make of the contents of this letter,
you would ensure that what Hafiz Ismail told the Ambassador
does not get quoted back to the Egyptians.

J
A B Urwick
Copies to: Chanceries - Amman, Beirut, Moscow, Paris,
Tel Aviv, HEMS New York, Washington
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12 December 1972

2/4

A J M Craig Esq
Nea,r Bast & North. Africa Department
PGO

^(}Q f^.
MIDDLE BASTs

EGYPTIAN ATTITUDE TO AN INTERIM AGREEMENT

1. In my letter to you of today's date (reference 10/3 copied to Moscow only) I recorded what Haf iz Ismail, Presidential
Adviser on Rational Lecurity, told the Ambassador on 6 December
about arms sales and Soviet/Egyptian relations. He went on
to talk about an interim arrangement in terras which made it
clear that he at least saw very little for Sgypt in such an
arrangement.
2. Hafia Ismail said that even after an arrangement had
been made the Egyptians would .not have got their territory
back and the Israelis would not have got final assurtxnces
of security. They would therefore both have & motive for
further hostilities. Moreover, from the Ugyptian point of view
there were very grave inconveniences. The first of these was
that, if there were no Egyptian troops on the east bank of
the Canal, the Israelis could be back, there in a matter of
minutes after they had pulled back to, say, 35 km. The second
was that, with the Canal in use it would be impossible for the
Egyptians to cross it in forc"g"at short notice to repel ail '
Israeli attack". The tlaird was that with the Canal working
and the Canal towns rebuilt, the Egyptians would -present a
hostage to fortune to the Israelis with no assurance that ~~
they would not find the capital they had expended on opening
the Canal and resuscitating the Canal towns lost in a matter
of minutes as a. result of an Israeli attack. Fourthly, and
in some ways the most imports,nt consideration of all, the
return of the.population to the Canal towns would involve the
dismantling pf_the present Egyptian defensive linejwhich ran
through the tolms themselves. This' would mean that, if
hostilities were to break out as a result of an Israeli
attempt to re-occupy the area of the east bank of the Canal
from which they had withdrawn and which would be held by
Egyptian police or light armed Egyptian troops only, they
would in fact find no substantial Egyptian opposition on the
west bank of the Canal and the Egyptian defensive position
would have to be much further back - probably somewhere in
the area, of Cairo.
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IV, THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE.CANAL TOWNS WOULD BE CLEAR
EVIDENCE TO THE EGYPTIAN PEOPLE THAT "THE STRUGGLE" HAD BEEN ABANDONED (HAFtZ ISMAIL) SINCE THE REBUILT TOWNS WOULD BE
PERMANENT HOSTAGES TO ISRAEL FOR EGYPTIAN GOOD BEHAVIOUR. (ISMAIL
FAHMY),
;
4* PARSONS GATHERED FROM THE ITALIAN MINISTER THAT HAFIZ ISMAIL
HAD APPARENTLY ALSO SPOKEN TO HM AMBASSADOR IN WASHINGTON
AND TO THE FRENCH AMBASSADOR. THE NETHERLANDS MINISTER IMPLIED THAT
HIS COLLEAGUE IN CAIRO MIGHT HAVE GIVEN AN ACCOUNT OF HIS
CONVERSATION TO EEC AMBASSADORS THERE,
5. IF THESE REPORTS ARE AT ALL ACCURATE, THEY SEEM TO US
TO SUGGEST EITHER THAT THE EGYPTIANS ARE ADOPTING A TOUGH
BARGAINING POSITION WITH THE AMERICANS IN THE HOPE OF PERSUADING
THE AMERICANS TO BRING PRESSURE OH THE ISRAELIS OR TO DIRECT
THEIR "INITIATIVE" TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION RATHER
THAN AN INTERIM ARRANGEMENTS OR THAT THE EGYPTIANS HAVE FINALLY
DECIDED THAT THE STATUS QUO IS LESS DISADVANTAGEOUS TO THEM THAN AN
INTERIM ARRANGEMENT.. SO FAR AS WE CAN RECALL, THIS WAS THE
FIRST TIME WE HAD HEARD OF THE EGYPTIANS PUTT!KG FORWARD SUCH
CLEAR AND DEFINITIVE ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE PRINCIPLE OF AN
INTERIM ARRANGEMENT. IN PREVIOUS DISCUSSION THEY HAVE TENDED TO
CONCENTRATE PRINCIPALLY. OF THE PROBLEM OF A LINK WITH NEGOTIATIONS
FOR A COMPREHENSIVE SETTLEMENT, AND ON SUCH MATTERS AS CROSSING
BY EGYPTIAN TROOPS, LENGTH OF. WITHDRAWAL ETC*
•
DOUGLAS-HOME
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CONFIDENTIAL

CYPHER/CAT A
FM F C 0 1413202
CONFIDENTIAL,
TO PRIORITY CAIRO TELNO 1558 OF 14 DECEMBER?INFO PRIORITY
WASHINGTON, ROUTINE AMMAN, BEIRUT, TEL AVIV UERUSALEI UKMIS NEW
YORK, UKDEL EEC,BRUSSELS, THE HAGUE, ROME, PAR»s; MOSboIJI!
YOUR TELEGRAM NO. 1692 (NOT TO' ALL-TWIDDLE %AST,
THE NETHERLANDS AND ITALIAN MINISTERS CAL^D OM PARSONS ON 12
AND 13 DECEMBER RESPECTIVELY,
READ THE TEXT OF A TELEGRAM FROM THE NETHERLANDS
IN CAIRO REPORTING A CONVERSATION WITH ISMAIL FAHMY
THE TEXT OF A TELEGRAM FROM THE ITALIAN AMBASSADOR
REPORTING A CONVERSATION WITH HAFIZ ISMAIL WHO IS
(OR WAS RECENTLY) APPARENTLY IN THE UNITED STATES,
.cit

> BOTH REPORTS CONCENTRATED ON EGYPTIAN-VIEWS ON AM INTERIM
ARRANGEMENT. THERE WAS A STRIKING SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE TWO*
HENCE THJS TELEGRAM. JSMAI.L FAHMY AND HAFIZ ISMAIL WERE QUOTED
AS TELL I NO THEIR RESPECTIVE INTERLOCUTORS THAT ANY 1WERIM
ARRANGEMENT WOULD BE BAD FOR EGYPT FOR THE FOLLOWING SET OF
'
REASONSi
I. EVEN IF A SYMBOLIC CROSSING OF THS CANAL BY EGYPTIAN TROOPS
WAS.HBLODSD AND EVEN IF THE ISRAELIS WITHDREW "50
\

II. FOLLOWING THE REOPENING OF THE CANAL AND ITS RESUMED USE
'
BY INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING, EGYPT WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO MAKE MILITARY '
PREPARATIONS FOR A ,'AJOR CROSSING OF THE CANAL. (BOTH)
"
••
'
,*fe
III. WITH THE CANAL REOPENED AND IN USE IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE
v,
FOR EGYPT TO MAINTAIN ITS FORWARD DEFENSIVE LINES ON THE CANAL BANKs'"
THEY WOULD HAVE TO BE WITHDRAWN, SAY, 25 M,LES TO THE WFST UH,CH
W3ULD BRING THEM MUCH TOO CLOSE TO CAIRO. (BOTH)
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1. I find the arguments adduced by Hafiz Ismail against
the interim arrangement (which we have now seen spelled
out at greater length in
J>
»—s

Mr Urwick's letter 2/lj. of

12 December to Mr Craig) rather more convincing than
does Mr HoMing. But this does not invalidate his
conclusion that the Egyptians may be preparing themselves
(and their 'allies') for

e

resumption of negotiations on

an interim arrangement.If anything,it strengthens

it.

What I think the Egyptians are trying to do is to

V

reinforce their arguments for a proper link between an
interim arrangement and a final settlement (ef Haikal's
last weekly article in which he rejected a partial
solution as such but said that a staged settlement whereto
a partial withdrawal v/ould be united with the
of 2l|.2 would be acceptable).

D A Gore-Booth
20 December 1972
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OUR TELEGRAM NO 16^2 to CAIRO
1.
I find the arguments put forward by the Egyptians
unconvincing as a reason.for not accepting the interim
settlement. Could they not have another object? ¥e
have a fair amount of evidence that there is a growing
tide of opinion in Egypt in favour of an interim
settlement, and indeed we have argued that only in this
direction does any hope remain for Sadat staying in
power. Rafik Hassan told me today that he could not
conceive that Gamal Otaifi (whom he described as an
opportunist and a cowardl'although they are cousins)
could have taken the critical line he recently took in
the Peoples Assembly unless he had been encouraged to
do so (by Sadat?) so this may be the beginning of a
campaign to condition the Egyptian people to a
negotiated and possible "Egyptian" settlement.
2.
I admit this is still speculative. But if viewed
in this light the arguements put forward(obviously from
a similar brief) might be seen in another light, ie
as an attempt to show that the Egyptians are not the
only people to gain from the interim settlement, thus
undermining at least some of the Israeli objections.
The arguments themselves while each containing an
element of truth are less convincing if examined
critically. While Egyptian forces 50 miles ahead of
the Canal do not offer much threat to the Israelis,
they do not put Egypt.^at Israel's mercy" unless one
accepts the following arguments as well. The opening
of the Canal to shipping certainly does not preclude
a crossing by the Egyptians - it did not in 1967.
Indeed, properly used, the troops forward of the Canal
might be able to give just enough breathing space to
make a crossing possible. Nor does the use of the
Canal by shipping mean the withdrawal of the defences
by 25 miles. Certain modifications might be necessary
and there would be some security problems right on the
Canal. But you can see less from the deck of a supertanker than you can from a properly equipped
reconnaissance airdraft. The final point is a good
one - politically.
3.
Could the Egyptians therefore not be preparing the
ground for acceptance of the proximity talks?

M A Holding
Ne??r East & North Africa
154596 500M 2/72 GM 36«/2
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1.

You may c<We to glance at these minutes.

I myself do not-

think that we should readily suppose that Sadat's style includes
exercises in preparing the ground.
that long.

His horizons are just not

J C Kay
Near East & Worth
Africa Department
21 December 1972
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attmepts to freeze all initiatives and shelve the pr obleni
of the Liiddle Last, the US President had "even asked that
this subject should not be raised during his talks i:
in
Loscovr with the Soviet leaders". A major aim of American/
Israeli polcy had. been to maintain the Jlidcle Saet
ceaseire in order to legitimise ana perpetuate the
. "Only after providing Israel v/ith all its
nilitary, economic and political requirements does President
ITixon not." declare his iivcerest in.the 1-iddle Last."
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From;

CAIRO

Repeated to;

ABU DHABI
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Date:

19 DeceBber 1972

CITCId.GSIFIED
KIJDDL3 EABT:

SG-YPTIAI7 PRIiSS iOACTIOF TO POSSIBLE US MOVES

3.. The statement in the White House report on President
Eicon's "first term of office to the effect that President
Fii"on will give top priority to the search for peace in the
Kiddle Bs.st, has had a sonewhat caustic reception in the
Egyptian press,
2. 11 Akhbar of 17 December says that the Americans only
seek stability ana peace in the Kiddie East with a view to
helping Israel "to digest the rich dish that it swallowed, in
the June ¥ar of 1967" and to allowing the United States "to
continue to drain the region of its wealth". Al Ahrara of
18 December says that president ITixon and !>Ir Rogers have ciore
than once proffered peace initiatives all of which were
|
nipped in the bud for well known reasons. Ihe Americans
i
should now take two important factors into consideration: •
"they should realise f-irstly that we reject direct
negotiations with Israel and secondly that we reject any
rartial solution which is not linked to an overall settlement
oi
'oblem"
3, Al 'Gvjnliouriya noted on 18 December that this was the
second time in less than six weeks that President "ixcn had
'declared an. interest in the Middle i/ast situation. In his
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I N F O TO C A I R O

TEL A V I V MOSCOW WASHINGTON AMD AMMAN AND SAVING TO UKHIS HEW YORK,

ARAB/I SRAEL.
A REPORT C A R R I E D BY AL NAHAR OF 21 DECEMBER,
i T ' S CAIRO CORRESPONDENT QUOTE S " WELL

INFORMED SOURCES•" AS

S A Y I N G THAT PRESIDENT SADAT HAD INSTRUCTED H I S WAR M I N I S T E R TO
BE READY FOR A RESUMPTION OF HOSTILITIES WITHIN S I X MONTHS.
SADAT WAS CONVINCED THAT T H I S WAS THE ONLY WAY OF ENDING THE
PRESENT SITUATION AMD OF RE-ESTABLISHING CONFIDENCE
BETWEEN EGYPT AND THE SOVIET UNION.

HE WAS ALSO

CERTAIM THAT QMI.Y RENEWED HOSTILITIES WOULD INDUCE
RUSSIA TO PROVIDE THE ARMS WHICH EGYPT WANTED*
EGYPT WOULD NOT A W A I T A FURTHER A H E R S C A M I N I T I A T I V E
AND HAD REJECTED AM AMERICAN PLAN,

S A I D ' T O HAVE BEEN .

PUT TO THE ALGERIAN FOREIGN MINISTER BY MR ROGERS^
V/MERJ-SY IN EGYPT THE SUEZ CANAL WOULD BE OPENED AND
ISRAELI FORCES P A R T I A L L Y WITHDRAWN, IN S Y R I A THE
ISRAELS

FORCES WOULD EVACUATE PART OF THE GOLAN HEIGHTS

AMD ) N JORDAN THE HUSSEIN PLAN WOULD BE APPLIED AND
WOULD COVER THE PALESTINIANS.
AL N A H A R ' S CORRESPONDENT ALSO REPORTED THAT PRESIDENT

ADAT HAD TOLD KHALI D HASSAM, A FATAH LEADER, THAT WAR
WAS MUCH NEARER THA^ H MIGHT THINK.
2.

IN CONNECTION WITH TH£ AL NAHAR ITEM, ITS SISTER

» A ? L Y L'OKiENT-LE JOUf? C A R R I E S A SPECIAL ITEM FROM THE
NEW YORK TIMES REPORT!NG THAT

AFTER THE APPARENT

FAILURE OF THE EGYPTIAN A I R FORCE COMMANDER'S M I S S I O N
TO MOSCOW, SOVIET EGYPTIAN RELATIONS HAD DETERIORATED
SO MUCH THAT PRESIDENT SADAT HAD ASKED THE RUSSIAN
LEADERS TO POSTPONE THEIR EXPECTED V I S I T TO C A I R O
FCO PASS S A V I N G TO UKMiS HEV/ YORK
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I think that it would be a mistake for us to separate ourselve*
from the French.

It would be unsatisfactory both from the

European point of view and from the point of view of our national
interest for us to make a move in coapany with lesser European
powers: it would also be unconvincing,
4.

Subject to anything the Prench may have to say, my view

remains that w© ought to wait and aee what the Americans are
going to come up with - the Secretary of State will have a chance
to probe Mr. Rogers on this at the end of the month.

Thereafter,

we shall keep a very close eye on developments - or nondevelopments - in order to judge whether or not the time is
becoming ripe for a European or other initiative.

My instinct

is that the next step after the American initiative^ well be
a move by the Secretary-General to get the parties round a
table with him in the chair: European encourasement might well
be a key factor at that point.

A D Parsons
1 January 1973
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Private Secretary
Copy to: Mr Craig

ARAB/ISRAEL

The Secretary of State has minuted as follows on the attached
Flag A

•bopy of Cairo telegram No. 1768:-=-^ A>4*f

| • (^

"This is really very inflammable stuff
president Sadat's recent speechj.

Is it

impossible to get him into conference with the
Israelis with other friendly Europeans holding

2.

the ring?"
This may sound complacent and perhaps I am becoming too

hardened to Arab bombast, but I do not think'that we need take
President Sadat's remarks all that seriously.

He has said

almost exactly the same on at least half a dozen occasions since
Appil 1971.

Was not 1971 "the year of decision"?

I think

that this type of utterance by Sadat has now degenerated into
a routine Arab political gambit and that it has no significance
in terms of the realities on the ground.

I equally believe

that these fireworks have ceased to have effect on the Egyptians,,
civil or military.
5.

They know them for what they are - claptrap.

As regard the Secretary of State's question, I am still

inclined to stand by paragraphs 6 to 9 of my minute of
Flag B

20 December.

I am having talks with the Branch on 12 January

and will see what they think about all this.

But I am pretty|

certain that they will not wisj|[^^t i^volva* at this stage *d
COVERING SBCISI

